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SM OALüdS INl'EhKgT £& CHILPRfcH 
The elemental figure of the child appeared early In 
most literatures, but his true advent as a literary per 
soiiege did not occur until after the French Bevalutlon fo­
cused attention on the great masses of poor and Ignorant 
people. It was Dickens who first set the place of children 
in literature, and with hi® poverty and children vent hand 
In hand. Since G&ldós read with ease several foreign tan 
guages, the vast literature, particularly in France and 
England, concerning the child was known to hi®. Dickens1 
sincere interest in children, a striking feature of his 
work, may have struck a responsive chord In the heart of 
Benito Fdrer Galdds, for there is no doubt that children 
had always excited 0ald<5s« affectionate interest. In his 
prologue to Dr. Tolosa 11atourfs fflñerlas G&ldós wrote, 
*11 primer fundamento de ml simpatía hacia las narraciones 
que componen esta obra, consiste en que son como un terreno 
neutral en que se Juntan nuestros gusto» y aficiones... 
Y debo añadir que si las estimo por su parentesco con 1?. 
hermosa hija de Esculapio, no me entusiasman menos por la 
atención preferente que en ellas dedicas a Xa parte más 
interesante de la humanidad, los Chiquillos, que a 
tanto me gustan, como sabe®, y con los cuales hago muy 
buenas «sigas, dejándome tratar por ellos de Igual a igual, 
con una especie de santa nivelación ante la inocencia• 
In ¿t casa de Shakespeare Galdós misse® *las turbas de 
chiquillos haraposos, timados y descaíaos que pululan en 
los docks de Liverpool o en el Quayside de Newcastle. 
In his own home, Olmet and Garei'a Carreffa say that Galdós 
"siempre ha tenido amlguitos con los que conversaba a dia­
rio largos ratos. Ahora tiene uno, que se llama Alfonso, 
de trece años de edad, hijo de la portera de la casa de la 
calle de Alberto Aguilera, donde vivid" el gran novelista. 
Todos los días acude este pequefluelo al hotel de D. Benito, 
para charlar un rato con el maestro. Con mucha frecuencia 
le pregunta Galdós su opinión sobre diversas cosas, y es-
3jt 
cucha ios razonamientos de Alfonsito con cariñosa atención»9  
Having at heart this tenderness for children, it is not 
strange that Galdós made a literary theme of the child and 
that this warm interest appears concretely In his novels. 
Unlike Dickens, Galdós had no family of small children 
growing up about him, but as M. Braunschvig, French literary 
critic with a primary Interest in children, pointed out, 
love for childhood may be felt deeply by those «ho have no 
such personal ties as those of fatherhood in a family.4 
Lacking concentration, the affection grows to embrace all 
children. Because we are susceptible to the poetry of 
6 
childhood, it is pleasing to see that the great Spaniard, 
11 in many regards the most typical, and by all odds the most 
prolific of modern Spanish authors1,5 also cared about it. 
the interest and pleasure taken in childhood are signs of 
©motional development and indicate moods of serenity and 
pensiveness. Galdds was reflecting his age and "when an 
age listens with pleasure to such sketches, it is not barren 
of the hoaely affections, nor uniformly given over to rest­
less and unlawful passions.**5 
that Gaidds enjoyed the study is always evident to 
the reader and he himself comments, "Cuando se acerca el 
fin ds Is Jornada, causa cierto gozo el considerar de qué* 
extraña manera nos prepara la Providencia, allá en los co­
mienzos de nuestra vida, el camino que hemos de recorrer y 
hasta los tropiezos o facilidades, penas y alegrías que en 
él hemos de encontrar. EX tránsito de la niñez e la ju­
ventud parece el esbozo de un drama, cuyo piar, apenas se 
entrevé* en el balbuciente lenguaje de los primeros afectos 
y en la indecisión turbulenta de las primeras acciones va 
7 ronlles.* 
G&idés did not leave details concerning his own child­
hood. Like Lamartine,Q he passed by this early period of 
his own life with indifference. He seems to be, as May-
nial says, one of those "qui ont imaginé lfhistoire d'un 
enfantj parfois ce petit personnage, dont lis ont la pré-
7 
caution ou la pudeur de ne perler qu'l la trotsi^tee per 
sonne, pent bien Ieur ressembler comma un Jeune frére ten • 
drement almé'... II y a dans cette cetégorie de iivros, 
non plus 1*intention de se confesser, mats celie dfdfcudier 
9 la psychologic de 11 enfant•* 
Galdds is unique la Spain in the tendency to close 
observation of the individual child and the depiction of 
his moods and activities» His interest began with birth 
when the child Is scarcely more than a small monomaniac 
in whom everything is reduced to the one action of feeding 
and who sleeps when his stomach is filled. These primary 
10 functions and early education are noted in Gloria. El 
aiiss. a«R8g»u ha. j&aMfeMa»1* rorfrmtg z áaslsía.15 Sac-
iju«mn6& sq. g¿ paryatprVa»14 and Misericordia. for Oeldrfs 
believed with 0. Compayre that *no es solamente s los cinco 
o dies años cuando el pedagogo necesita estudiar ai ñiño; 
desde la cuna debe sorprender los vagos estremecimientos 
del alma que nace.**"® 
There is no hard-and-fast delimitation of the years 
that constitute infancy and childhood In this study, for 
often Galdds alludes vaguely to, rather than states speci­
fically, the ages of these children. Modem psychology 
usually considers infancy to cover roughly the years up to 
three, and childhood from three to twelve or thirteen years. 
17 Rousseau carried infancy to seven years of age, and child-
8 
IB hood to twelve or thirteen, hut teste, it is well known, 
often show overlapping in physical, emotional and Intellee 
tual development* As far as has been possible, the age 
limit of fourteen has been considered here &s the close of 
childhood. 
In addition to his personal fondness for children, 
0aIdds viewed them with a very practical eye for he saw in 
them continuity and the promise of the future (he refers to 
19 slum children ss "la discordia del porvenir1* and to a pre­
cocious child as one of those destined to open "nuevos ca-
PQ 
minos a la humanidad*** ) and for this reason he vas concerned 
about their health, happiness and education. Undernourished 
and rickety children abound In O&ldds1 novels and were used 
by him to point out social evils needing attention. In 
this way he continued his constant process of giving in­
struction while writing. 0ald<fs was saddened by the sight 
of unhappy children* *Bs triste el espectáculo d© la ni­
ñea que ae consume en un servicio penoso y triste, privada 
£1 de todo solas," he wrote. And he spoke of "la travesura, 
...propia de la edad...**® 
In 1879 0. Compayrl, discussing the psychology of the 
child, had written, "Hada prueba mejor los adelantos de Is 
filosofía moderna, que la importancia dada al estudio de 
loa fenómenos más insignificantes y oscuros de la vida mo­
ral de los niños. Podemos esperar que no pasará mucho 
9 
tiempo sin que, gracias a las repetidas experiencias de pa­
dres psicólogos bastante observadores, pars ir anaUfando 
de di'a en áXk el desarrollo mental de sus hijos s® llegue 
£3 s formar lo que podrfk llamarse 2& psicología infantil** 
Eleven or twelve years before the above was written Galdds 
had begun to evince his interest in the subject by his 
study of the personality and early schooling of s little 
girl named Clara in M fontana á& &£&* Some three years 
later Si aud&a presented a greatly alargad picture of a 
child and in 1878 MtrlaneU started young "Doctor* Centeno 
on his quest for education and J& familia M MÉI S2£k con­
tained a complete and delightful portrait of a two year old 
child. In the next several years Oaldds wms to present a 
series of studies of children, which in addition to being 
artistic creations because of their individuality, are sur­
prisingly sound psychologically and full of pedagogical im­
plications. 
In the following chapters Galdés* treatment of child­
hood is studied in the light of psychological and pedagogi­
cal knowledge available in his time and with which he may 
have bean familiar. In the original or in translations 
Gtldtfs may have tooen Hippolyte Taint's JJ& 
James Sully** The gtmta. illnd» I. Preyer's QiM. MB. 
Kind eg and others. He is known to have been a personal 
friend of the great Spanish educator, Don Francisco Giner 
10 
de ios Rio», and of Dr. falos© LA tour, A physician and child 
specialist living in Madrid. Galdús was interested in the 
allied fields of sociology, psychology, pedagogy and medi­
cine with regard to children and comparison of his novella-
tic work with that of the educators named in this study 
shows that he was conscious of the movements then on foot 
£4 in Spain for the * emancipación del niño*, and elded in 
the effort toy his portrayal of under-privileged children. 
Galdds* novelas it M primea Ü22SS. ®«d the ngyftftg 
españolas contemporáneas are studied Individually end 
chronologically, in order to show that interest in the 
subject of childhood was always present from the first 
novel i M fontana de oro» on. It reached Its highest point 
between the years 1878 and 1888, when the major child char­
acters of Monina, Mariano, Felipe, Isabelita Br ingas, Pe­
pitos, and Luis i to are developed and fifty-three of the 
ninety-seven named children appear, in addition to the 
largest number of unnamed children. Interest continued in 
a lesser degree to Angel Querrá. 1390-91, when there is the 
development of the three important characters of Encarna­
ción, Ildefonso and Jesús. Interest rises again In Tor-
quemada m MÍ mrmtorU *ná X ÍIH iMÉIM, 1894-
95, with the birth of ValentiSa II, the child monster. In 
iasarin and Halms there Is m almost Bibieal impression of 
11 
the constant presence of children in the background, and the 
last child character developed at any length is that of the 
five-year-old Socorro of C&sandra. It will be seen that, 
in harmony with the rest of his work, the child characters 
of Galdds become less individualistic and more socialised 
as the contemporary novels draw to a close. 
In their varying degrees of importance, this study at­
tempts to deal with all the children mentioned by Oaidcfs in 
his novelas fia &. crinera ¿poca and las novelas conteBDor>f-
neaa. Hovels of the first period include i fontana de. 
oro, 1367-68; sombra. 1870; J¿ £&££, 1871} &S&& Garfee-
te, 18761 Gloria (£ volumes} 1870-77$ Marlanela. 1878 and 
M familia áfi. Ledn Roch (three volumes), 1878, and the con— 
temporary novels: M. desheredad*. 1331; EL mi£2. lEBSa» 
138Ü; El doctor Centeno (two volumes), 1338; Tormento. 1334; 
Eg. d, BrInsas. 1334} J& prohibido (two volumes), 1834-35} 
Fortunata y; Jacinta (four volumes), 1386-87; Miau. 1838; 
j¡& Incógnita. 1388-89} Torcuemada fifi Is. hoguera. 1339) 
Realidad, 1889; Cuerra (three volumes), 1890-91} XrJLl-
ÍMIi Lamí ¿s. lasa Is. M S&S&, WAR-) Torauemada jga IS. cruz. 
1395; Torouemada SB. Si purgatorio. 1994; Torouemada y. gaa 
£$SZA, 1^95; {jazarán, W95; MFILBS., 1335; Misericordia.  
1397; 11 steiaía, 1397; Cesandra. 1905; H caballero encan­
ta*?» 1909, and M ZJJ&l ¿a. 1& sinrazón. 1315. 
Many of the children in the above named novels ere 
If 
náceles* and appear singly or in groups to form part of 
the background. Very often objective details of their ap­
pearance are given. Of the ninety-seven named children, 
thirty~tvo are girls. The importance of these children in 
the novels will be seen to be three sideds sociological, 
psychological, and Individualistic. The children, veil 
demonstrating the slow growth of public interest in them, 
do not appear as main characters of novels, although £1 
doctor Centeno and Miau bear the nicknames of two impor­
tant child personalities. Their chief use is to serve as 
vehicles for Galdds* sociological thoughts. As a creative 
artist, however, Galdds was alive to the romantic foster­
ing of the importance and dignity of the individual, and 
sought to understand the unfolding personalities of small 
children. This ability enabled him to create child charac­
ters whose naturalness and reality have been acclaimed by 
, 25 
Spanish critics from Alas to del Rio. 
The chapters of this study begin *lth @ brief survey 
of the position of the child in the neighboring literatures 
of England and France in the nineteenth century. Galdds 
was familiar with this literature, an important feature of 
which was the growth of interest in the child and the abun­
dant literature produced both about and for him. This back­
ground may have influenced Guides* attitude toward children, 
for he was one of the few in Spain to recognise the exia-
13.. 
tence of a child world and the first to treat it in some 
detail* Spanish literature itself had always recognised 
the child, but had rarely treated him as a literary per­
sonality . 
In Galdds this recognition and personal fondness for 
children was combined with a scientific curiosity. He In­
terested himself in the child as a human being worthy of 
study for his own sake, both because of his individuality 
and as a defenseless member of a society which often mis­
used him, Galdds* scientific curiosity has Its longest and 
most important expression in his study of the child delin­
quent, Mariano, of desheredada. Here the author not 
only gives the action of the picaresque hero, but methodi­
cally and accurately analyses the boy and his reactions. 
Even in this most naturalistic of his novels, Galdcfs is 
still the humanitarian, the crusader, the teacher, and 
Mariano, set against a background of numberless other de­
linquents, serves to call the attention of society to the 
appalling problem they present. A striking feature of the 
account is that Galdds reveals himself to be a competent 
and exact clinical psychologist, and in outline, follows 
almost exactly that of the model case study of C.M. Louttit, 
modern psychologist whose work Clinical Psychology 
Children's Behavior Problems was published soce fifty-five 
years later than desheredada. 
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One of Geldtfsf primary Interests was in education. He 
believed in it for people of every age» Children end Edu­
cation presents a survey of all the aspects of the Galdds 
treatment of primary education* His point of view is again 
sociological, for he is trying to awaken an apathetic Spain 
to the realisation that primary instruction is of utmost 
importance, but that In its current state it is accomplish­
ing little, and often damaging children's characters* This 
theme runs through many novels, but the chief child char­
acter who, like Mariano, serves to point out the evils of 
the system, is Felipe Centeno* Seemingly according to 
plan, Gaidds* long examination of primary education ends 
in his last novel with the picture of an ideal school 
where children receive practical education at the hands 
of agreeable and competent teachers* 
In the chapters dealing with the little girls and boys 
the children have been studied by sex to see what varia­
tions in treatment may have been accorded them by Gaidds* 
Although the number of named girls is considerably less 
than those of the boys, both sexes are given careful and 
artistic treatment in the characters which are developed. 
Recently experimenters in pre-school laboratories have 
told us that even in very early life there are definite 
character traits* One child is consistently dominating, 
another submissive; one talkative, another reticent; one 
15 
aetiv© in group play, another preferring solitude. These 
tendencies, innate or acquired, or both, «re clearly evi­
dent in the Galdds child characters. Since psychological 
matter dealing with childhood was Just in Its beginnings, 
the Spanish novelist1* insight into child-nature could 
have been due only in part to book: knowledge. His abi­
lity tmy be regarded as due to some specialized faculty of 
intuition, but his inforaation probably came to him pre­
cisely as it does to the psychologist of the present days 
through study of whatever material is available, and 
through patient observation of the doings of little chil­
dren, and the thoughtful interpretation of their meaning. 
Such observation Is only possible through self control, 
much patience and a great expenditure of time. In many 
cases the resetions of the Galdds children are easily 
recognisable as entirely natural, and since modern psy­
chology emphasises many points indicated by Geldds, the 
latterfs treatment of children may be said to represent a 
true contribution to the understanding of their psychology, 
the girls and the boys are individuallted by location, ap­
pearance, and salient characteristics, and form part of 
the social classes portrayed In these novels. 
Although Galdds wrote about many more boys then girls, 
his interest shifted back and forth almost equally between 
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them. He began his more extended treatments of children 
with the study of the little boy, Pabliilo, In EJ, £J¿ÉM 
end about seven years later presented his first important 
study of a small girl, Monina, of £& familia ¿ja I*§dn MSÚX* 
His attention shifted back to boys in desheredada where, 
in addition to Mariano, there are five other individualized 
boys? Rafael, jl Malito. Gonxalete and Zarapicos, Colilla, 
and Rloufh. fi amigo Manso centers interest on the girl, 
Irene. In K¿ doctor Centeno. Felipe is the main character, 
and second place is occupied by Juan del Socorro and Rosa 
Ido, who also is mentioned in tormento and Fortunata y ÍE~ 
cinta. La de Bringas has a reversal of this order, with 
Isabel receiving the major attention, and her brother, Al-
fonsín, second, ia prohibido returns to the boys, Alejan-
drito and Rafael, and Fortunata y has three main 
child characters , two girls, Adoración and Papitos, and 
one boy, Pltusfn. Luis Cadalso is the chief child character 
in Miau and the boy-wonder Valentín in Toreuemada Jj. ho­
guera. the little girl Encarnación has the main interest 
in Ansel Guerra, with two boys, Ildefonso and Jesús next In 
importance. Tristans has a brief treatment of Saturno, son 
of a servant woman, but the next important treatment is given 
Valentín II in Torouemada en §X purgatorio. The last impor­
tant child personality is the little girl, Socorro, of Cg, 
sandra. (This series runs? boy, girl, boys, girl, boy-glrl-
1? 
boy, girl-boy, boy-boy, girl-boy, boy, boy, girl-boy-boy, 
boy, boy, girl, and totals nineteen boy# and eight girls.) 
Age» are not definitely given for all the children, 
but of the ten named girls whose ages O&ldds states, Monina 
is two years old, Catalina and Teresita three, Adoración 
five or six, Socorro five, Encarnación of Aa&el Querrá, six 
or seven, and Rosa Ido, Isabel Bringss and Irene are all 
nine or ten when they first appear, and Papitos twelve, 
the age of nine and ten contains three names, that of three, 
two names, and each of the others one name apiece. 
There are no named girl babies, but the birth of twelve 
boys is observedi Jesús of Gloria. Blouth. Maxlmí», Alejan» 
drito, Rafael, Cesar and Belesario, Juan Evaristo Segismundo, 
Valentíh II, Antonito and Faculto Zapata and Héspero. Of 
eighteen additional named boys Pitusin and Arturin are three, 
Aquilea five, Guru, and Jesús of ingel Guerra six, Pablillo 
and Alfonsíh nine, Luis Cadalso eight or ten, Rafael and 
Pepe of Ei caballero encantado ten, Sildo, Felipe, Gon^a-
lete and Zarapicos, Rupertico and Valentin I twelve and 
Juan and Mariano each thirteen. The age of twelve contains 
six namesj eight to ten, five names; two names each for two 
years, six years and thirteen years; and one name for the 
age of five. As well as by number, Gaidós has shown pref­
erence for the older children by the more extended treat-
18 
ment he has given them. 
With the exception of Papitos among the girls, and M&-
ximfn, Al©j&ndrito end Saturno among the boys, these indi­
vidualized Spanish children are physically attractive, some 
of them angelic in appearance* With the exception of Maria­
no, they are morally sound, end even Mariano** misfortune 
is shown to be mainly the product of deterministic social 
factors. Intellectually they are above average, and many 
of them ®re superior. The common causes of health dis­
orders are malnutrition and rickets. 
In the concluding chapter on gjLcM fiai Death o£ 
Children It will be seen that Oaldd# gires far more lrpor-
t&nce to death as might be expected since the life and 
death of a personality is of greater meaning to readers 
and other characters alike than the arrival of a baby which 
has great meaning for others but little for the newborn one 
himself. From the sociological point of view Galdds treat­
ment of this subject is based on the high mortality rate 
among small children, due to various child diseases and 
other causes which he names. Again his work is verified 
by statistics of the time. The named children who die are 
of well established individualities and, together with the 
countless unnamed ones, serve to call attention to the lack 
of measures for the protection of the health of children. 
From the psychological point of view, Galdds presents a 
19 
profound study of a sensitive child's reaction to the death 
of a playmate. 
Naturalistic treatment is accorded the actual scenes 
of the final moments of dying children in that there Is a 
complete lack of the Imaginative element, or of pathos in 
the manner of Dickens, which gives the impression that 
the account has been written by an impersonal, clinical-
minded eye-witness, Dr. folosa Detour, physician friend 
of Galdda, has attested to the accuracy of the descrlp-
tion».26 
the prevailing tone of the G&ldda treatment of chil­
dren seems a respectful blend of affectionate interest 
and scientific curiosity. He was their champion because 
he saw their need and developed their novelistic person­
alities because he was interested in them as Individuals. 
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CHAPTER I 
DEVELOPMENT OF INTEREST IN THE CHILD AS A LITERARY FIGURE 
JN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
The nineteenth century In England, France end Spain 
was the first to bring into literary prominence a figure, 
neglected up to then, yet worthy of interest for its own 
weakness: the child. In a little over a hundred years this 
small figure has become one of the main preoccupations of 
society and has found his rightful position as e. real person­
ality in literature. 
The chi j*d \~t<i s been well lowed in all ages, but literary 
references to him are rare. He seldom appeared in Greek 
literature,"*" although he is found in several of Euripidesf 
tragedies. In these tragedies the child Is used to help 
produce a pathetic effect - he may be shown menaced by 
death, or dying, or deprived of his parents, but his per­
sonality Is not developed and he does not give the impres­
sion of being a real person. Plutarch makes reference to 
the private power of children in his story of Themiatocle-s. 
*HIs son being master of his mother, and by her means, of 
him, he said laughing, fThis child is greater than any man 
in Greece; for the Athenians command the Greeks, I command 
the Athenians, his mother commands me, and he commands his 
2 mother.*" 
In Latin literature the child scarcely exists. In the 
m 
eyes of the law children *ere little better then the chat­
's: 
tela of the Head of the House.^ This parental authority 
pi.$ carried to a greater length by the Romans than by any 
other people. The father had absolute authority over his 
children. He decided whether or not th© new-born child 
should be reared; he punished what he regarded as miscon­
duct with penalties as severe as banishment, slavery, and 
death. If the father decided to refuse the child, he was 
«exposed11, that is, left to live or die on some high- ay. 
If he lived, his fate was usually worse than death, for 
such foundlings often fell into the hands of those whose 
trade was beggary and who trained children for the seme 
profession. In the time of the Empire, at least, children 
were cruelly maimed and deformed in order to more readily 
excite the compassion of those to whom they appealed for 
alms. Such things are still done in southern Europe.4 
Children played in those times as they do now, and 
the ©other was the child1s nurse for the most part. To 
the age of seven the mother taught both the boys and girls 
- first the language, then the elements of reading arid wri­
ting and simple arithmetic. Then the boy passed under the 
esre of regular teachers, but the girl remained the mother's 
constant companion. Her schooling ¿as necessarily cut short, 
because the Roman girl became a wife so young. 
Of the nursery stories that the ¿rother and the slaves 
told the child none has come down to us, hut Quintillian 
5 says that Aesop's fables resembled them. The Roman schools 
were probably the first to teach a foreign language, and 
after the Punic wars it became customary for the well-to-do 
to select for the child's nurse a Greek slave, that the child 
might acquire the Greek language as naturally as its own. In 
latin literature there are many passages that testify to the 
affection felt for each other by nurse and child, but domes­
tic life not a favorite subject of Roman writers and no 
books were then written especially for or about the young. 
There are scattered references in literature from which 
something can be learned, and more is known from monumental 
sources?® but though the simple joys of childhood may not 
have been too sacred for the poet and essayist of Rome, the 
essayist and the poet did not malee them their themes. 
These things art of interest to us in the case of apy 
ancient or foreign people; in the case of the Romans they 
are of especial importance, because they help explain the 
powerful influence which that nation exerted over the old 
world, and make it ersier to understand why that influence 
is still felt in some degree today. 
It is certain that the Bible has been a. storehouse 
from which have been drawn illustrations of life and char­
acter, but Horace E. Seudder's study of Childhood in Liter­
ature and Art shots that actual appearances of children in 
£5 
Old Testament literature are not frequent. "We have the In­
cident of the exposure of Moses as a babe in the bullrushes; 
the sickness and death of Bathsheba's child; the expulsion 
of Samuel in the temple; the striking narrative of the res­
toration of the son of the widow of Zarephath by Elijah; 
and the still more graphic and picturesque description of 
the bringing back to life by llisha of the child who had 
been born at his intercession to the Shunamlte... Then there 
is the abrupt and hard to be explained narrative of the jeer-
7 ing boys who followed the prophet llisha.* In Scudder's 
words the apprehension of the sanctity of childhood was more 
positive with the Jew than with either the Greek or the Ho~ 
jnanj, and he found that there were no incidents of the child­
hood of Jesus which separate it from the childhood of others 
a' 
of the children of men. As the story of Jesus* ministry 
proceeds, however, the presence of children in the multi­
tudes that flocked around hi® is mentioned again and again. 
Children are mentioned but briefly in other eariy 
literatures, for example, In the prologue to the story of 
Beowulf> the earliest and the greatest English epic, there 
is mention of © chi ld. The Spear Banes were without a king 
vhen a ship came sailing into their harbor. It was filled 
with treasures &#d weapons of war; and in the midst of these 
warlike things was a baby sleeping. No man sailed the ship; 
£6 
It came of Itself, bringing the child, whose name was Scyld. 
He grew and became a mighty warrior, the king of the Spear 
Panes. 
Family life was stern in England and parental authority 
lay heavily on the children. Varying attitudes toward chil­
dren are well Illustrated by three entries In Pepy's Pi&ry 
which covers the years from 1660 to 1669: 
*1661 April 11th... I met two little schoolboys going 
with pitchers of ale to their school-master to break up 
against Easter, and I did drink some of one of them and give 
him two pence. By and by we come to two little girls keeping 
cows, and I saw one of them very pretty, so I had a mind to 
make her ask my blessing, and telling her that I was her god­
father, she asked me Innocently whether I was not Ned Wood­
ing, and I said that I s&s, so she kneeled down and very 
simply called, 'Pray, godfather, pray to God to bless me,1 
9 which made us very merry, and I gave her two-pence.* 
*There happened a scaffold below to fall, and *e 
feared some hurt, but there res none, but she (Lady Castle-
ma ine) of all the great ladies only run down among the com­
mon rabble to see what hurt was done, and did take care of 
a child that received some little hurt, which methoplght was 
10 
so noble.* 
*23d... At cards until late, and being at supper, my 
boy being sent for some mustard to a neat's tongue, the rogue 
staid half an houre In the streats, it seers at & bonfire, 
at which I was very angry, and resolve to beat hi» tomorrow. 
24th. Up betimes, end with my salt ©ele went down into the 
parlor and got my boy and did beat him until X -was fain to 
take breath two or three times, yet for all I am afe&rd it 
will make the boy never the better, he is grown so hardened 
in his tricks, which I am sorry for, he being capable of 
making a brave man, and is a boy that I and my wife love 
11 
very well#*" 
In England the first half of the eighteenth century 
saw a remarkable social development and in the last half the 
progress was almost bewildering. Many schools were estab­
lished and men sought to improve and refine their manners. 
It was during this Classic Age of English literature that 
Swift wrote his Modest Proposal concerning the children of 
Ireland. It sets up the proposition that the poor Irish 
farmers ought to raise children as dainties, to be eaten, 
like roast pigs, on the tables of prosperous Englishmen. 
This is characteristic of Swift, but why he wrote it re­
mains a mystery. Without his Intention, QUIliverys Travels 
became s childhood classic along with Babinsqn Crusoe which 
had a world reputation at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century* 
But for the most part M« F. Delattre says, "Le XVIII 
siecle anglais ne se departlt en rien pour 1*enfant de as 
m 
sécoeresse de coeur. II f^&b&nd orate ríen pour lui de son 
confort intellectuel avant tout utilitalre et pratique. Les 
cantes de f¿ea ou les berceuses des vieilles servantes luí 
paralssent ridicules.** Les rares livres que 11hom&e du 
monde achét© pour sea enf&nts... sont des ouvrages utiles, 
instructifs ou saoraux. Hlen d'isiaginatif, de clair et de 
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jayeux. Tout est édlfiant au possible...• The genre de­
veloped as the influence of Rousseau began to be felt in 
England* Englishmen admired his ideal of perfection re­
cording to nature and began to ardently discuss the methods 
for the child1s education. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the child 
began to assume real importance. Delattre writes that in 
England *on ne a•interesa© pas k lui Jttsqufalor*. On ne 
cherche pas a le com prendre, pour !• aimer mieux. Au lieu 
de se pencher vers lui, on prdtend au contralre .1'©lever, 
au plus tSt, jusqu'aux sentiments et aux pensdes des hommes. 
On l'hsbille d*un© fa$on hideuse. On en fait un gentil-
homme en miniature, silencieux et ennuy^; ou une jeune 
grand dame.*^"* 
In the period from 1800 to 1850 English fathers sent 
their wives and little children into the mines and factories, 
where sixteen hours' labor would hardly pay for the daily 
bread. This was the background in which lickens ns a child, 
poor and lonely, laid the foundation for his heart-rending 
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pictures of children. Painefs Rights of Man and Smith's 
Wealth of llstionff had enormous influence. Coming so soon 
after the fell_of the Bastille, they added fuel to the flames 
already kindled in. England by the French Revolution. Eng­
land turned to remedy her own economic conditions. Laws 
were established for the prevention of child labor and 
hundreds of schools were established. 
With the re»evalu&tlon of the family the child came to 
occupy m important piece in literature, end novels gave 
more and sore place to the childhood aventure» of their 
characters. According to Delsttre,,*Les enfant», garpons, 
•et flllettes, sont Innombrables qui de tommy Jones @t Picky 
Random h David Copperfield ou Oliver twist, de Rose Maylie 
ou de la petite Dorrit h Maggie Tuliiver ou I Jane Eyre, 
d'Artur Pendennla ou de William Dobbin A CrossJay Patterns 
et & David Grieve, nous retiennent ches les grand romanciers, 
et allégent lears lenguas et dense# études psychologlques, 
les uns de leur espléglerie combative ou de leur candor 
bourrue, les entres avec la grtce de lours chevelures 
blondes en disordre, ou de leur Ime cRline, frileus© comise 
une.sensitive* Cast chex I'enfant encore que les poétes 
ont pulsé laura claires intuitions du aystére de 1«Esprit 
qui, on 1© salt, constituent ifElement essential du lyrisme 
anglaise* Blake et Wordsworth, Elisabeth Browning ©t 
Cristina Rossetti, Buskin comma Swinburne, tous vdnferent 
SO 
lfenfant et le divinlsent. Tous adorent, dans son regard ou 
son sourire, le reflet persistant des bonheures celestes. **** 
This cult of the child soon gave rise to attempts to 
«rite for the child, and so there was born In England a 
whole infantile literature» Adventure stories sprang up 
everywhere and authors such as Ballentyne and Kingston be­
came famous. Even great writers like Stevenson were interes­
ted in the child* Like John Hawkins of Treasure Island. *le 
héros de tous les livres - et le progrés est d1importance -
est I present un enfant.**6 Walter Scott inaugurated his­
toric literature for children and in 1855 Charles Kingsley 
published Westward Ho which is still very popular. G.A. Honty 
of the British Dominion writers wrote more than eighty vol-
usee of historical character, always based on a precise 
17 time and with the hero very young - sometimes a mere child. 
One of the finest pictures of school life was given in 
Thosss Hughe.» JaE Brown». IfiJiaal Ml. *nd « great group 
of writers strove to place medieval and ancient legends be­
fore the children. Prom Charles Lamb to Kipling numberless 
writers were contributing to the tremendous output of child 
18 literature in England during the nineteenth century. 
In the France preceding the ninteenth century, the fam­
ily was founded on the absolute authority of the father. As 
M. Braunaehvig says, *...$ alnsl revlvait dens les moeurs 
SI 
fran^aises le vieii esprit romain. Et lf anclen regime, avec 
son amour des distinctions sociales bien tranches, a va it 
encore renforce le carsctere hiefrarchique de la faraille en 
y introduls&nt une iaégalite fonciére entre les divers en-
fants* les filies ne comptalnent pour ríen auprés des fils, 
les cadets devaient toujour* s'effacer devant leurs aínas. 
Enfin, pour rendre plus sensibles aux yeux de tous ees di­
visions artificielles, et surtout pour les d f̂endre contre 
toute revanche et tout ©mpl&tement de la nature, une eti­
quette rigoreuse s'dtait ¿tablie, qui, réglant les moindres 
rapports des parents et des enfants, empachait la fa&lllarltrf 
des manléres et 1'effusion des sentimentsi c'dtait le temps 
ou le pbre disait 'monsieur mon fils* et le fils 'mudeme me 
•rsfere», ou 1*usage du tutoieaent dtait proscrit et l1 habitud© 
du balsar presque inconnue.*^ 
In the second half of the sixteenth century Montaigne 
was thinking of children and his Essay VIII dealt with the 
treatment of them. Modern in his thinking, Montaigne be­
lieved that parents and their children should be companion­
able, that there should be fewer whippings and more love be­
tween them. In & later essay, the twenty-fifty, E& 1'insti­
tution des enfant» appear his ideas on the education of 
childreni the child - should not be made to memorise facts, 
but should be trained in Judgement end made to love learn­
ing. 
French parents felt intense love for their children 
3£ 
even though the strictest formality prevailed In the family 
life. In the seventeenth century, according to Braunschvlg, 
«lime. de Sdvignd alaalt a rd eminent son flls et sa ftliej aals 
si la filie s'entendait mieux avec elle de loin que de prda, 
c'est justement parce qu'elle craignalt qu*on ne trouvtt ri­
dicules lea demonstrations trop affectueuses de sa s¡* re; et 
cette abre tréa expansive avait beau paraitre a son flls 
*1& meilleure et Is plus aimable des mbres1, celui-ei m 
sea ¿lans d1amour filial osalt h peine ,asplrer b lfune de 
©Q 
ses Joues.** Hacine «as never happier than when with his 
family, and since the bourgeois etiquette m* less rigor­
ous than in the noble families, it is surprising to find 
no trace of affection or familiarity in his correspondence 
with his well-loved son Jean-Batiste. When Hacine intro­
duced a child on the stage, the innovation was regarded as 
being very audacious. *...et pourtant si le Jeune ¿liacin 
peut nous d¿concertar, ee »fest certes pas, serable-i-il, 
Pl par son c&ractfere enfantin.* 
La Fontaine, who loved animals, detested children. 
His attitude is well shown in the fable of L1¿collar» le pe­
dant £& 1& Baítre d»un Jardín which beg Inst 
•Certain enfant qui sentait son coliége, 
Doublement sot et doublement fripon 
Par le jeune ige et par le privilege 
qiu'ont les pédants de gater la ralson... 
and ends t 
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Je ne sais bite &u monde pire 
Que l*4coli«r, si ce n* est pas le pedant. 
Le meilleur de ees deux pour voisin, a eral dire, 
£**> 
He me plairait aucunement»* 
And this is La Bruyere*s portrait of the child; •Les 
enfants sent hautains, dddalgneux, colares, envieux, curieux, 
intdresses, paresseux, volages, tlmides, intlmperants, sen-
tears, dlsslmul¿s; ils rient et pleurent fecilesenti lis ont 
des joles immodérdes et des afflictions ameres sur de trés 
petits sujets| lis ne veulent point souffrir de ©al, et 
alssent h en falre; lis sont ddjfc des homases• * 
In the eighteenth century the French customs had not 
changed* Mlr&beau trembled in front of his father and he 
himself says that he had never had the honor of touching 
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the cheek of that venerable san. Chateaubriand, telling 
of his childhood at the chateau of Combourg, says that in 
the evenings his mother sat silently at the side of the fire 
while the father in his long black robe paced back and forth 
through the shadowy room* Little Bend and his sister sat in 
front of the chimney scarcely daring to exchange a few words 
while the father*s back was turned, then the father asked 
what they were talking about, the two children were too terri­
fied to answer* 
The revolution in education which Bousseau began helped 
to focus world attention on the child* *C*est encore Bousseau 
dlrectement ou k travers ses disciples, Sand et Mich®let, 
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Rousseau dont est nourrie tout© 1® littdrsture du XIX0 
slécle, qui ©git sur 1®» ro&enciers contemporelns ©t per 
eux. Le souci philosophique de péd&gogie qufll leur a donne' 
©•est ©ntretenu par le ©uceé© mondaln, aprés le© poémes de 
Hugo, des autobiographies* de© mdmolres d1enfant de Michelet, 
96 
de Kenan, de folstoi...*, write© M. Leblond in hi© ¿g, ©o-
clit¿ fr«nc*lM ISBE 18. tJE9.i»lfat rrfpqt>U<m* 
the revolution of 1789 had turned French society up-
side-down. With the new democratic spirit came the aboli­
tion of the distinction of classes, the equality of sexes 
and the suppression of the rights of older children. Ihe 
father lost his brutality and the mother began to cease out 
of hiding. How deeply-rooted was this idea of parental 
authority and how baneful its influence is shown by this 
passage written by leblond as late as 19061 *le proleta­
riat a un moyen imédiat de travailLer b la p&ix du monde, 
©•est de renoncer b la correction brutale et b !•injure 
aux enfants. Cfest dans la familia que se cultive la vio­
lence et que le proldtaire se prepare a l*esclavage. Cfest 
cette miserable heredity dfun droit paterne1 sans control 
qui nous prepare a l'obdissance absurds et a la reslgna-
pf 
tion des coups.* In ths constant struggle of this cen­
tury toward "la lumlére* all eyes began to turn toward 
the child. *?oilá pourquoi serrant la rdalite' de plus prés, 
tant dfderívalas, podtes, romanclers, auteurs drama tiques, 
se sont si curleasement spprochds de !•enfant pour le 
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saisir dans see diver ees attitudes et aux momenta les plus 
•ariéa de son existence* 
As has been noted, one of the first literary manifes­
tations of the interest in the child were the numerous 
"Souvenirs dfenfancew which appeared in France* Among the 
more famous ares Chateaubriand; M¿molres d* out re tombs* La­
martine; La mantisa**t a© jafi o&isl, Victor Hugo: Victor Bu&o 
raoonté par un táraoln de aa vie* Ceorge Sand: Hiatoire de  
BS liSL» Valles: L'enfant* Eenan: Souvenirs d*enfanoe et 
ÉS ieunesse. Michelet: Mg, jcunease» Pierre Loti: Le roman 
AIM. infant* Anatole France: Le livre de agg ami, Jean Ai~ 
card; Lyfiae dyun enfant* and Madame Micheletvs Memoires 
dfune enfant* Even grandfathers recorded their impres­
sions. Poets who had no children, Alfred de Mus set and 
Sully Prudhomme, sang of them. According to Braunsohvig 
"la liste a*allongerait encore des poetés qui ont chanté 
1#enfant, si, sans nous en teñir aux plus grands dfentre 
eux, nous voulions aussl nommer oeux de deuxléme ou de 
trolaidme ordre, depuis Brizeux jusqu'h Laprade, depuis 
Eugéne Manuel jusqu'h Francois Coppde* Bien plus longue 
dleilleurs serait 1*Enumeration de tous les romanciers 
qui dans leur oeuvres ont fait une place h lfenfant, 
oomme Toppfer et Dickens, Georges Sand et Jules Sandeau, 
Hector Malot et Alphonse Deudet. * And since this time 
there have been many, many more who have attempted to paint 
the soul of the child. "Bntre estas obras, concretándonos 
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a Xas más conocidas, est an: Ly enfant, da Gustavo ProziPoum 
X 2SSM» les hermanos Harguerltte; Hon oat It Trott. La 
patita soeur de Trott. Line £ aotre Minna, do Andrá Liehten-
berger; QuanA jetáis petit, de Lueien Biart; Poli de ce-
rotte y Xas bueolioues da Julos Renand, y finalmente f el 
30 primer volumen da Jean Qristophe. da Remain Holland." 
Many books, also, have bean written for the French 
ohild, but as Braunsohvig writes, "en cuanto a los libros 
escritos para uso da loa niños, satán laJos da satisfacer-
si 
las siempre.** "II est remar quable," says Anatole Franca 
in La livra de mon add'» "qua las enfants aontrent, la plu~ 
part du tamps, una extrto© repugnance a lire les livras qui 
«n 
sont falta pour eux." Strangely enough, the few books 
which have baooaa children1* classics have been written by 
men of genius who were not thinking of an infantile public. 
Such were the authors of Don QuiJote. Robinson Crusoe and 
Gulliver's Travels. Braunsohvig comments, "viendo que obras 
semejantes han llegado a ser 'los clásicos de la infancia 
se comprende que ¿matóle France hayo podido decir, sin exa­
geración, que 'para ser comprendido por la infancia, nada 
vale como un gran genio. 
In France also, the fear of depopulation had turned 
the attention of all not only to the child but to all chil­
dren. People began to regard them as rare and fragile 
little beings and to be Interested in books which dealt 
with children. "... et jamais," Leblond writes, "comme 
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si nous étions fe une pdriode de fécondité de la race, 11 
n*y a eu une si ahondante littórature consaoree a l'enfan-
ee.w 
In addition, the two literatures which have had the 
most profound influence on French literature, English and 
Russian, have been two in which the child has been deeply 
studied* In spite of the abundance of child literature in 
France, there were regrets that it was less copious than 
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that of England, for in the decade which followed 1870 
Leblond says, "on n#avalt plus 1© coeur a jouer aveo les 
enfants, on chercheit des hommes• La littárature pessi­
mists de 1#Apoque n*a observa Ies enfants qu'au haaard de 
la vie regardée, par dásir et nécessité de tout aontrer, 
sana tendresse ni méme prácrnupation apéeiales. Le aeul 
gran román littéralre oonaacré presque entier á dire un ex* 
istenee dfenfant * et dfenfant malheureux, Jack ¡Daudetl 
euprit lea lettrés ooame un retour a un theme délaiase..." 
In Spain, as in France, the old Roman idea of the un* 
contested authority of the father held down into modern 
times. In 1878 M. de la Kevilla could write, *En la or­
ganización de la familia, la sociedad no ha visto hasta 
ahora más que el padre. Ante su majestuosa figura todo ha 
quedado oscurecido, y apenas si el cristianismo y la gente 
germánica han logrado recabar algunos derechos para la ma» 
dre y al hijo. Aun se combate, a nombre de la libertad y 
de la economía política, la instrucción obligatoria y la 
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reglamentación por el Estado del trabajo del niño y de la mu­
jer í &un se considera al padre dotado de todos los derechos 
y apenas se le Imponen otros deberes que algunos referentes 
al orden económico, y tal cual tímida prescripción relativa 
al lnteXeetfesl y moral; aun impera en las leyes y costum-
'¿.rf 
bre» la Inflexible p«^Uf del pueblo romano#* 
One would scarcely expect to find the mention of chil­
dren In the songs of the early laclare# In Spain, for these 
early accounts celebrated the mighty deeds of famous chiefs# 
But -In the greatest of them all, Jü Cld. the characters are 
not only Christians and Moors, but persons apart from mill-
Sfl tary life* women, children, monks and Jews. the age of 
the little daughters of the Cid is not given, btt In Doha 
Jimena1a wordst *•.«iffantea son e de días chicas.* Be­
yond this they are not described and their use in the story 
is to complete the picture of the character of the Cid by 
showing his love for family life. The most important ap­
pearance of & child, however, occurs as the exiled Cld Is 
knocking on one of the inhospitable doors of Burgos* A 
little girl nine years of age appears, makes her brave lit­
tle speech and turns back Into the house# She has denied 
aid to the mighty warrior who could have had all for the 
taking, but her personality has only been used as a symbol 
of the fear of a people, and there is no impression of her 
as a person. 
The child Is not excepted from £& densa general which 
$9 
Ticknor calls *a kind of spiritual masquerade, in which the 
different ranks of society, fro© the Pope to the young child, 
** 4C" J 
appear dancing with the skeleton for© of death.* J Death, 
in his own words, excuses no one fro© the dances 
*0 piensas por ser mancebo hállente 
0 ninno de di'as que a luenne estare' 
0 fasta que llegues a viejo impotente 
ha ml venida me deter dare'.* ** 
The thirteenth or fourteenth century Poema ¿£& tells 
the story of a child who is sold hy his treacherous brothers 
to Egyptian merchants. Joseph's age is not given, hut the 
4P poet described him as a "ninno de pocos amnos.* The hoy's 
angelic disposition permits no feeling of animosity or re­
sentment toward his brothers. 
In the Spain of the fifteenth century, the celebrated 
Amadfs, son of an Imaginary king of the imaginary kingdom 
of Gauia, is twelve years old when he fails in love with 
he ten year old princess Oriana, and there is a chapter in 
the first part of the story on their infantile love. The 
hoy's origin was illegitimate and the wtory of his expo­
sure on the sea hy his mother, the British princess Eli-
sena, is remnlsoent of the Bibles1 story of Moses. One 
of the first poets of that century, Gómez Manrique, wrote 
43 conventional poems on the birth of a nephew, on the 
birth of the king's son,** and to the Child Jesus.*6 
the very early representations of the theater, too, 
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had their mentions of the child. Bartolomé do forros H&ha-
rrofs M Calamita deals with the adeenture» of a child sto­
len in infancy, and the play contains a passage on early 
child training delivered by the character Phileo: 
•La juurentud, si ha notado, 
as ¡setal 
como el hierro por ygual, 
que cumple para polillo 
reaio fuego y gran martillo 
y ma fatiga bestial, 
la nines qu*es de panal 
blanda cera, 
que se la amansa quienquiera 
con los dedos de las manos. 
Salen los hijos lozanos 
de crianza, y de manera 
que al hijos Píos me diera, 
yo tomara 
y en niñea los castigara, 
no en juueatud, quf es iuy malo 
qu*el moco tiene ya el palo 
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qusndo ros tomáis la rara•* 
Later the realistic one-act dramatic sketches called 
oaaofi included child characters. One of the most famous, 
Las aceitunas of Lope de ftaeda contains Meneigdela, the 
daughter of the featured characters, Toruvio and his wife 
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• 47 Agueda. Mencigftela may well be quite young since she ia 
called "nina* and "muchacha11 and her conversation indicates 
youth or extreme simplicity. Juan de Timoneds1* paso. |j& 
MMÁ ás. á0£ S1MS& X m im. Has for a chief character the 
picaresque Palillos who, in asking for employment, demon­
strates his good qualities by showing how skilfully he had 
robbed a blind beggar.*® 
In 1506 Santa Teresa de Jesús wrote her famous Vida  
and passed quickly over details of her childhood. From 
the few glimpses given, it is known that she was one of 
twelve children of whom "todos parecieron a sus padres, 
por la bondad de Dios, en ser virtuosos, sino fui' yo, aun­
que ers la más querida de mi padre»**® The early develop­
ment of her religious tendencies is shown in her precocious 
desire for martyrdom* "Concertábamos irnos a tierra de mo­
ros, pidiendo por amor de Dids, para que allá nos descabe­
zasen#».*50 
An early non-literary biography of a child was that of 
Felipe II written in the form of letters by his avo Pedro 
González de Mendoza» The publisher of this collection, 
Professor Josá María March, says in the multitud of let­
ters, "informes, consultas y otros documentos••• le vemos 
y seguimos paso a paso, aunque son saltos, en su infancia, 
en su niñez y en su juventud, y asistimos a su gradual de­
sarrollo, desde que comenzó a balbucear las primeras pala-
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bras hasta el tiempo en que gobernaba ya la nación a nombre 
. .51 de su padre.* 
Felipe II himself contributed to the early literature 
of childhood with his letters written to his two little 
daughters, Isabel, not yet fifteen, and Catalina, scarcely 
thirteen and a half. In these letters the publisher, II. 
Gachard says, «Philippe II a*attache particuliérement & 
teñir ees filies informó©* de ce qui regards s& personne et 
la fapon dont 11 emploie le temps qu'il ne consacre pas aux 
affaires de lfÉtat. Mais dan tout cela ne rásltíe pas le 
véritabi* intérSt de se* lettres. Ce qui les fera lire, 
c*est la tendresse qufll témoigne a ses enfants, le souci 
qu*il prend de leur blen-$tre, de ce q%l pent leur donner 
quelque satisfaction; ce sont, en un sot, ses sentiments 
de pbre...*Sg la letter IX dated the PSrd of October, 
1581 from Lisbon Felipe II wrote* *Vous dites que eotre 
frére (Don Diego) llralt mieux s'il se donnait plus de 
peine* recommandes-lui de la prendre, afin que, quand Je 
retournerai a Madrid, au plaisir de Dleu, 11 sache bien 
lire et un peu dcrlrej dites-lui que, quand 11 dcrira, je 
53 lui eneerrai une dcritoire des Indes... * 
These letters of the Ming are particularly remarkable 
during this century, for children held little place either 
in the minds of men or in the literature. It is true that 
during fchis century Spain saw one of her most famous child 
characters appear in literature, Lazarillo de formes, who 
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54 begins his story with references to his birth and heads 
the long list of literary olearos who wars to follow him, 
but in general there was scant mention of children• Liter­
ature of the time reflected the home life and there were 
rank inequalities within the family» It was the era of the 
111 segundones1*; that is, not> the first bom sons of noble 
houses. A mighty Impulse exalted the ffcror of nobility 
during these centuries through the increasing facilitation 
of the foundation of fiefs or "mayorazgos." Whoever could 
prove a steady income of at least 500 ducats yearly, m* 
free to make his means secure in the name of himself and 
his descendants as right of primogeniture to continue to 
the oldest son» From this there came en enormous number of 
"mayorazgos* whose arrogance and laziness was in no propor­
tion to their means, and at the same time the deprived and 
dispossessed "second born" formed a new social class. These 
children were considered too noble for any bodily work and 
so grew up to Increase the band of idlers, spongers, and 
Job hunters if they did not find suitable shelter in the 
fifi army or church. Girls were carefully watched over by the 
father and brothers, and, in necessity, cruelly avenged. 
Among the dramatists before the time of Lope de tegs 
was Leonardo de Argensola who added ani element of horror 
to the history of children in literature with his Alexin-
áSJL I» which children's heads are cut off and thrown at 
their parents cm the stage. 
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Miguel de Cerrantes» Comedia á&L fismt M %mm$U con­
tains & number of child characters which were added to in­
crease the pathetic element of the play* Some are babes in 
arms and others old enough to speak and beg for food are 
designated simply as "hijos." The most important child char­
acter, Baristo, is the boy who is the last to die in the 
doomed city of Humánele. He is first shown fleeing from 
the wholesale self-destruction of the city to a tower where 
he hopes to hide. As he realises the situation, his courage 
overcomes his fear end he defies the advancing Romans before 
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he hurls himself to his death on the stones belo^ the tower. 
The boy's death is so identified with the death of the city 
that he serves only as a final symbol of the invincible 
love for liberty of the Hum&ntiens. 
Cervantes knew, as he wrote his second part of the Don  
quijote, that children were fond of his book. In the third 
chapter Sansón Carrasco speaks of the wonderful clarity of 
the books "...es tan clara que no hay cosa que dificultar 
en ellas los niños la manosean, los mozos la leen, los hom-
5g 
brea la entienden y los viejos la celebran..." 
There was little place for children in all the vast 
production of lope de Vega, although he wrote a play on the 
childhood of Ban Isidro and as his Aa$2E 
performed Tlcknor says the street procession was followed by 
"a company of fair childran, with garlands on their heads, 
«59 «. 
singing hymns and litanies of the church." The poems 
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which really reflect a love for childhood are those which 
were dedicated to Carlos, the little SOB WHO died before fee 
was seven years of age. ¿ose' F. Montesinos calls lope's 
Klaas sacras «un libro capital en la historia de nuestra 
lírica a causa de algunos sonetos y a causa de la espléndi­
da elegía que Lope escribid a la muerte de su hijo Carlos 
Félix. Admirables son esas marmóreas estrofas del eomlenso, 
de tan grave mdsica, sobria expresión de dolor y resigna­
ción. •• Admirable es esa transición de los versos 51 y si­
guientes, cuando calla el creyente y habla el padrei 
'Y vos, dichoso niño, que en siete años 
Que tuviste* de vida no tuviste* 
don vuestro padre inobedencia alguna.•• 
8o distes sola una hora 
de disgusto.' 
Satre los bienaventurados, Carlos Félix sigue siendo 
un niño, el hijo de lepe... Carlos Félix fué realmente un 
rayo de sol en la tormentosa existencia de su padre. Junto 
® él v ivió los momentos mas felices de su vida, descritos 
en los mejores tercetos de una célebre epístolas 
'Cuando Car Hilos de asueena y rosa 
vestido el rostro, el alma me traía 
contando por donaire alguna cosa* 
Con este sol y aurora me vestía | 
Bet osaba el muchacho, como m prado 
Cordero tierno al prólogo del día. 
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Cualquiera desatino mal formado 
Da aquella media lengua era sentencia, 
61 X el niño a besos de los dos traslado.* 
La muerte del nlno hubo de ser para Lope una tremenda 
calamidad, un derrubsmlento de ilusiones y esperantes y no 
debld de oontribulr poco a que el poeta 'ordenando su de-
(5£ 
sorden' se cogiera a Xa Iglesia.*1 
Lope de Vega's little song which is supposed to have 
been sung in a pal» grove, by the Madonna, to her sleeping 
child, is one of his most beautiful and contains the follow­
ing lines3 
*Pues andáis en las palmas, 
a'ngeles santos 
que se duerme mi niño 
tened los ramos • 
Among Lope de Vega's followers was Luis Válea de Gue­
vara in whose best known play Ü& cesa, el rev que sangre  
appears a famous child, Lon Pedro, son of Con Alonso de Our-
mán, who voluntarily furnishes the weapon which is used to 
kill the boy. The child's age is not known, but the father 
refers to hl» as a "cordero Inocente, Que aun apenas balar 
sabe." Later there is a scene in which father and son com­
mend each other and the child approaches death with these 
wordst 
«Morir osará invencible 
Como tierno leonáa Marte, 
Como de mi rey vasallo, 
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Como hijo de tal padre, 
Como cristiano y Guzman 
A4 
Como caballero y mártir.* 
This same legend appears in later plays bearing the same 
name. 
Aside from literature, as the seventeenth century pro­
gressed, there was a growing interest In the education of 
children, with the Ken&lssanee a new conception of man and 
of the world had formed. A scientific spirit was beginning 
to make Itself felt and schools of free primary instruction 
had been organised in the sixteenth century, when they were 
unknown in the rest of the continent» The great precursors 
of modern psychology and education, Juan Muerte de San Juan 
and Luis Wires, had laid the foundations for future interest 
in child development. 
The decline of the Spanish empire, begun In the seven­
teenth century, had a noticeable effect upon Spanish letters 
and manifested itself in the low state of Spanish culture at 
the beginning of the eighteenth century. Eighteenth century 
French literature and taste dominated the whole of Europe 
and this Influence was as strong in Spain as elsewhere. In 
Spain it was a century of literary criticism, of erudition, 
of Investigation and the cultivation of sciences, but as 
Tlcknor says, "Spain ̂ as still deplorably behind the other 




The theater of Don Hemón he 1M Cruz constitutes the 
best record of Spanish life of the eighteenth century. In 
these realistic sainetee children appear as part of the life 
and character of the time* A good example of their appear­
ance is found in ¿& casera where they illustrate 
the state of child education* A gentleman, Nicola's, ques­
tions two children who are whispering in a comer of the 
room* 
Don Hlcoldst ¿Por quá no jugáis, chiquillos? 
fa jugamos, 
to no os veo 
sino cuchichear. 
Es que 
jugamos a loa cortejos* 
1 decidme, vidas mies, 
¿qulán os enseñó ese juego? 
¡Quá preguntón es el hombre! 
Esto se aprende de verlo. 
Mi alma, ¿y vas a la escuela? 
Iba, pero como el tiempo 
es tan callente en el verano 
y tan frío en el Invierno 
le he quitado hasta que tenga 
catorce anos por lo menos. 










Joaquina: Ho yo creo 
quo ai; la s&bes? 
Chicos Xa *4 
lo mitad del Podro Huestro. 
ge 
Don HicoXáat fálcame Dios, jqud eriimsal;* 
An out standing book of the century, Torrea 7illarroel's 
history of his own life# Vida» ascendencia» nacimiento, 
crianza, y_aventuras* sheds little light on his childhood. 
He ma one of eighteen children®7 hut their hone life is 
not pictured# end his Tide really begins when he leaves 
home at the age of eighteen,®® 
In the search for literary references to children 
through this period one finds that the poet Josd Iglesias 
de la Casa has various pleasing lines dedicated to his om 
youth. Among the ere found poems beginning in 
this manners 
*Rn tanto que fuf niño 
Ho supe de trabajos 
91 el pago que dar suelen 
La edad y el desengaño,*®® 
and 
•Hiendo yo niño tierno 
Iba cogiendo flores.,#*7® 
Iglesias also published in Salamanca in 1785 nines 
laureada of which Angel Salcedo Ruis gives the following 
notes *R1 asunto de este poemita es gg. niño prddlgo, de 
tres años# seis sesee y veinticuatro días# que en la Uni­
versidad de Salamanca fue' examinado ($ de Abril 1785) y 
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71 dado por sabio entre lo» aplausos de 1» concurr©nela." 
Saleado had not found this poem Included in any edition 
that he had seen* 
French Influence helped produce the two fabulista, 
Irlarte and ©amanlego, of eighteenth century Spain. Some 
of the fables which Félix Haría de Sama-nlego wrote were 
designed expressly for children. The Biscayan society 
founded in 1765 devoted itself much to the education of 
the people| and, to favor this great cause, S&manlego 
undertook to write fables suited to the capacity of the 
children taught in the Society's Seminary, they succeeded 
7© 
at once* The children learned them by heart* 
Other poets touch lightly on the theme of childhood, 
fose' de Somos» is the author of some poems about an orphan 
N« 
girl whose death he mourned, and at the age of seventy-two 
he recalled in his & toffrtrtflBét «** incident of 
beneficence to a prisoner performed by himself at the age of 
ten years.74 Inspired by the common poetic theme of the 
death of a daughter, Alberto Lista wrote his "A Silvio, en 
la muerte de su hi$&*;?® and a playwright who was particu­
larly interested in the insufficient education of girls, 
Leandro Feradndese de Mor&tln, wrote ü §X &3L iM niñas.76  
a severe criticism of the existing system of education, 
iíeléhdes Faldés, who, as Ticknor says, gives "glimpses of 
what is temderest and truest in the human heart"77 has among 
his poems many references to childhood» "Siendo yo niño 
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t i e r n o . « L o »  r e c u e r d o s  d e  m i  n l ñ e s " ,  " R e g a l a n d o  u n o »  
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dulce» a una señorita de poco» ano»", "II niño dormido", 
and "la ternura maternal."®* 
the common attitude toward children In the everyday 
world In the latter part of the century la well shown in the 
reminiscences of Con Baldomcro Santa Crus in Galdds* £a£j&~ 
nata £ Jacinta as he compares the modern youth1 s freedom 
with the lack of it In his om youth. "lo son estos tiempos 
como los mío», en Que no la corría ningún chico del comercio, 
y nos tenían a todos metidos en un puño hasta que nos ca­
saban* ÍQué costumbres aquéllas tan diferentes de las de 
ahora!.*.. ¿qué padre le daría hoy un par de bofetadas a 
un hijo de veinte año» por haberse puesto las botas nuevas 
en día de trabajo? ... Ml padre era una fiera; no me perdo­
naba nada«.. Pero en lo referente a sociedad, yo era un 
salvaje» Como mis padres no ae permiti'an más compañía que 
la de otros muchachonos tan ñoños como yo, no sabía nin­
guna suerte de travesuras, ni había visto a una mujer más 
que por el forro, ni entendía de ningún juego, ni podía 
hablar de nads q?ae fuera mundano y corriente* Los domin­
gos al madre tenía que ponerme la corbata y encasquetar­
me el sombrero... nuestros padres»** nos casaron como se 
casa a los gatos, y punto concluido.•»" 
With this the attitude of the family, it Is not dif­
ficult to see that artists and writers took little In­
terest in the child» Spanish authors, as Braunschvlg 
m 
noted of French author®, *ns le trouv&lent pas susceptible 
de fournir matiére k des representations asses haraonieuses, 
de rrésE© les derive ins ne 1# Jug ea lent pas capable de donner 
lieu a des dáveioppement® paycbologique» asses riches-C*est 
en vdritd, au physique comise su moral, I'enfdlvt, peut-on 
dire, est tout entier en vole de formation. II n'est 
pre®que rien dans le prdsenti m lul on devine seulement 
lfavenir- Aussi nous sacplifuons-nous que les reprdsan-
tents de 1*esprit ciassique dan® la littdrature et dans 
l'art, e'est-a-dire tous ceux dont ^imagination dpriae 
de nettetd et toujour® sounds* au controle de la raiaon 
ne ®e plait qu'cttx spectacle® de® rdalitd® bien ddfinies, 
ne ®e solent pas tntdressds a 1* enfant, dont les panadea 
sont obscures et lea forme® inechevdes. It puis, ®fil est 
vrai que les oeuvrea littdraires comma les oeuvres artis-
tiques reflatent toujour® Is® aoeurs da la sociétd qui les 
a vues naftre, 11 est nature! qu'av&nt Xe dtx-neuviéme 
aléele I1enfant n*ait pa® eu plus de place dans la littdra-
ture qu*ii n'en avait dans la socidtd.* 
As in the other countries, & great transformation 
took place in the family life of Spain during the nine­
teenth century and the figure of the child became more and 
more important- The nineteenth century was a time of strug­
gle - military, political and economic- Spain never had an 
industrial revolution as did Frenes and England and so 
m 
some of the old Institutions remained, but when the country 
united In defense against lapoleon, class privileges disap­
peared. With the end of the Carllst wars there was peace, 
but social classes were all mixed up and there began a pe­
riod of social reforms which included the establishment of 
obligatory education and the reorganisation of public in­
struction. 
As the child came to have more importance in the life 
of the family and in education, he naturally came to hold 
the same place In the thoughts of the psychologists, the 
physicians, the artists and the writers* With the slow 
growth of romanticism which had begun far back In the 
eighteenth century and reached Its fulness in the thirties, 
there came Interest in the Individual and his traits* Al­
lison Peers says this period ushered in the romantic char­
acteristics of *...a love of the vague, unformed and un­
finished*.. Here Catalonia very markedly, and more grad­
ually through the whole of Spain, was penetrating the pow­
erful influence of Sir Walter Scott... It Is significant 
that while Hogw, Lamartine, Musset, Pumas, Scribe, and 
half a score more of Frenchmen influenced Spanish litera­
ls ture, the influence of Scott surpassed them all...* 
The .ornantie incident of the exposure of the new-born 
child of the sister of the Moorish ruler, Almansor, fur­
nished the title for D. J&igel de Saavedra Duque de Hi vas1  
II moro eaadslto. a new adaptation of the old legend of 
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Los infantes da Lara. The post tracas the early childhood of 
the boy wider his motherfs loving care and the tutorship of 
Zaide: 
"A Zaide, que modelo de virtudes 
I de las ciencias luz Cordoba aclama, 
Los tiernos «dos del gracioso niño 
08 Con discreta elección prudente encarga... * 
until his fourteenth year when his mother dies and he begins 
an 
in earnest to learn "fulminar la dura lanza." Mudarra 
quickly becomes a man but the work begins to show the addi­
tional attention childhood was to receive from artists. 
Among the prose writers of the romantic period were the 
costumbristas who Introduced children as part of the scenes 
described. Mesonero Bomanos• account of romería de San 
Isidro contains this description of children! "La conversa­
ción por todas partes era alegre y afclmada, y las escenas a 
cual más varia e interesante. Por aquí unos traviesos mucha­
chos atando una cuerda a una mesa llena de figuras de barro, 
tiraban de ella corriendo y rodaban estrepitosamente todos 
aquellos artefactos, no sin notable enojo de la vieja que. 
los vendía;.•• y en lo alto de las colinas cerraban todo este 
cuadro varios grupos de muchachos que arrojaban cohetes al 
aire."08 The display of a dead body was the occasion for a 
demonstration by children on the street88 and in "La hija" 
Mesonero deplores the modern custom of turning new-born ehil-
90 dren over to foster mothers. 
Ildefonso Ovejas1 introduction to the Qbras 4# Don Jose 
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Zorrilla «alls attentlorn to Gorilla*a early reoolleotions 
of ohildhood In Ma poetry* *Váaae eon ouen dulce afeeto 
reouerda el poeta las Impresiones religiosas de so nines 
• ••¿irte es uno de loa mejores tronos de Zorllla eorno poe­
ta de sentimientot iss doleos melancólicas memorias de la 
lnfanota lo baa ¿«apartado on au alaa."91 Oiro¿aa lo ro-
ferring to Zorllla9» Lg Timen de la eruau and ¿ 
la niña £•£«£• One of Zorllla9» loTely poems referring 
to oMldren is Me jyi niño x M S88&» 11 *o»taay whieh be­
gins with the well hnoun linea: 
* I Cuán risueña es el alba de Xa vida# 
Isa nágioa edad de la ilusión 
In que rojeta el alma adormecida 
Ajena de inquietud y de amblelón! 
• • • 
rfctonoes sin pensar en quien nos hiño 
Hi el rano mundo y eu plaoer traidor, 
donamos por el día tanto heohlso 
os 
T dormimos la noofce ein temor»#.* 
Caapoaaor9» poetry eonteins linea dedioated to the in-
nooent pleasures of ohildhood in titles suoh as "La niña 
eg / 
y la mariposa*# daréis Outierresfs |¡¿ trovador ie based 
upon the aubetitution of one ehild for another# and 011 y 
Zarate gave nee life to the old legend In Quasmán el Bue­
no. Assorting to Franoiaco Blaneo Garcia, Fernán Caballo-
ro9s only intention with relation to ehildren «as *la da 
demonstrar práctleamente euan eonsoladora# irreemplazable 
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y práctica es la enseñanza <ie la Religidn. *. para el niño 
débil. . Blanco Garel'a also speaks of Ventura Ruis A-
guilera (1320-1381), director of the iMSS. AmmUñXn S*-
dlrbfrkl «ño eróte Ilea fas. «II poeta consagra el libro en­
tero a la menoría de una hija idolatrada, ángel del hogar 
arrebatado & su cariño en la flor de la Juventud, y con una 
solicitud casi supersticiosa nos va pintando sus alegrl'as 
de antes y sus trlstesas de hoy, fijándose en la golondrina 
que vaga errante buscando el amigo rostro de otros tiempos; 
en el saboyano, cuyo Música fué encanto de la doncella; en 
los Juguetes que formaban el monumento de lavidad, hoy con­
fundidos, mudos y dispersos...1,98 
As has been seen, interest in the child as a literary 
personage In his own right was slow to develop in the early 
and Middle parts of the nineteenth century. Examination of 
leading Spanish periodicals falls to reveal any studies of 
V 
children, but as the century progressed Interest Increased. 
Some Interest was shown In works for childrens Juan Velera*s 
II oélaro verda became a favorite short story for children, 
Fernando de Castro (who died In 1874 and for whom Galdds 
had the greatest affection96) is known to have made a ver­
sion of Bon Quilote especially for children97 and much 
later II padre Coloaa (1851-1915) wrote his Cuentoa para 
niños.96 
In the latter part of the century tremendous figures 
in Spanish life who led the way to Interest In children 
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were Francisco Glner de los Ríos with his modern Ideas on 
education - progressive education apart fro® the church, 
with complete education of the body and mind, Joaquín Costa 
In national sociology, and in medicine and psychology, Dr. 
Tolosa Latour of Madrid and others were writing constantly 
about the child. 
Books which are mainly autobiographical In character 
are much fewer in Spain than In France. Oaldds himself, who 
left no childhood memories, makes this cessment; «Como las 
memorias y correspondencias de hombres célebres son en Es­
paña muy escasas, por incuria de nuestros bibliófilos y 
coleccionistas, o porque realmente no han sido abieldantes, 
acontece que muchas Ilustres e Interesantes vidas permane­
cen hoy olvidadas#*99 In Mesonero Romanos* Memorias  
m »*t»n*Lén natural x vecino da Madrid, occurs this typical 
account covering three years of his childhood! •Asi' pasa­
ban meses y meses en aquella tristísima ineccióp, y asi 
trascurrid todo el año de 1809, en el que, cumplidos los 
seis de mi edad, empecé a ir a la escuela de primeras le­
tras, a cargo de D. fomáa Antonio del Campo y Fernández 
(que la tenia en la próxima calle del Carmen, frente a las 
gradas del convento), y allí, bajo la férula de aquel clá­
sico tipo del pedagogo, cuya estampa y discurso no hubie­
ran desdeñado Quevedo ni el Padre Isla para sus donosos 
protagonistas, y con el obligado acompañamiento de palmeta 
y disciplinas, empecé a balbucir...y a declinar maquinal­
es 
mente nominativos y eonJugar verbo» con aquella ramplona mo­
notonia que regalaba nada menos qu© ©1 peri'odo de tres años 
para las primeras letra», o sea el arte de leer, escribir y 
contar.**00 
Some glimpses of the childhood of other famous Spanish 
authors are found in Juan Talara's IfaUpiU, autobiográfica, 
Pedro Antonio d« Alarcán»» Historia ¿ft ftlft libro» and £¿ft-
£i° la. m t.»tl«o ¿ft 1ft guerra ¿ft Africa. Armando Palacio 
Valdrfs* ¿¡¡¿ft ¿X luTentad ¿fti doctor Angélico and ¿ft novela 
¿S. m novallata. Onasuno'a Recuerdo» ¿ft otíiftx X mocedad. 
and Aaorín's Confesiones ¿ft j¡a ueauaño flltfrofo. 
Children appear aa actual characters in the novels of 
Josef María de Pereda. Sotlieta. for example, starts out very 
auspiciously vith tha appearance of six dirty and ragged boys 
all under ten years of age*0* in a fishing village of San­
tander. They are from the lowest class of the village, each 
has a nickname and, In exchange for a few morsels of food 
which the village priest is able to give them, they attempt 
to learn the simplest prayers. Cnhappily, after the first 
twenty pages their individualities are lost among the many 
muchacho» ¿ft JftBSM* Slid., l«t.r Sotll.ia, 1» a «mail, 
abused orphan when the story opens. In character she Is 
extremely impassive and enigmatic and probably for this 
reason her character never gives the impression of true 
childhood in her early years. 
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Emilia Pardo Bazán introduced many children In her two 
novels which deal particularly with children, Lot pazos de  
&»d I& g&á£& &tíéa$aJLÉM« ®he ha» a particularly deli­
cate and happy inspiration in her treatment of very young 
children* fhe character of Perucho, three or four-year-
old boyi0g whose own grandfather 1» teaching him to drink 
strong liquors, is very reminiscent of Oaldds' Pltusfn. In 
the midst of the filth of every kind which surrounds him, 
the personality of Perucho is distinct, fhe infancy of 
Manuela, legitimate heiress of Hoscoso, is described with 
sympathy and naturalness* 
The nineteenth century, therefore, has been* the first 
to show a definite interest in the child as a literary per­
sonage* Changing social conditions and the pronounced accent 
on the importance of the individual contributed to the in­
crease of importance accorded the child. Literature both for 
and about the child sprang up in great abundance in Eng­
land and France and undoubtedly helped to encourage the 
production of similar literary effort in Spain. 
Because of the vastness of his work, his broad social 
interests and his reeeptlveness to new Ideas, It Is natural 
to expect to find in the works of Pdrez Oaldrfs the most com­
plete treatment of the child in nineteenth century Spanish 
literature* It it true that with him the movement does as­
sume very broad proportions* Analysis of his true-to-llfe 
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child characters ravaals that his success in their portrayal 
is due to his genuine Interest in children, his remarkable 
knowledge of child psychology, and most important of all, 
hi* fantasía, or ability to invent situations and give life 
to his personages. 
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Oaldcfe* child world was as watt «ad varied in character 
as hie adult world* Through this world moved the happy, nor­
mal child, the orphan, the sub-normal, the super-bright, the 
juvenile delinquent, the picaro, the child monster - in 
short, children of every imaginable, and some of an almost 
unimaginable type* These Geld¿6 studied with his obser­
vant, kindly eye and with an understanding not too much 
aided by the scanty psychological knowledge of his time* 
In this chapter, THE CHILD mxiQOBR, one of Galdds' 
most completely developed child characters, Mariano Bufete 
of desheredada, is studied. The aim is to study Guides* 
scientific attitude toward the problem of delinquency and 
to compare his findings with those of later psychologists* 
The novel was written at the beginning of what Casaiduero 
terms Galdde* 11 periodo naturalista* (1881-86)^ and the sym­
bolic nickname Pecado given the boy identifies him with that 
background. Prom the completeness of the treatment it would 
seem that Qaldds was particularly interested in the type of 
child mentality which Mariano represented, for in addition 
to creating a literary figure, he thoroughly investigated 
the child in order to better understand the problem he pre­
sented* Galdds studied Mariano from all possible •outside* 
angles, and then explored the boy1 a own mind - a procedure 
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thoroughly In accord with modem psychological investigations* 
Caldas was keenly aware that the biography of the child 
la the foundation of adult behavior, aa he atated three 
yeara later In La de Brlnaaa.^ and that the novel presented 
a magnificent field for tta study* This Impression may have 
been strengthened by a knowledge of Hippoiyte Talne's Be 
written in 1369 and In which thta paragraph 
occursi *0n a'aperpolt que, pour comprendr© lea transforma­
tions que sublt telle moldeule humalmt ou tel groups de mo­
lecules humalnes, 11 faut en falre la payehologle* *. tout 
historien perapieace et phlloaophe travallle a celle d*un 
Indlvldu, d*un groups, dfun aleele, d'un peuple ou d'une 
racej lea recherche* dea llngulstea, dea mythologues, dea 
ethnographea a*omt pas dfautre buti 11 afaglt toujour* de 
ddcrire une Ame humaine ou lea traits eommuas & un groups 
natural dfimea humalnes; et, ee que lea historians font aur 
le pasad, lea granda romanelera et dramatlstea font sur le 
prdsent**4 
A knowledge of child psychology aa a science was, how­
ever, still In Its veriest Infancy at the tl&e of Said ¿a* 
greatest production* James Sully, English psychologist shows 
this when he wrote in a Preface dated December, 18911 "One 
department of this external investigation of mind requires 
specific mention, via*, that which has recently come to be 
called Infant Psychology, and which is concerned with the 
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careful and methodical observation of the first manifesta­
tions of mind in the humen individual. This line of inquiry 
is especially valuable as bringing us face to face with a 
much simpler state of things than we meet with when we ob­
serve our own developed minds* the careful objective obser­
vation of the early stages of Individual mental development 
is now coming to be recognized as an essential condition of 
any adequate scientific theory of the nature and laws of this 
process* And though this sphere of observation has only Just 
begun to be taken possession of by the psychologist, the re­
sults already reached are full of promise.»5 Galdds# with 
his own advanced methods of »eareful and methodical obser­
vation* of children# had made the Important psychological 
investigation of the young criminal Mariano ten years be­
fore Sully•s remarks were written. 
Interest In childhood itself had sprung up in France 
about one hundred and fifty years before when Ptnel, in 
France# had humanised the care of the insane, the modern 
psychologist# Gardner Murphy# says that as the result of 
the psycho-analytical invasion there arose »a preoccupa­
tion with the earlier years of childhood and their influ­
ence upon later behavior and personality development... 
which help to give the present child guidance movement in­
dividuality.»® Of courae the interest in the study of per­
sonality during the nineteenth century had been greatly 
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stimulated by the evolutionary theory and the Romantic «ove-
«ent in literature» hut although it is veil known that Gal-
dds a pent long hours in the libraries and was very fan! liar 
with European literatures, enough experiment® had not been 
made nor had enough scientific material dealing with child 
psychology been published» to give him the background ne­
cessary for his study of the various Juvenile types. 
Galdds* study of the Juvenile delinquent in J& deshere­
dada is, therefore» remarkable» because» as will be seen» 
his methods sre modern and his analysis in accord with la­
ter psychological information. Close observation of actual 
cases must have accounted in part for the reality of Galdds1 
figures in this novel. This observation may have been sup­
plemented somewhat by memories of his own childhood» al­
though the German psychologist Preyer called attention to 
the fact that the memory of adults does not extend farther 
7 back than the fourth year of life. As Sully wrote, «In go­
ing over bygone years we only recall a very few events, and 
these but indistinctly..• the further off the time recalled» 
the fewer are the Images of events revived..• tipia In recall­
ing s year of early life we represent at most, perhaps, the 
circumstance of our being in school at the time.* Galdás 
himself recognised that childhood impressions are clearer 
cut at a later age when he says of the thoughts of Isidora 
of £& desheredada. «Pe golpe entraron en la mente de Isi­
dora ideas mil y recuerdos de una ¿poca en que la infancia 
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se confundía con Xa adolescencia.  • * It is vary difficult 
alao for tha saturad human being to place himself In thought 
In the oozidltlon of a child that has had few experiences • 
fhe reality of the life-like Mariano is therefore a triumph 
of the Oaldda artistic ability to create and invent. 
A series of proposals concerning the practical investi­
gation of problems of school children had been carried on 
as early as 1896 by the American Psychological Association, 
and research had been instituted by other countries, but it 
was not until 1907 that the basic Ideas of Witmer, the ori-
glnator of corcholoor. bogan to bo published.10 
This was some twenty-six years after the publication of La 
desheredada* in which Oxidos, whether he knew or used the 
technical terms or not, appeared as a clinical psychologist, 
and realised that his work was closely connected with other 
major fields in psychology, medicine, education and sociology. 
Clinical psychology has been defined as "a form of applied 
psychology which alms to define the behavior capacities and 
behavior character is ties of an individual through methods of 
measurement, analysis, and observationi and which, on the ba­
sic of an integration of these findings with data received 
from the physical examinations and social histories, gives 
suggestions and recommendations for the proper adjustment of 
tho Individual.»11 to tho child world of 1¡& doohorododo Gal-
drfo definitely 11*1 to hinoolf to tho beherlorlel problease of 
children, and to thoso of Mariano Rufoto In particular. 
TO 
Although Mariano is a secondary character and on the 
first reading of £& desheredada he attracts interest mainly 
because of his connection with his older sister, Isidora, 
careful notice discloses that the psychological case-study of 
this boy is completely and perfectly brought to its conclu­
sion* 
Since Oaldds was primarily a novelist of city life, the 
problems which confront the children are those which arise 
whereever people are closely massed together, in Madrid as 
elsewhere, and G&ldóa shows that under-privileged children, 
encouraged by public apathy, spent their leisure time cm the 
streets# That §aldó*t fictions are based on solid reality is 
shown by socially minded M. de la Bevilla who wrote in 1878, 
"Todos nuestros lectores hsbrán visto, quisó con Indiferen­
cia, pulular por las calles y placas la turba de los que eon 
desprecio apellidamos vagaftu^QE* Dedicados unos a 
industrias y comercios de escasa valia, como la expendición 
de periódicos, fósforos, billetes de loterías y rifas, etc; 
entregados otros a la mendicidad, a la vagancia y al robo; 
privados en absoluto de instrucción y educación) huérfanos 
o abandonados por sus padres; sacrificados muchas veces a 
las necesidades de óstos, que los explotan de diversas ma­
neras, ora obligándoles a acompañarles m el ejercicio de la 
mendicidad, ora alquilándolos para usos semejantes; mal ali­
mentados, peor vestidos, golpeados brutalmente a cada paso, 
sin hogar muchas veces, sin cariño siempre, educados en el 
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•Icio» rodeados ds ejemplos psraictosos y malee coapaBlae, 
eeoe iafellees ear«cea por completo &* lee condiciones nece­
sarias para usar debidamente de su libertad* Mejor dicho, 
no son libres porque no pueden serlo; porque a la herencia 
sólo deben el instinto del mal; a la familia el Hal eje»-
pío y *1 abandono; a la soeiedad la enemiga y al despracio.** 
is •ha *ord delincuente, actually applied to for leño, 
and used In reference to hla by the Oaldcfe character Mufioa 
14 
y ífonts who is interested in penitentiaries for delinquents, 
is used by Oaldcfe in refer «ice to other child characters. In 
Dona Perfecta librada, *esa muchacha*# appeared, *su sem­
blante pálido indicaba la consternación y el recelo del de-
llneuente";18 In Fortunata z Jaolnta «el delincuente" la 
16 used In raferanee to the young Santa Crua and to the 
17 
naughty little Pltuafn: and In Klau, "Pronto se descubrió" 
que el principal delincuente era el Maligno Poaturltaa." 
•ha child, however, who la, or la becoming, an actual menace 
to aoclety la examined by Oaldtfs In ¿a desheredada. Having 
studied hie subject well, he formulated hit own definition 
of the child delinquent. Referring to Mariano, Galdda writesi 
"El ejercicio de la vida Independiente le die cierto vigor 
de voluntad, que ea propio de loa vagos; aguad su Ingenio, 
precipite au lnganlo, precipito" su desarrollo intelectual. 
Conviene estudiar bien el vago para comprender que ea un 
aer caracterlaado por el desarrollo prematuro de la adqul-
altlvldad, del disimulo y de la adaptación. Ho ae explican 
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de otro nodo ii gran precocidad ni lo# mogos geniales que 
son desesperación ds lo Policía y espanto do 1» sociedad, so 
un prodigio do agudesa# on archivo ds triquiñuelas Jurídi-
eso y un burlador hábil de ls Folleos* 11 vago adolescente# 
otra manera de salvaje# sabe mundo y más Economía po-
litlea que loo doctores reetáa incubados en la Universidad.* 
fhe psychologist, however, In studying the child de­
linquent tales a eery different point of view fro» that of 
the policeman. Galdós is not primarily interested In the in­
vestigation of the crime# but in the investigation of the 
young criminal, lis aim was to study the Individual and his 
case study of Mariano follows in outline the methods by 
which such study has been accomplished in later years by 
modem psychologists such as c.m. Louttit whose Clinical 
Psychology o£ Behavior Problems of Children deals with just 
such types and whose work has been used In this study as a 
basis of comparison. In most cases, the examiner starts 
dealing with the individual after his last offense# He must 
reconstruct, with as much detail as possible# the child** 
own feeling and the conditions of the incident# and# to pro­
mote understanding, assemble as much material as he can 
concerning the past history of the delinquent# Oaldds has 
chosen to start his story of Mariano before the commission 
of the crime# but the methods used are the same. As an ex­
aminer9 s ability is usually limited# it ls necessary to se­
cure behavior pictures from parents# teachers and others. 
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The first knowledge of Mariano** background comes from hi» 
sister Isidora* $he refers to their Insane father1» love 
for them when they were little, * fuimos tan mimados cuando 
éramos nidosI Sos hacía el gusto en todo, y como entonces 
mandaba el partido, y él tenth una buena colocación*.*vi-
vi'amo# muy bien* En acuella ¿poca Bufete puso nuestra casa 
BO con mucho lujo, con un lujo...* 
It la not until much later in the story, and after a 
talk with Simos y Sones, that Isidora begins to see her fa­
ther in his true light, Señor Mimos had said, *Su padre de 
usted, Tornas Bufete, era un hombre ligero de costumbres de-
pl 
sordenadas.» In her heart, Isidora agrees, and gires us 
this picture of her father, *Si', «1/ Tomás Rufete era on 
hombre desordenado, un hombre de Insaciables apetitos y de­
es© 
•orado por la invidla.. 
These deterministic factors which will shed some light 
on Mariano* % attitude and behavior continue to be amassed 
by Gald&s for this home was early broken up. The mother 
died, the father lost his mind, the older sister, Isidora, 
went to live with a relative •bastante acomodado11 in La 
Mancha, while the little brother, Mariano, remained in Ma­
drid with an aunt of the mother, Into this brief descrip­
tion Galdob has gathered all the elements necessary for 
the formation of the perfect type of child delinquents the 
unstable mental baekground of the father, the early ideas 
of luxury, and the broken home with the separation of the 
n 
tamil? and eensequent lost of the fooling of security* 
Unhappily, as with many mal caaos, tho pedigree of 
this delinquent la incompleto. Boon had Oaldds provided a 
wealth of detail concerning tho child's father and mother, 
the study of tho parents Is not enough, since It may he 
thet mental and physical traits may skip a generation. But 
Galdo's provided other relatives, Mariano's a curt, £& Bangui-
Melera, and Isidora, «ho shed some light on the family 
stock* thus in Mariano's family it is known that a weakness 
existed which, though not in itself a tendency to crime, 
might favor such a tendency* Too, the whole question of de­
linquency is intricately hound up with the home and environ­
ment* If Mariano could remember his early luxurious home and 
the father who catered to his every whim, the brutal con­
trast of his present home environment must have often im­
pressed itself on his mind* In a study made by George 0r-
dahl during Galdds1 lifetime, seventy percent of the de­
linquent children at the state school In Whittier, Cali­
fornia, gave histories of broken homes, due to the desth 
of one or more parents and to other reasons* Galdds is 
considering, as would the reel clinical psychologist, the 
many aspects necessary to form a true picture of the child 
- his family, early development, socio-economic condition 
and the like. The assembling of all this material is to af­
ford an understanding of the individual. 
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Mariano's nsighborhood Is realistically described by 
Galdda as Isidora makes bar way through it cm bar way to tha 
stmt's horns to ssa Maria»©* Tha horns was in "uno da los ba-
24 
rrios más excehtricoe da Madrid", a slum district in which 
tha inevitable "multitud da niños casi desnudos jugaban an 
«1 fango* amasándolo pars ha ear bolas y otros divertiaien-
tos»* Tha most obvious condition obtaining, of course, 
was that of extras* poverty, and poverty Itself is known to 
be an added spur to dishonesty and wrong doing» 
¿ft SensaHueier»'» alec# had «arriad Kufete (Mariano's 
father) ..resultando da asta asida ana desgraciada f&silia 
y ai violent¿sisso odio que Seasailueler» profesaba a todos 
los Hufetes nacidos y por nacer." ihe now has charge of 
Mariano and while It Is ofcly natural that a second mother 
be nor* inpatient than the real «other, 1& SftSdUliiSMifiX&'a 
attitude is actively hostile. This could not but have its 
damaging effect on Mariano1* outlook upon social relations 
as a whole* Since the boy is the only child with the aunt, 
he also lacked the most natural check against lawless be­
havior - that of demanding and reporting little brothers 
and sisters. The psycholog1st Galdds continues to draw in­
formation about Marian© from the aunt before th# boy ever 
appears on the scene* In response to Isidora'* inquiry for 
him, the sunt «niters* "Está en el trabaje*.*Lc he puesto a 
trabajar* ¿Hija, el me comi'a un carcañal! •.» Ea más malo que 
Ande y Calfás juntos* Ho puedo hacer carrera de ál. «Yaya, 
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que ha salido una pleaa saltíííMlSl*** ¥o le llamo fsSláS* 
porque parece que vina el mundo par obre y gr&eia del demo­
nio, Me tiene asede al alma, ¿Sabes dánde está? Pues la 
puse en la fábrica de sogas da «fea que llaman Diante, ¿es­
tás? y me trae dieciocho realas todas les .semanas, 
Quite evidently the sunt deserves her nickname and she has 
been prompt in bestowing one upon the boy In her charge. 
Pecado Is a nasi* seemingly meant to reduce what little self-
esteem Mariano may hawe had, and to brand him among his com­
panion* * 
Of the boy's schooling, these facts become clear, £& 
fffjqgh,tihe^fr# bad placed him in J&& BffftJf»,» «a institution 
«donde dicen la misa por la tarde y el rosarlo por la maha-
Bñ na» Daban un panecillo a cada muchacho, y esto ayuda,.»" 
Falling to appreciate this atmosphere, Mariano had played 
truant so oft ma that the aunt had placed him in Los Catc&i-
cop, then the same story was repeated, she set kin to work, 
, ©q 
for, as she says, "no estafo los tiempos para mim»,n * 
School usually ranks as an Important factor in governing 
the growth of behavior patterning, this Influence was de­
nied Mariano partly because of his own rebellious nature 
and partly because of his aunt's cupidity end her attitude 
toward all Bofetee "nacidos y por nacer,» As is seen later, 
Pecado has, however, learned to read and write during his 
brief school experience. 3̂ One surmises that his truancy de­
veloped because of the unccagsnial schools, Oaldds shows 
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that the rapidly growing boy sometimes comes to feel an ©ver-
powaring aversion towards schoolj ha dreads being shut up 
indoors and tha strain of sitting orar Xaasons for whieh ha 
has neither taste nor ability proras too much for bin. 
Galdds neat describes tha miserable dark and gloomy mill 
where tha thirtaan year old child is doing brutally hard 
work* At noon whan tha work finally stops, Pecada appears. 
Ha is briefly describad as being "un muchacho hermoso y ro-
buato.»31 Isidora, while admiring hit slender figure and 
the strength of hie «rae, ie pained to note hie air of 
weariness, tha perspiration, and tha redness of his face* 
The eagle eye of J* ganeulluelera. however, has seen that he 
has broken his shoes, and sha breaks into a torrent of abuse* 
She refers to him as «Holofernes*, and «gañan* while "exami­
nándole la ropa con tanta severidad como un jues que inte­
rroga al criminal anta el cuerpo del delito*"^ uter as Pg-
cado "devoraba con #1 apetito insaciable da una bestia atada 
al pesebre, despuás da un difc da atros trabajo",325 his aunt 
complained bitterly of his appetite* Like hunger-driven 
literary otearos before him, it Is quite possible that Ma­
riano never had enough to eat and that Gsldós realised that 
of tha various ways in which poverty may encourage crime, 
hunger is the most inmediata* 
Tha study of a child's environment does not end with 
the study of his home* Perhaps tha character of the street 
and tha neighborhood in which the child lives may be as lm~ 
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portent as hit hone or hie school. One of the commonest ex-
plaaation# offered for the wrong -doing of a child is the in­
fluence of had companions * This fact is also emphasised by 
Galdds in the story of another youngsters *Pero lo que nds 
contribuyo' a extraviarle, decidiendo al mismo tiempo su 
carabter definitivo e influyendo hondamente en el resto de 
su vida, fueron las amistades que contrajo en aquella ciu-
dad.*®* It is this side which Galdds next Investigates in 
his case study of Mariano. A neighboring family, the Modesto 
Kicos, had a ten-year-old boy who was *el a ĉ gracioso, el 
esbelto, el ma's engañador y salado que en el barrio ha­
ble.*®® This vas Bafae.l, better known as ji Me i it o. One 
Sunday when Mariano had been forced to return to work,®® 
Ml 1S116& to Hving quarters In the back of 
li gansul1ueleraf e shop and in an insect-ridden, dark and 
dusty comer, found recado1 a cherished toys. For the light 
which they may throw on Mariano's character, Guide's, the psy­
chologist, notm carefully the contents of the pile. *.•. 
objetos de cartón, do cuero, de metal, algo como mochilas, 
bayonetas, cartucheras, troaos de arreos militares, dese­
chados por instiles en la liquidación de un besar de Jugue­
tes.» From the pile §1 UMl-tQ unerringly selects Pace- 
do's most loved possessions! a Spanish shako *un sombrero 
que pareció escudilla, un ros de carton, deforce cuarteado, 
pero eon tres tiras de papel dorado pegadas en redondo. J£i 
Malito que tan poco sabli del mundo, sablí que los tres en-
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torchedos son Is ins ignis del espitan general, y que ásta 
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es X« jerarquía wis sits delptjáreito*» and a sword which 
feeado himself had mads. *Irs un palito pínchente amarrado 
« una empuñadura ds metal» que en su origen parecía haber 
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sido asa de un brasero de cobre.* 
Overlooking no detall in hi* study of Mariano» 0&ld¿s 
examines the sword closely and makes note of an ability, 
which»had it been skillfully developed by wise guidance, 
might have saved the boy and given him a livelihood. •Ha­
bla en la prenda militar una fabricación tosca, pero in­
geniosa, que denotaba tanta habilidad eosio falta de medios. 
Autor y dueño de aquellos arreos era, como se habrá com­
prendido, el famoso Pecado, gran amigo de cosas de guerra, 
y que desde su tierna infancia m mostraba muy procos pa­
ra las artes mecánicas. II apandaba, no se sabe dohde, 
eunque es de presumir que fuera en sus viajes por las A-
marietta, restos de juguetes, pedas os de hojalata, de ma­
dera, de hierro* y con xm clavo viejo, una cuerda, una na­
vaja rots, y .un enorme guijarro que servía de martillo y 
de piedra de afilar, hacía maravillas»**® 
J& Majlto dotmed the hat and sword and betook himself 
to the street shouting, *Ioy ?lin.* At this point Geldds, 
the careful and Impersonal observer, makes an exclamation 
which reveals hoe- close he was in spirit to the characters 
he âs describing? and his depth of understanding of their 
instinct for hero worship. *¿Her Prim! Ilusidn de los hijos 
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del pueblo en los primeros albores de la ambición, cuando 
los Instintos de gloria comienzan a despuntar en el alma 
... Esta Ilusión, que era entonces comiín en las turbas In­
fantiles,..  se va extinguiendo ya conforme se desvanece 
aquella energies figura. Pero aiái hoy persiste algo de tan 
bella ilusións aun se ven zamacucos de cinco anos, con un 
palo al hombro y una gorra de papel m la cabeza, que quie-
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ren ser Prim o ser 01 Bunnell •* Oaldoa looked upon this 
childish play and found it good, for he says, * /La'stima gran­
de que esto se acabe, y que los chicos que juegan al valor 
no pueden invocar otros nombres que los gárrulos ©otes de 
los toreros1 
11 Mailto rushes out into the street to show off his 
plunder for this is the means G&ldds has chosen to intro­
duce all the other companions of Pecado* these children 
have their important place in the boyfs life - they are 
important to the child at all ages and they may be the im­
mediate reason for misconduct. According to bouttit, pro­
bably not more than twenty percent of juvenile delinquents 
engage in their anti-social behavior while alone. He says 
in regard to the possibility of correcting behavior devia­
tion*, "When dealing with primary behavior problems... it 
Is always necessary to investigate experiences in the child's 
past history and his present living conditions because the 
problem he presents must be rooted in his experiential his­
tory. 
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And so It Is seen that out in the street there was a 
formidable array of children. Joining the hand of slat in tr­
eílla street and the seventeen In Labrador, came the three 
children of the foreman of the iron foundry, then the two 
children of the storekeeper, the letter, whoa Oeldds labels 
as 'enemigos del gdhero humano* were small and Incredibly 
filthy* As the swollen ranks emptied into the olasa M las 
«or* Joined then .Tb* two grandsons of ilk 
Qordlta. the four children of the baker, those of the den­
tist, and many others. 'Mayor variedad de aspectos y de fa­
chas en la unidad de la inocencia picaresca no se ha visto 
Jamás. Habla caras lívidas y rostros siniestros entre la mu­
chedumbre de semblantes alegres. El raquitismo heredado mar­
caba con su sello amarillo multitud de cabesas, inscribiendo 
la predestinación del crimen. Los craheos achatados, los pó­
mulos cubiertos de granulaciones y el pelo ralo, poplin una 
máscara de antipatía sobre las siempre interesantes faccio­
nes de la niñea.»** 
As D. Ramón Calebs study of children shows, 'los filó­
sofos y gobernantes se ocupan mucho de ios hombres, pero 
muy poco de los niños. Y sin embargo los niños de hoy han 
de ser los hombres de ««¡nana.»*® The unsupervised play ac­
tivities of these restless children 'desertores más bien que 
alumnos de la escuela»*® are minutely described in the next 
ten pages of the novel. In the homes of these children 
there was probably little, if any, facility for indoor oc-
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cupatlon or amusement. The mil aaotea or tiny cardan may 
have baan used for fowls, or tha hanging out of washings« At 
any rata tha ragnlar playground of thasa childran was tha 
street, and It Is In tha straat that tha chief opportuni­
ties present themselves for tha little misdemeanors of tha 
young. Galdds wall shows that tha age of childhood Is tha 
age of play. A child needs an outlet for his boisterous spi­
rits, but In tha streets his play becomes a nuisance, ha Is 
directly enticed to theft, and he Is afforded the woret sort 
of training for his future oltlsenahlp. In Tolosa Latour's 
prophetic words, *Mis tarde el crimen les abriré' las puertas 
de ese aterrador cementerio de la honradas llamado presidio 
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..." Then, too, there Is the constant succession of ex­
citants such as these little children in Oaldo's' novel are 
experiencing. They have played at military organisation, 
with Malito proud of his exalted position; they have de-
fled a passing train for *la miseria se familiariza con el 
peligro como con un parlante*1 since *wlth man also, it is, 
on the one hand. Ignorance of danger, on the other hand, the 
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becoming accustomed to It, that makes him fearless", and 
now the multitud has passed beyond the crowded houses, and 
discord has reared Its ugly head among the ranks. "Había 
llegado el momento en que la partida necesitaba hacer algo 
para justificar su existencia.*5Q 
The scene which follows Is so vividly real and true to 
life that It recalls Mesonero Romanos' words regarding 
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Galdcfa' ability to create characters and situations, "... 
mo ha causado la mayor complacencia, admirando (lo digo eon 
franqueas) la podaroaa inventiva da usted, la sagacidad y 
destrata para continuar m loa tárminot más brillantes al 
desarrollo da su drama..• la una especialidad on qua no tie­
ne usted rival... estoy em el ease de apreciar la Inmensa 
fueras de lntulcldn eon que usted eon au clarísimo Ingenio, 
si 
se hace duello de situaciones, caracteres.* Leopoldo Alas 
perfectly expresses the Impression of reality the child 
characters give. "Gran maestro ha a Ido siempre G&ldds en el 
arte del diálogo; siempre ha sabido dar a cada personaje el 
estilo propio de su carácter y de su estado; pero ahora que 
las dificultades en este punto eran mayores, el esfuerzo 
para Tenderlas ha hecho al ilustre noTellsta extremar su 
habilidad. ÍCámo habla la Sanguijuelera!iCómo habla Pqca-
á2l"5* 
Up from the rirer come Zarapicos and Gonaalete, two 
younger counterparts of Hlnconete y Cortadillo, with their 
arms full of a rirer cane which they will sell to the chil­
dren for pint. To buy these cenes some children home to get 
money of their mothers,*y les quitaban la moneda o se la 
robaban.This stealing by those probably mentally and 
physically normal may simply mirror the behsrior pattern 
of the home end neighborhood from which they come and Is a 
detail Galdda uses to strengthen the Impression of the un­
wholesome environment of Mariano's neighborhood. 
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fhe little lalito had long sino# lost hi* cap to Zara­
picos and in the melee which followed, the children, with­
out orders, forced two bend* to fight* Stone* were flying 
end blood we* running when Pecado suddenly appeared* It is 
st this point that Gaido's he* chosen to reveal that Mariano 
is the leader of this neighborhood gang* He is "el gallito 
del barrio, el perdonavidas de la partida, capltdb. de gorrio­
nes, bandolero mayor de aquellos reinos de la granujería, 
angelón respetado y tenido por su fueraa casi varonil, por 
su descaro, por su destresa en artes guerreras y de juego* 
Asi' no hubo en el cotorro uno solo que no temblara al 
sh4 oirle gritan •» Estarme quietos,.*, vos voy a reventar I* 
Physical strength is the usual characteristic of a leader 
of boys1 gauge, and Pecado*a superiority was based on force 
Me donde venia la justicia, es decir, que soils dirimir 
contiendas de chicos, unas veces a trompada limpia y otras 
con atinadas y comedidas rosones, aunque todo hace creer 
que el primer argumento era el que con más frecuencia usa-
b..-w 
In the fierce struggle which ensued between Pecado and 
Zarapicos for possession of the hat, Pecado, infuriated 
past reason and blinded by passion, draws his knife and 
fells Zarapicos with his first blow. Instantly the chil­
dren understand that this is not play* Pecado throws the 
knife away, and prompted by instinct, flees. 
Mariano is the first of the two Oaldo* child charec-
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tera who cause the death of other persons. In doctor £g&-
teno & small boy accidentally causes the death of a woman,^ 
but Marianofa cate la of « different order. Murder Is a rare 
offense for a child of school age, but no crime exista as a 
detached fact; it Is s mental symptom with a mental origen. 
It it, therefore, a casa for scientific investigation. It 
was as such that Galdds viewed it* Mariano1s conduct is the 
result of a long and complicated process of development; 
and his present predicament only the result of converging 
forces operating cumulatively throughout his life* The sudden 
sharp mdíerous passion felt by Mariano had ft literary pre­
cedent in that felt by Balsee1s eight-year-old Helena Atgle-
ment who pushed her four-year-old brother into the BiVvre 
rm 
where he drowned, but Gmldds, having placed the child in 
the situation, takes a psychologist's keen interest in the 
mental reactions of the little murderer and makes the most 
of hie opportunity to chart the mental processes of the 
terrified boy. 
Having scaled a wall, Mariano Is trying to hide In an 
angle to escape his pursuers and the threats and impreca­
tions they are hurling at him. Characteristically Galdds 
throws into this pitiful picture a little ray of hope for 
the future* This desolate spot may sometime encourage edu­
cation instead of crime. *1* Guardia Civil, que tiene su 
puesto en la calle del labrador, se puso en movimiento; y 
hasta el seüor concejal y un comisarlo da Beneficíemela, que 
a la aasdrn paseaban por el barrio eligiendo sitio para el 
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emplazamiento de una escuela, corrieron al lugar**5® Galdds' 
remarkable insight gives him a clear under standing of the 
hoy*» criminal mind, **••#1 alna de Pecado se componía de 
orgullo y rebeldía* Su maldad era todavlh una forma espe­
cial del valor pueril, de ese arrogancia tonta que consiste 
en querer ser el primero* II estado casi salvaje en que a-
quella arrogancia crecía, trujóle a tal extremo» De esta ®e-
ñera, un muñeco abandonado a sus Instintos llega a probar 
el licor amargo de la maldad y a saborearlo con infernal de­
licia. *s® In the description of this child tragedy, the pre­
cise observation of the clinical psychologist combines with 
the artistry of the novelist to produce a very effective 
picture* *. ..cuando se vid amena sedo por tantas manos * inju­
riado por tantas lenguas, desde Xa provocativa de las muje­
ronas hasta la severa y comedida del guardia civil3 cuando 
noto'la sfela con que le perseguía la muchedumbre, m quien 
de una manera confusa entreveis la Imagen de la sociedad o-
fandida, sintió7 que naclbn serpientes mil en su pecho, se 
considero7menos niño, mas hombre, y aun llego7a regocijarse 
del crimen cometido, Cosme tan tremenda» como desconocidas 
para e'l hasta entonces, la venganza, la protesta, la rebelión, 
la terquedad de no reconocerse culpable, penetraron en su 
_6c alma** 
When Marlene is afraid the guarde may fire upon him 
*se achico' tanto, que volvlo e ser niño y a tener miedo* 
Dirigió7la mente a cierta* idea* confusas de su tierna 
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nines | pero aquellas ids&s estaban tan borradas, tan le ja­
nea, qua paco o mlngilh alivio encontró'' en ellas,*®1 That 
thic la psychologically sound la bcm out by Suliy1 e conclu-
«lona that our representation of the paat la only fragmen-
bé 
tary, the failure of Mariano'a hosse and school training 
i» clearly evident now, for he had nothing in hla expe­
rience which waa of any confort to hi® in thla sonant* "Pa 
Did# no quedaba an él ®¿* qua un nombre..» Hada sabia, au 
tía lo hablaba poco da Mds, y al maestro da escuela la ha­
bík dicho cobra al mismo tana sil coaaa hueca* que nunca 
pudo comprender bian* las noelonaa da su tía y las pala­
bras del maestro sa la hablan olvidado con al panoso traba­
do dal tallar da sogas y aquella vida errante de juegos, 
mt«rta«, y al#*rla.»68 Coafimla* Oaldáe on thla point, 
Cyril hurt's study of the delinquent say# that "nothing Is 
so startling about the juvenile delinquent as his extraor­
dinary lacb of knowledget It is, with his and with his kind, 
sore frequent and sore profound than any other intellectual 
falling. He is Ignorant alike in the narrower respect of 
the simpler scholastic subjects - reading, writing, and 
arithmetic - and in all the wider spheres of ordinary in­
formation and culture,"®* 
Mariano could not but recognize his own guilt»*&ra 
criminal, y sus perseguidores tenían raaán en perseguirle, 
y aun en matarle atándole en un palo y estrangulándole* 
lato le hlso estremecer de espanto, /a él que habi'a visto 
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una y otra ejecución en ai Campo da Ouardlas sin conmover­
le!*^ let thla ilttla monster wat human and Caldeé ahowe 
how ha could have been controlled. *A Focado se la eonquls-
taha fácilmente con un poco da mimo y otro poco da asa adu-
iaelcá* qua algunos chicos nanajan cono nadie, la tenia por 
suyo* Faro da nlngufe nodo aa le conquistaba con la fuersa.*®6  
So It was that the guard who laid down his gun and offered 
¿MMÉ2. two oranges, was able to capture him* 
M» da Hewills asked of a similar, real case, *¿Que' ha­
cen la sociedad y el Estado en estos casos? ¿Prevenir? lo* 
¿Remediar? Tampoco* Castigar* Si el niño vagabundo, excita­
do por sua padres, aguijoneado por la necesidad o pervertido 
por malos compañeros, comete un delito, sobre di cae al pun­
to el rigor de la ley* »Justicia inicua, por ciertoi Si no 
ha dado educación a esta infeliz criatura, si por mal enten­
dido respeto a la autoridad paterna la habéis dejado criar 
en el abandono y aleccionar en el vicio, ¿por que la const-
dera'l# culpable? tfkfaáe esta' en ese criminal precoz x& rcs-
ponslbtlld&d moral? ¿Quidn le enseno' a distinguir lo bueno 
de 1o malo?»167 These observations are well Illustrated in 
the case of Mariano* 
Social changes have been rapid in the last few years, 
end Cyril Burt reminds that *it is hard to realise that, 
until a few years ago, between two and three thousand chil­
dren under the age of sixteen were annually consigned to 
prison; sad that, less than a century ago, they were not 
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only forced to await their trial In the comen jail, but 
wore Hablo to bo sentenced to death or transportation for 
petty offenses that to-day would hardly be thought to war­
rant a fine.*®® Special courts for dealing with children's 
cases are of recent origin, although It Is reported69 that 
Catherine IX Instituted *Courta of Conscience* In Bnssla 
during 1775 to hear caaes of Juvenile delinquents. Modem 
Juvenile courts were Instituted in South Australia by minis­
terial order la 1390 and several American states had provi­
ded for the separate hearing of children's cases* But In Ma­
drid the old way prevailed, and Mariano was sent to Jail* 
Three months later he was released to his sister on Christ­
mas Eve* Ha returns "vergonzoso, y cohibido, bajaba los ojos 
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delante de la gente." The time spent in Jail has hardened 
his and he has made rapid progresa along the road of evil. 
All ways seemed closed to him* He Is not allowed to sit at 
the same table with others, and all his worst instincts are 
aroused by the attitude of society and by his own extreme 
poverty* daldcfc is showing here precisely what M* da la Be-
villa had described and expounded only two years earlier. 
*.*.la sociedad recoge siempre ti fruto de su criminal indi­
ferencia. En esos abismos se reclutau los bandidos y los 
parturbadorea da ad&ax&a* Ese rater111o que la policía en­
cierra en la prevención o en el juila ll& J&& SlSfíA# no para 
corraglrla y adúcar la, aino para ha car de e'l un criminal 
tarrlbla, serd galana al secuestrador que pone espanto en 
9£ 
©1 ánimo de los propietarios, o el demagogo que pasea por 
las ciudades la deaolaeioii y el encendió. En otras condicio­
nes hubiera sido un obrero honrado, un miembro útil de la 
sociedad.* 
Galdo's has recorded faithfully the usual attitude of 
society toward the delinquent childt HLa Correspondencia re­
cogió 7 en el Juzgado de guardia nota del suceso*..oyárense 
las exclamaciones mas ardientes sobre el estado moral e in­
telectual del pais; se recordaron otros hechos análogos o-
eurriaos antes en Madrid, Valencia y Malaga, y por ultimo 
s. declaro'con unanimidad muy satisfactoria que era preciso 
hacer algo.•.y consagrar muchos ratos y no pocas pesetas a 
la curación del cuerpo social...formaron juntas... Tanta 
actividad, tanta charla, tanto proyecto de escuelas, de 
penitenciarlas, de sistemas teóricos,...fueron cayendo en 
el olvido, como los juguetes del niño...* 
And Mariano? As Galdc/s wrote of an earlier unfortunate 
child, * Qui en no sentía el laso de ningún afecto; quien era 
rechazado por todos y no conociá los goces del hogar, no 
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pcdiá menos de sentir inclinacioíi a la vida vagabunda.* 
M. de la Revilla may have been thinking of Galdc/s when he 
wrote? *...cuando la conciencia y la libertad morales no 
existen en un individuo, no por culpa suya, sino por la ca­
lidad de la educación que ha recibido y del medio en que se 
halla colocado, es evidente que no es ei el responsable de 
sus actos, sino los que no le proporcionaron (pudiendo hacerlo), 
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les condiciones necesarias para qua sa desarrollaran en él 
aquellas cualidades* For asa razdn no van del todo descami­
nados algunos escritoras modernos al haoer responsable a la 
sociedad da laa faltas de loe ignorantes y de loa mlsera-
bles." 
Mariano*s oonduot goea froía bad to eorse* Ha threatens 
the sister who eannot command bis respect, and demands mon­
ey. After unlovely pietures libe this, daldés i a able to 
bring bask a feeling of tenderness for tbe boy* Once Marls-
no bad fallen asleep in tbe middle of a conversation* "*»» 
y se dormid sosegadamente» Todavía quedaba en él algo de 
nino» Bu hermana le contemplé un instante movida de un sen­
timiento entreno en que se combinaban el carino y el te-
75 rror." Libe many others of ble bind, Mariano was not en­
tirely bad» "Tenía Mariano entre sua maldades, desarrolla­
das por el abandono, algunas eosas buenas, y la cualidad me­
jor era la franqueas eon que confesaba sus delitos sin ocul-
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tar nada»»»** Cal&ds here mabes the modern psychological 
point that tbe "bad" boy or "bad* girl exists only in so far 
as society sets conventional standards of behavior to ublob 
tbe ehild does not conform» 
Mariano la impressed by a theatrical representation 
and "en algunos diss apareció como transformado, encendida 
la imaginación por las escenas que hablá visto representar, 
y manifestando vagas inellnaeiones al heroísmo, ales ac­
ciones grandes y generosas» Contenta Isidora de esto, eom-
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prendiá cuanto Influya «a la formacidn dial carácter del hem­
bra al amblante qua respira, la» par «one • con qulaaa» tlana 
roca, la ropa qua aleta y hasta el arta qua disfruta y pa­
ladea» Here Geldás pays tribute to the forces of en­
vironment • If thl# brief glimpse of better things could so 
influence Mariano, how would he bare developed In another 
atmosphere? One la which decency and love, as well as good 
food, had played some part» 
Finally there is the concrete case of the influence of 
a teacher on the Child delinquent* Isidora, convinced that 
Mariano had seme good and solid qualities, had finally suc­
ceeded in placing him In a «colegio de la calle de tai-
verde» « By this time Mariano has learned to love the call 
of adventure from the streets, and. In addition, la pride 
is horribly mortified by the fact that much younger chil­
dren are Infinitely superior to him* «Ira casi un hombre, 
y en todas las clases ocupaba el áltlmo lugar. Bra el burro 
perpetuo, burla y mofa de los demás chicos.This was a 
heavy load to bear, but the professor1» attitude toward him 
was the last straw* *B1 maestro mismo, cargando sobre ál 
todo el peso de su desdén pedagógico, soll^ decir, repren­
diendo a cualquiera de los alussioss 'Bao no se le ocurriría 
ni al mismo Bufete» Ires mas tonto que Rufete.1*79 From the 
point of vlew of the child, the teacher represents the 
most important factor in his whole school life, end Galdds 
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lé illustrating a vary important psychological attitude 
which has groat influence on a child1a behavior. Thus* for 
Mariano* "la poca estimación qua so lo tenia mato an él 
sus asesaos deseos da aprender. Concluyó por despreciar al 
colegio cono el colegio la despreciaba a él, da donde vino 
su costumbre de hacer novillos* la cual aumente/ de tal modo* 
que sin saberlo su hermana* dejó de asistir un mes entero 
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si estudio.* Commonly* truancy is little thought of. 
But as Galdcfs shows* and as is in actual feet* it Is usual*» 
ly the first step on the downward stair of crime. The suc­
ceeding stages are self-evident, lying must cover up the 
truancy* and having succeeded once* the second time Is 
easier. As M. de la Revilla ashed of like cases* "¿Cómo 
ha de nacer en esas almas la conciencia moral? ¿for qué 
misterioso camino llega hasta ellos la VOE del deber? 
« 
¿k qua/ se reducirá la libertad que se les reconoce para 
considerarlos responsables? ¿Cómo ha de ser posible que 
en tales consclencl&s prevalesca el deber sobre el apeti­
to, la Justicia sobre la pasión* el bien sobre #1 mal? 
81 &sf sucediera serian superiores a los santos$ en caso 
contrario, ¿quien se atreverá a decir que son criminales?*81  
By his treatment of the story of Mariano, Caldos expresses 
this attitude. 
Mariano rapidly descends to the very lowest level of 
vagabondage. He is absent for long periods of time."In sus 
compaJTlaf* que al llegar al colegio fueron de ñoños decen-
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tee, de.eendld poco e poco h&at* *1 mi* bajo nivel, conclu­
yendo por lneorporsrte e la* turbe» atrfa coepetible» con »u 
rieres* y condición picaresca. Granuja» de la peor estofa, 
aspirantes a puntilleros, toda clase de rapaces dearergon-
AC 
tadoi y miserables, formaban su pandilla»* Caldos show» 
that by the tima society has allowed Mariano to reach this 
level it has lost its opportunity reach him by most decent 
means of appeal* His attitude has hardened into a scornful 
contempt for all possessors of property, for he has been 
led to believe by Isidora that he has been unlawfully dis­
possessed of his own rights. 
When Isidora questioned him about a career, he an­
swered readily that he wished to be rich and spend his 
money "en comer lomo, grasadas, turrón, y en beber buen 
vino» Teadrtf un caballo y me vestirá' todo de seda*"65 
daIdos has made the boy reveal here that his behavior is 
easily traced to his efforts to satisfy his needs for se­
curity, for acceptance* Isidora at last understands that 
"su hermano no serlfc nunca persona decente, y que no habla 
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debajo del sol colegio alguno capas de darle pulimlento." 
Caldos thought that solitude had played its part in the 
development of Mariano1s rebellious nature. "Porque el 
abandono y el vivir entregado & sf propio, favorecen el 
crecimiento moral en el niño. De la indole nativa depende 
que este crecimiento sea en buen o mal sentido, y es evi­
9? 
dente que lot colosos del trabajo, asf como lot grandes 
crimina lot, han pútrido an espíritu m tint niñea solitaria. 
El árbol salvaje» juguete de lot Tientos en deshabitado 
pais, adquiere un Tiger notorio.*®6 
Mariano hat employment for ahile and seemingly does 
well, but he disappears again. His efforts to gain money 
by gambling are usually accompanied by bad luck. "Cuando 
bfí 
gallaba se permitía lujos desfremados.. .* Only two mentions 
are mad# of the bey*# interest in girls* On the morning of 
his fight with Zarapicos «encontró a dos chicas del barrio 
que le dieron un eseshuet, y ¿l»..él las habi'a administra* 
do un par die nalgadas a cada una, porque eran mpy bonitas.* 
Winning at. gambling later permitted him *ir a los bailes 
Tespertinos de criados y costureras, donde dantaba y hacia 
conquistas.*®® 
One of the last *outslde* descriptions of the child 
is giren by Oaitlea, "aquel ser de la tíltima gradación mo­
ral*®® when he says to Mariano, *,..eres de lo que llaman 
un parásito, la polilla del orden social, un rago. Tú y 
tus compañeros debáis ser exterminados...*®® Gaitica is 
expressing s popular opinion, touched upon by Louttlt. 
*fhe attitude in dealing with the delinquent should be 
fHow can we help this child1, not how can we get rid of 
the child end protect society* The latter is often a per­
tinent question, but should be asked only as a last re­
sort.*®* 
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After another long disappearance Mariano is found con­
valescing fro® a terrible fever In the general hospital. 
Othar children had told of his whereabouts . *La enfermedad 
dab# habar sido terrible, por qua estaf poco manos que ldio-
qo 
ta.* Mariano*» casa illustrates a plea the physician to­
los# Latour had nada for underprivileged children, * X 
quien sabe si apoyados an la misarla y la demencia, aoen-
dariín los grados da asa trono da Infamia y suerte..."®8 
Mariano, subject now to epileptic fits, la the completa 
enemy of society, the idea of remanga forms and swells un­
til it fills his whole thought.In an effort to punish so­
ciety, personified In the body of the Ming, he attempts 
murder and is later sentenced to execution. *X esta egoís­
ta sociedad que ha permitido tal abandono, ¿que' nombre me­
rece?*®4 In ashing this question Teodoro Oolfili, another 
famous physician, fictional this time, is speaking of Ma-
rlamela, but the application is universal. 
Oaldos has attempted to understand the way in which 
Mariano was organised as a person. He has tried to study 
the boy from the standpoint of momentary glimpses which 
are, of course, unsatisfactory, since the true nature of 
experience is continual change. There is, then, no logical 
place to stop until one has consisted the life story of 
ths individualfs experience. As Murphy says, *all psycho­
logical aystsas, whether their protagonists desire It or 
not, tend to become studies of life histories.*®8. Oaldos 
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realised that In th# eat# of personality study the a#Xf la 
not known by reference to short time intervals. "Our grad­
ually increasing scientific Insight Into th# world suggests," 
continues Murphy , "that chang# is so much in th# very natura 
of reality that «wry present presupposes both a past and 
a future, each of which can be only what the total time-
space structure of th# universe permits... The person, 
then, as his biographer reveals hi®, is as legitimately un­
derstood at each stage of his life by reference to what 
came later as by reference to what came before."0** In this 
study of Mariano, Galdds has given the sequence of thoughts, 
feelings and decisions which tells what a man or woman 
really is. 
lith Mariano Galdds presented a concrete example of 
the problem of juvenile delinquency. An earlier character 
of Galdds, Teodoro Goifffo, had explained it clearly. "Ba­
táis viendo delante de vosotros, al pie mismo de vuestras 
cómodas casas, a una multitud de seres abandonados, faltos 
de todo lo que es necesario a la nüíss, d*»de los padres a 
los juguetes... les estáis viendo, si'.• • nunca se os ocurre 
infundirles un poco de dignidad, hadándoles saber que son 
seres humanos, dándoles las ideas de que eareceñí no se os 
ocurre ennoblecerles, hadándoles pasar del bestial traba­
jo mecánico al trabajo de la Inteligencia); les veis vivien­
do en habitaciones inmundas, mal alimentados, perfeccionán­
dose cada dfa en su salvage rusticidad, y no se os ocurre 
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un poco hasta ellos 1st comodidades de que estele 
rodeados».•i toda la emergía la guárdele luego pare decla­
mar contra los homicidios» loe robos y el suicidio, sin re­
parar que sostenéis escuela permanente de estos tres cri-
MO..J"97 
That the message was timely is shorn by Leopoldo Alas 
In his remarles concerning fop desheredada. «Galdoí, con gran 
habilidad y eon oportunísimo proposito, nos pinta esa de-
g rada clon, esa miseria en donde m* repugna» en donde mas 
triste espectáculo ofrece,,.en la infancia. 'Pecado1, f2a-
rapleoe1» 'Colilla*» y sus huestes de plllueloe» angelitos 
cínicos, carne de presidio, están presentados con elocuen­
te realidad; aquellas escenas, que al distraído pueden pa­
recer le de pueril entretenimiento, sugieren reflexiones 
tristísimas, amargos sentimiento*»*** diner de los Eiót, 
deeply troubled by the general apathy of the nation toward 
the problem, wrote, "Otro problema de loe mas apremiantes 
en este orden es el de la educación correccional. En el mo­
vimiento, tan acelerado actualmente, en favor de la Infan­
cia abandonada, y de que tan tímido eco resuena en nuestras 
leyes,...difícil serla citar una sola nación culta que ca­
rezca de instituciones para mejorar la condición de los 
niños deficientes» disminuyendo al menos los obstáculos 
que sus defectos, sean físicos» intelectuales, morales» so­
ciales» oponen a la normalidad de su bienestar comiói. Entre 
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nosotros» Algunos sordo-mudos y ciegos» sn blsn corto nume­
ro» son objeto de esto solicitud (nisntrsa que en otros pue­
blos lo son todos)i pero ¿que' heeenos con los nlHos Idio­
tas» imbéciles» retrasados» epilépticos» raquítioos» tuber­
culosos» lisiados» lnvélldosT Y esto oon la infaneis Ino­
cente. Con la culpable» eon el niño vagabundo» vicioso» erl -
•inal... /Cuanta desperación y vergüeñas I"®9 Another great 
Spaniard» contenporary and friend of Oaldos» Or. Toloaa La-
tour» vas spending his life and his noney for the protec­
tion of underprivileged children. The tofilfilpprtli tfnlTtriil 
Ilustrada calls him "nuevo San Tícente de Paul" who "no sólo 
ana a los niños» sino que les erige un bftlPlfilT aiXlillíl# • • • 
Su JaSlltHtíí» sin ñas recursos que los del fundador» va 
deaarrolldbdose lentamente» y la prens a y la tribuna le sir­
ven de campo para defender las ideas de bondad» de reden­
ción y llama un dlá y otro a las puertas de los gobernantes» 
y sufre decepciones y aplasaalentos» promesas mentidas» por­
que aquellos pol&loos ayunos del estudio de lo que en otros 
paláes se hiciera y de lo que vale el plantfo humano» no en­
tendían de esos romanticismos» ni estaban para perder el 
tiempo en cosas ¿g ohIcoa. Por fin» a fuersa de machacar» 
rompe el bloque do indiferencia» y logra ver en la Caceta 
y la ¿tX & protección g lg iflftttfill» obstante» hisosc 
patente la mesquindad ministerial. Al Reglamento tardo7 en 
publicarse y la ley élitro' en vigor largo tiempo después de 
IOS 
promulgada»**°° 
Galdoi reflects this actual situation In hit novela, 
ls& desheredada show» that the society of Madrid was con­
scious of the problem, even though the exciting plans for 
schools and penitentiaries were quickly forgotten when at­
tention turned to the new arena for bull fighting,*°* A 
few individuals keenly felt the need and mentioned It oc­
casionally, Mlgpals* father-in-law, Muño* y Hones, talk# 
*de Sanidad y de la fumdeeidn de la Ponltenclarife para jo-
vene» delincuentes***0̂  Galdda describes Muñoa y Iones i 
"era un hombre admirablemente dotado,,, Gran calva lustro­
sa, bajo la cual ádtuaba sin cesar el prurito de la funda­
ción de una Penitenciaria para JoVenes delincuentes,**025  
In an interview with Isidora, Muño# y Iones makes this of­
fer i *X par a concluir í se' que tiene usted un hermenlto 
que es una aleja, lo le prometo a usted darle la primera 
placa cuando Inauguremos la Penitenciarla para jo+enes de­
lincuentes, Le reformaremos*.#«*°* 
The problem of child delinquency is discussed in other 
works of Galdds, Among those who have actually done some­
thing about the situation is Carrillo, of J& 
whose public spirit was so great that it allowed no time 
for his own neglected child, "Carrillo era presidente de 
una Sociedad formada para amparar nines desvalidos, reco­
gerlos de la vía pdbllca, y emanciparlos de Xa mendicidad 
y de la miseria,•• Mk» de quinientas criaturas le deblkn 
IOS 
pan y abrigo» Inocentes ninas se hablan salvado da la proa 
titucldhi chiquillo» gracioso» hablan sido curados da las 
pracoeldadea dal crinan al dar ©1 primer paso an la senda 
qua conduce al presidio* La Sociedad hacia ya «uehoj pero 
su Ilustre presidente aspiraba siempre a unís... Mlngun re­
curso se desperdiciaba/ ninguna ocaslon se perdía* A este 
trabajo tltefhico habl'a que añadir el de organ tsar fiestas 
y funciones teatrales para amentar los fondos de la Mr 
dedad...* 105 
Oroseo, protagonist of Realidad which was written 
nearly a decade later than Jj§ desheredada and Initiated 
the new "idealistic* phase or period of Caldo'*1 work, is 
deeply involved In the sane cause» His wife, Aguata, men­
tions it in a conversation with hl». "la te afanas porque 
los muchachos tengan un asilo en que se les corríJai ya 
te interesas por las niñas abandonadas como si fueran tu-
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y as." At a gathering in the rich Qrosco's house, A-
guado, one of his friends, says, "De usted se dicen ho­
rrores! que costea solo o casi solo las obras del Correc-
Sia&ll chicos i que le comen un codo 
¿Si ¿i, Paciencia! que viste todo el Hospicio dos veces al 
año, y qu% ae'y»»*»**0̂  hater Orozco is referred to as 
"el amigo de los liños."-1,08 
Guillermina Pacheco le attacking the real root of 
the problem, and Is intent upon saving children before 
they have a chance to become a menace to society. Her 
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dream had been to found an asylum for orphans. In spite of 
difficulties, her institution grew. She «tyt, "La suscrip­
ción creció' tanto, que el año pude toner le cese de le es­
líe de Albuquerque, que tiene un gran patio y mucho desa~ 
hogo» He puesto une «epataría pera que los muchachos gran-
decltos trabajen, y dos escuelas para que aprendan. 11 ano 
pasado eran sesenta, y ya llegan a cíente dies. Se pasan 
loo 
apurost pero ramos viviendo.. .»4,v"* Guillermina Pacheco(s 
institution was one which had no need for Dr. folosa La-
tour's warning concerning charity hoses which he preferred 
to call "palacios de la caridad.* He warned the directors 
"que tienen m sus sanos el porrenlr de miles de seres que 
han de formar parte de la sociedad. ¿Ay de ellas si han 
descuidado la erlamsa y educación de tantos infelices, y 
en lugar de impulsarlos hacia la senda del trabajo, lea 
han dejado correr el enmarañado laberinto de la vagancia 
acompañado del vicio!»13*0 
Teodoro OolflSa believed that asylums for needy chil­
dren were good, but that they were not enough to solve the 
problem. "Buenos son los asilos; pero no, no bastan para 
resolver el gran problema que ofrece la orfandad. El mi­
serable huérfano, perdido m las calles y en los campos, 
desamparado de todo cariño personal, y acogido *¿la por 
las Corporaciones, rara ves llena el vacio que forma en 
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su alma la carencia de familia...» Through the lips 
of Golfín, Geldo's says: *B1 problema de la orfandad y de 
IOS 
la miseria Infantil tío se resolverá' nunca en absoluto, como 
no se resolverán tampoco sus compañero» los dornas proble­
mas sociales; paro habra' un alivio a mal tan grande cuando 
las costumbres, apoyadas por las leyes*•.establezcan que 
todo huérfano, cualquiera que sea su origin..., no reírse 
•..tenga derecho a entrar en calidad de hijo adoptivo en 
la casa de un matrimonio acomodado que caretes de hijos. 
Ta se arreglarían las cosas de modo que no hubiera padres 
sin hijos, ni hijos sin padres.Only s fatherly heart 
could have conceived this notion - s notion so ideal as to 
be as far from accomplishment in our day as it was when 
Galdo's penned the words seme seventy-eight years ago. 
The erection of a childrenfs hospital is taking place 
in a later novel of Galdds, J& loca 2& SMS,» It is to be 
managed by a kind and sympathetic woman, Victoria, who is 
a friend of childhood. She says, %e propongo organiser 
con la mayor perfección posible la parte de cuna y esta­
blecimiento de maternidad...iTa ves que' satisfacción..• 
criar santamente a esta multitud de hijos, ser la mamá de 
todos y de cada uno de ellos! 
The account of the brief life of Mariano is unique 
among Galdcfr' works both for length and detailed descrip­
tion* It is so because the author hss overlooked nothing 
which he thought night contribute to the understanding of 
the character of the boy and the explanation of his conduct • 
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In approaching the problem of child delinquency from both 
the human end the scientific vice point G&ldoi made a con­
tribution to the psychological literature of hi# time# 
This study of Mariano* which has been a minor part of 
the novel* la seen to heve been a complete case study in 
Itself# la actual comparison It has followed a model used 
by the modern psychologist C.M. Louttit. In line with 
Galdda* avowed purpose to teach* It paint# a true picture 
of a bad social condition existing In Madrid In which Gal-
dob sought to Interest the public, le called attention to 
the existence of the problem of child delinquency without 
flag-waving* but with a quiet persistence which continued 
throughout the entire work* as the child character of Ma­
riano practically illustrates the Housseaulan sayings *hc 
plus dangereux intervene de la vie humaine est celul de 
la naiasance h l'íge de douse ana#*114 Although this is 
the major study devoted to child delinquency* the problem 
had been discussed by Teodoro Golffh In Marians le in 1878, 
three years before M desheredada, and it is mentioned In 
at least four other later novelst Lo prohibidof Fortunata  
X Jacinta. Realidad and £& Iocs ÜJ5L Ik casa, showing that 
Galdofe* lntsrest in unfortunate children persisted* and 
that the problem they presented still remained for society 
to solve# 
In order to present fully the case of the young so­
cial outcast* Galdds* In the accepted manner of the cli­
nical psychologist* studied the heredity of Mariano* his 
home and neighborhood environment* hla education* his com­
panions and hla own behavior and exparlences with others# 
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After the externe! factors had been given, G&ldcfe explored 
the boy* a mind, re-creating events of his past life end the 
scenes preceding his crime, to show them from the point ©f 
view of the child. 
This attitude, fresh end new In Spanish literature, 
ashes of Mariano an actual literary personaje and pre­
sents a striking psychological study of the little-under-
stood character of one of society*s recognised enemies -
the child delinquent. Also in the role of the clinical 
psychologist whose aim, after all, is the satisfactory ad­
justment, or readjustment of the individual to the environ­
ment, O&ldcfs has suggested the need for child guidance and 
sympathetic education with vocational training for «esta 
chulería menuda, que sin cesar se ofrece a nuestra vista 
por calles y caminos, con escándalo de la moral, con bor-
chorno de le sociedad y del cristianismo, que no aciertan 
a recoger y sujetar estos presidios sueltos del porvenir, 
It has been demonstrated that Galdds was In advance 
of his time in the field of child psychology, lis case 
study sounds as modern as those of today because he had a 
great comprehension of human nature and was able to in­
terpret scientifically his observations of the workings 
of children*# minds. His creative ability permitted him 
to weave these details into s remarkable human document 
with the child as chief character. 
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that G&ldds wished children to he happy in the present 
la aesd# clear in many of his novels by his accounts of their 
activities and the presentation of conditions surrounding 
then which cried for immediate improvement; but it is also 
clear that he desired an educational preparation that would 
Insure them a happy future, fíe calls this education, or in­
struction, the *pan del slsta#11̂  Clcldds' own childhood ex­
perience and his knowledge ©f prevailing primary educational 
practice» convinced him that such a preparation was being 
denied children, and so he began his crusade against the 
existing system by exposing the horrors of the typical con­
vent school and the common public schools. 
the aim of this chapter is to survey Galdds' whole 
treatment of primary education In relation to children. 
Examinations of contemporary articles and writings in 
Spain prove that Oaldd*1 fictions were, as usual, based on 
very solid facts# His ideas along these lines were so much 
a part of his life that the interest shown in his first 
novel, Fontana pro, continued without interruption 
throughout all his novels, although length and importance 
of references vary widely# Coinciding with the period of 
Oaldds* greatest interest in children in general, the high 
peaks of interest in primary sducstlon occur in 1883 with 
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XX doctor Centono and in I860 with Minn, 
In hi» own student da?» Galdds had argued that a skil-
led cobbler was socially more useful than a Bachiller en  
Artes»£ hut his novels show him to he in accord with another 
great personality of the xxx century y the educator Glner de 
loa HÍos who wrote in 1876, *11 estudiante que estudia y al 
obrero9 eada cual a su modo9 preparan una nuera nación en 
el viejo solar de esta tierra.*S Galdás often refers to un­
educated children as savages and animals i In X̂  ami «o Man -
so9 Manso asks himself, «¿Qóm llegá Irene a domar aque­
llas tres f le reel tas?" ?* Josá Ido in Tormento says, "Ya no 
soy desbravador de chicos? ya no me ocupo en trocar las 
bestias en hombres.#.*?5 in Fortunata £ Jacinta the little 
Pltusfn. stoo has had no training, la called a «salvaje*?6  
and the old schoolmaster of EJ, caballero encantado speaks 
sadly of his life "consagrada a la más alta funclán del 
Peino, que es disponer a los niños para que pasen de ani-
n 
malí toa a personas»..* 
Great men of letters of all times have understood the 
importance of education and its problems have arisen and 
been discussed in almost all the centuries. In the eight­
eenth eentury, as lehlond notes, "Bul plus que Rousseau, 
qu»on a taut aeeusá de pessimisms, n'a eu confíanos dans 
l'áduoatiom cfest elle seule qui peut nous álever au bon-
heur at ce nous est un devoir dfy attaladre."0 
Instruction, however, during the sixteenth, seven-
116 
ttenth and most of the eighteenth century wo® confined to 
• narrow ranga of subJects presented In a most imperfect 
and mechanical way. Olnar de los Bfb* write® that the 0ni-
versity In Spain first began to hare new life during con­
stitutional tines. However, *l»a escuela primaria no obtuvo 
Igual ateneísta? en apariencia, contlnud el movimiento de 
MoBt.tlao} [fir.t to mit< tha Ka coala ionaal8] an al fon­
do, aa apagd an aafnlda.»10 Tha brlaf and insufficient ln-
structlon received In the primary and secondary school 
stages by the Spanish children was also the cause of the 
embarrassment of student# at more advanced stages in learn-
11 
ing. Inadequate and poor as it was, the fee required from 
the student was more than many could well pay. As tt'e  
asked* Vhrees que hay colegios de a ochavo 
como los buñuelo»?*^ In H doctor Centeno Oaldcfe mentions 
one free night school. Felipe's friend Juanlto del Socorro 
was attending "la escuela gratuita de dibujo" where he was 
learning to gild object# for decorative purposes and was, 
is 
at the moment, "refrescando m altar." 
Like the room In which G&ldds received his primary in-
14 structlon* the school rooms of the time were dark and un­
sanitary and kept In order by the sternest of discipline 
and cruel punishments. Men and women of G&lddsf day looked 
back upon their early school as a dungeon and at the teacher 
as a taskmaster and jailer. In 1874 D. Bamcta Cala's social 
117 
studies concerning children led him to write the following* 
11 ta escuela de nueatra civilización ee urna verdadera car-
eel, que ae hace odiosa como todos loa lugares de tormento. 
H» habrá un solo hombre que no sienta misteriosa conmoción 
de disgusto y antipatía al recordar las horas largas que 
p&sof «i la escuela cuando era niBo, conmoción que no han 
podido apagar loa aAos desde entonces transcurridos; tan 
profunda es la im^rmíén del tormento. 
Bad and Imperfect though It seemed, Galdde realised 
that the school was an Indispensable institution which had 
not perished In all the course of time, but on the other 
1 
hand had Increased in number and Influence. Like Peatalozsl, 
Gaidbs knew that where schools flourish one may expect ci­
vilization and knowledge, where they do not exist one ex­
pects barbarity and ignorance» 
As Cala had said, «Vivimos en el tiempo de las refor­
mas»*17 for changing social and political conditions in 
Spain were bringing the attention of her thinkers more and 
more to the problems and need of education. Faithful mirror 
of his generation, Galdds %*as to illustrate in his novels 
an observation made by Giner de los Hfosi *El interds pu­
blico crece ys entre nosotros cada di'a con relación a la 
lo 
escuela prlaarla, aunque tan despacio! "AO 
Leading reviews, ¿fc rsvlsta conteaaordnes. ¿* revista 
m2abl, ja uwrtmkia •tpffldid i m«»d £».-
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vista «uros** were publishing article* among which the fol­
lowing bear on Qalddaf subjecta *ta educación nacional como 
un deber de la nacida» by Max SGXler,1® *8n sistema de edu-
JBQ 
caclón nacional* by Francisco de Asi'a Pacheco, *De las re­
formas necesarias en la Instrucción póbllea española1* by 
Manuel de la Eevtlla,̂  «La instrucción en Is pana y en los 
pp 
Estados Unido» de América* by ferós lozano, *L& enséñense 
, bs 
publica1* by Manuel Quejana foro, «Escuela central de pér-
14 
rulos denominada Jardines de la Infancia111 and «La edu­
cación popular* by ion Modesto Fernéndes y González and 
«La educación nacional por medio del ejército* by M, La* 
M0 
boulaye. Most of these authors, llfce Tómas Lo sano who 
blamed all of Spain's ills on *la ignorancia del pueblo*̂  
and championed obligatory instruction *por respeto a Did» 
y por derecho de los hombres*!® with Max Mfiller (German-
born English orientalist and mythologlst) pleaded for 
"educación nacional obligatoria, y si puede ser, gratuita,* 
Inspired by the educational ideals of his friend̂ 0 
and countryman, Oiner de los Bfos, whose intellectual hon-
21 esty and esthetic sobriety he particularly admired, Gal-
dda* constant aim in his nowels was to show that the few 
short years which turn the careless child into a citizen 
with responsibilities and obligations, should be filled 
with an education of the most practical and useful sort. 
As Glner de los Rfoa wrote, *,,,©! mundo entero clama por 
una educación que efisene al jomen a wlwlr, que lo lleve a 
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la «celda civil, y humana, no & 1& contemplación sentlmen-
tal c inerte; que haga hombres, ao diletantes y acta ©a cin-
tiara cl intelectualismo destronado." 
Spain had seat representatives to Germany to study 
•*« 
model schools founded on Festaloezlaa principles, Diner 
de los Efos had called attention to the model French 
schools,*** lozano had made a comparison of the Instruction 
In Spain and the United States®5 and P; Estassen had pub­
lished a study shoving that Spain paid less, per inhabi­
tant, for education than any ô her countries except Greece 
and Bussia.®5 So it was, as Bevtlla said, "un hecho eviden­
te • que la organización de la Instrucción pública en Es-
pana... dista mucho de ser satisfactoria y de hallarse a la 
altura que alcanza en otras naciones máa afortunadas que 
la nuestra.11®7 Gal&óa saw this need of Spain very clearly 
and his pen was to demonstrate more than once the "more 
than passing faith in education*®5 attributed to him. He, 
like Glner de los líos, felt concern over "la atmósfera 
general de indiferencia por las cosas que tocan a la edu­
cación nacional..*"®® Almost everyone in the novels of 
G&ldóa from the professional beggar on the street*0 up, 
talks about education. A village flffitit in Mwtfa. 
would like a university in every city,*3" and a man who 
worked in a fireworks factory "sostenía que ios juegos 
de pólvora pueden y deben ser una rama de la Instrucción 
pública. "*® 
1E0 
Galdrfs' first morel, J¡& fontana oro, written whan ha 
waa twenty-seven years of age, shows the interest in educa­
tion which he was to maintain throughout his moralistic 
life. Mis picture of primary education begins with one of 
the dreariest and saddest Imaginable. In order to Illumine 
the character of the now eighteen-year-old Clara, she Is 
shown as a fire-year-old orphan attending her first school, 
a WRfm%Slr*oX9ltíL9 in Madrid, under the direction of some 
sisters of a famous religious order.45 .According to Heri11a, 
it was customary for children of fire or six years of age 
to enter such schools.44 As Is usually the case In the G&l-
dda norels, the teachers were neither young, nor amiable, 
nor sabias. Like the mistresses of the "Migas* school who 
tortured Benito Oaldds and his little classmates,4® the two 
old women in charge of Clara's college are riotous figures, 
far remorad from the ideal character of the teacher Qiner de 
los Ríos, "dispuesto siempre al juego y a la risa.*46 
In ¿& appears the unsympathetic figure of 
a schoolmaster who publicly humiliated a poor student in 
47 
his class, but Galdds' gloomy conception of the teaching 
profession reached Its height in £1 doctor Centeno with the 
detailed description of the riolently cruel and ignorant 
Pedro Polo.46 In Miau the cruel master is called a rerduro46 
and in Luis' dream eren God refers to him as a bruto.66 
These harsh and ignorant teachers suffered also, for 
there was so little pay for teaching that only true martyrs 
could endure the life. Giner de los Rtbs commented, *eX g&-
1S1 
lario de lo» profesores...es por extrema lnsuftelante.*51  
fh» críaoslo example of the poor schoolteacher In Oaldds 1» 
tho always about-to-starve Josd Xdo5̂  whoso own children aro 
. 55$ 
too ragged to go to school» Professorial hunger saetead al­
most proverbial, for Juan da Santa Cruz In For tuns ta £ Jjg,-
fttolü «dysf "Tráigame lo que quieran, qua tengo más hambre 
quo un maestro da escuela.*5* la Torfluamada en la cruz. the 
dying Solía lupa1 a incoherent last words include a reference 
to the Ignorance and misery of schoolteachers,5® la Chan­
faina of lasaría remarks of Isssrói, «fanblefo la digo qua 
para maestro da escuela está cortado, por aquello do la pa­
ciencia y el no comer.».a®6 and In MI fiMUtr.g encantado, 
the kind old Son Qulboro (Alquiboronttfosio) says, "Cuando 
yo ensoñaba a los chicos s jugar con las letra» y a pintar­
se los dedos con los palotes, ellos me socorrían... tino me 
traía la ristra de cebollas, otro la media docena de hue­
vos, aqudl dos medidas de leche, quillotro una hog asa de 
seis libra®. Pero vienen los tiempos malos, y Alqulboron-
tifoslo sala a pedir limosna a los caminos, y lo que saco 
BT doy lo a los chicos...11 As he actually dies of starva­
tion, the old man says, "perteneseo a la dltima fermenta-
cidn de la podredumbre del Belno... fa ve usted por ml pe­
laje como acaban los que, enseñando a la Infancia, allana­
mos al suelo para cimentar y construir Is pas, la ilustra­
ción y la justicia,*58 and Oaldó» adds, *&sí murió la so­
licita abaja, qua dió toda su miel s las gsner&clone» in-
l£ft 
Kg 
grata*,* Ha 1» another emample, in the word® of Ravi11a, 
of "el profesorado tan mal retribuido, qua su deplorable as­
tado Indigna y escandaliza a todos los qua m algo a atinan 
la enseñanza y sa interesan por el porvenir de la neción,*®0  
P.Estassen also writes with the sane point of view concern­
ing this situation* 
the attitude of the public toward school teachers is 
*,il shown by Galdd» tn H £jglK£ SlBia Intu. gre»t Indigna-
tion of Dona Javiera at the prospect of having a maestra for 
a daughter-in-law, «jBna maestra de escuelai.*., de esas 
que enseban a los mocosos el j& & ja&,.  Ahi' tiene usted un 
hombre perdido,*,, adiós carrera, adió® porvenir,». ÍJestís! 
/Que7 dirá' la gente! i Jesus I / Jesús!».» /Chía maestra de es­
cuela! Estoy abochornada* ¿Que dir¿ la gente!.*• Sera'cosa 
gg 
de no poder salir a la calle,* 
the abysmal ignorance of the school teachers, best 
shown in Ü doctor Centeno and Hlau. was a consequence of 
apathetic public opinion* "'Para maestro primero, ¿quidn no 
sirve?1 se dice* wrote diner de los Ríos®2 and Caldosa shows 
how little the public was interested in the actual state of 
the primary schools by mentioning that the Polo school en-
Joyed great popularity. «Centenares de hijos del hombre a-
cudleron de todas las partas del barrio, atraídos por la 
fama da docto, juicioso y paternal que había adquirido Po­
lo*,. *64 
the school day was long for the young victims of 
1«« 
Spain's educational system*^ Five-year-old Ciara msá the 
other little girls of ¿i fpntims. it oyp awoke vary early to 
start the day with prayer* After a frugal, breakfast., they 
rami to the classroom, 11 an #1 cual desemfeSaha el principal 
66 
papal la aa&a éo úmm Angustíaa.* fhey practiced writing 
for two hours* answer©*! questions from the Catechis® and 
then sewed for three honra* flay tin© was apemt in a dark 
and smelly emtio which iuMds labeled a soeilg&« After eat­
ing , came an interminable .session of recitations of the ro­
sary mé *lafinttas paternosters* accompanied by all manner 
«», ..«,, « .... 
long hours of tyranny and oppression found relief in any die-
63 
traction.," asid so when some u&fartueat* child fell asleep 
during .the cries 1, she was rudely awakened by a blow from 
the tea char's can#, and •las otras nllas, qm no esperaban 
mis que un motivo de distracción y entretenimiento, el war 
la triste figura que hacia su compeliera mi despertar brus­
camente, soltaban la risa, a© interrumpía ©1 reto, gruñía 
la «adre Brígida, cacar taba la madre Angustias, y llovían 
_ 8$ 
los cansaos m diestra y siniestra «* Cruel and unusual 
70 
pimlshme&te were inflicted for slight cause* Clara spent 
four years of terror in this school and left it at the 
age of electa* her formal education being' finished,* 
Childish ley and enthusiasm had been severely repres­
sed in this institution* the result of an institutional 
education of this type Is shown In the figure of the re­
lit 
pre»sed old maid* tem Mulita, of this seat novel. That 
this type of convent school was* and still it# » educational 
problem Is shown by Cesar Bar J a «ho ear»# "Complejo en to­
das parle# ©1 problema de la edueaeléa 4# la juventud* m 
España lo es te orna mamara particular* La# -dificultad## que 
prmmtm son de varia# ela#e#f siendo i# notar entre ellas, 
y no tomo la menor* la tóame eseisién del menester entre los 
poderes civil y ©©lesiiístita* laico y religioso* *. La# ereen-
elm m mm centros imemlonda# podrán ser adaptadas $ lo 
7® 
Inaceptable es el método o ©litem© de educación*" Orne 
mother's attitude toward' §mh schools i# ©Hoto by ialdés 
in Ĉ samdra when she* facing am Indefinite jail sentóme© for 
murder* refuses to entrust her children to the ©are of a re-
«M» 
llfieu# institution* " 
After smeli schooling Clare*# health later Is restored 
74 by a sojourn in the eeu&tsy* " the description of her hippy 
days there seems to have been written by one who must have 
knem the solitude ©f the country* the * largo horizonte11 
f Í 
má the "granéis distancias*" the Rousse&uian ides of 
the benefits of country life with the return to natural sur­
roundings is moteé in other daldoeiasi novels* For the or­
phan Fabllllo of Ji audaz the happy and peaceful pastoral 
life at Aram jus# made Mm believe he had been "transportado 
a un 14 dm* donde mo se le ocupaba «m otra cosa qm m brin­
car y poner eteaelám a la» estrofa» de Melánde* y de Ce­
lts 
fM 
telae»*»* •' Isidore's little son# litmík., # a at ato a coma un 
hilo*, but fresh country air ai tfc* Bscorl&l where im nml~ 
tate y oorrfii por ti ©ampo* raster©* th# healthy color to 
ff 
bit ©hatea« fu# attending phystoi m al to orterad long 
eonatry «lü» for «*• ailing IaabeX te M á£ Brisa*»,78 
fh© tesortpttm of the happy play of Xltefonso with tha asi­
dla as m nalte© ¿mg©i fa©rra'a alasrral Is one of telA¿sv 
most ¿©tallad aaooumts of childish play in th« country*79 
1» Uü th® Condesa d© lai»# recall# dataila of her chili-
booá mhm sha Mi b©#n taken to th© country to rector# h#r 
health* «Pepe Antonio y yo pasábamos largas temporadas be-
Choi mm salvajes, corriendo por pradera* y sembrados, d#~ 
claramdo Im .$mrm m lo s pobres grillos, y eoa&áateho*»' no 
arfl© la fruta madura, siso la word#»*9'0 And la. ¿a rmadk i#  
J¿t active ehiidreft play around a school «roteada 
te -frondoso* árboles frutal##" y d© «anos boscajes i# mirto 
y la.urel.« * *11 §ltnp#ts ©f ©hlldren enjoying the liberty of 
play in the ©©«miry art rara In taliés, for he wrot• of city 
children* they offer contrast to the gglines# of play In 
city street# and to the prison-Ilk© schools of Madrid where 
physisal'teueatioii for primary students « tuto©».1* ' 
Although in Ü andas «mphaals is placod on higher ed­
ucation, there is little opportunity for the chief ©Mid 
character, fabllll® (who## liken#®# to Little turrit and 
01 tirar twist of Pitean# has bate noted®®) to receive formal 
instruction* drphaate and frtamdl©##, ha is finally res­
3J§ 
cued hy §®m friend» of tils mué brother who *reee§leroa* 
educaron y adoptaron ml fin a the whole of 
Chapter ? i#, derated to the misfortune» of thii mime-y earm­
old bey* ftth attemtlm 0*14d* followed the aemtml processes 
of lite child and observad t *»*»#* cierto qua em lo» niños» 
yaaade se vea prtwmém 6o todo afneto» cuando tu • destín© 
Im arroja al aunio sdlo» y desamparad©#, se desarrolla 
una prematura actividad i# espíritu* II instinto i# buscar 
la vid» y la fellet&ad tu# m las alego» las 11er* a aeo-
meter empresas para ellos gigantescas» y qua m slta&eldn 
aorael janás hubiera», podido idear#»**®® 
fita early education of fope Bey» the ideelly educated • 
®íu®̂  of Bola Perfecta» la not elaborated upop* asé ai* 
though Mearlo eeesttatljr had resolved religious Instruc­
tion, her education did mot mm include the b&rni» of the 
timet t th e , ability to plmy the plane and apeak & little 
French.®̂  ,. 
As daldde. eomtlnually .ahowe» the education of girl# 
wee pa.rtl..#uia-rlf .unsatisfactory !m dp&lsu they arriret 
at TOMmhood with eery little reel .knowledge* Clarad four 
years la the convent. school.had. mot given her mueh pre pa* 
ration for lift# «§» igtellf enela mo eetaba bleu cultivada, 
pues mo sabía fimo imrf escribir y hacer algunas cuenta») 
pero» em cambio, eo»i'& muy blem y em tendía i# toda clase 
«• laboree.*88 After years Un « colegio Glorie "volvlo a 
su casa <e& completa posesiva del Catecismo* duerna de la 
1*7 
Historia Sagraba y part# 6# Xa e-on «sucha# f $«ipi 
mmlmm i» $mgntim§ mt̂ mmík. y tibie** a»#«u~ 
IX&n&o m fmmÁB ais #ab#r ti espeso!» y mm wmélmm 
m %m émiulm ittl art# i# Xa tgtij#» it *#fei# it 
sesori», «JA onitlr letra, 2m áftl>«».l. á&i. SiSte» y •** *•-
gul&z» mmétm m toc#r ti 
fh# first t£ th# thr$* branch## of pútlle instruction 
1# #ia m*mmm .p*l»*.ri#* which# awordiag to HsfilXa* i# 
supposed to ©«frü# «aqualio# cmocimtiiito# |»« sos abso*» 
a to¿* parsao#., y qua* por tasto# -daban 
 ̂ ilO 
ponerse al alesmoe ta loto les ciudadano# de «a ¡sais." 
But that the unfortunate eoura® of study of Gloria, «1 nU 
aa the' others considered here, is an ««curat® representation 
of the facts is shown by comparison *ith Kevllla'a descrip­
tion of primary educations "ha enseñe»* *a reduce a unas 
nociones Ge lectura, escritura y aritsética, tale# y tan im­
perfectas , q«# apena# «ministran a loa alamos otros oono-
ci®lentos que leer * irsposeaes, trsaer sin ortografía unos 
groseros rasgos %m parecen letras y seber de sala señera y 
rr.acíblcamente Us cuatro operaciones fundasentales de la 
aritmética. Kl eatcoisno, la historia sagrada y alguna# no­
ciones de grssatie*, feogrs.fi'a e historia, todo ello «pren­
dido de señorío, y por regla general, sin explicación©#, 
0asentarlo» ni ejercicios prácticos de ningún género, y 
algunas oraciones recited** «a coro, constituyen casi sien-
pre la brillante enseñan®» que lo® niños reciben, y de la 
128 
cual salen com vuebas cosas aprendidas memoria y que no 
entienden, sin osa idea. si un sentlmlscito educador, sis: ha­
ber aprendido ciencia, ni religión, mí moral, ai nada, y tea 
ignorant ta y salea Jos, sofero foco más o sitaos, como cuando-
si 
©mirare» ta la escuela«i* Gloria1® father, too, complained 
of her education! «la éstos colegios del d;ís~&fir®o¿-prepá-
ram ti «atendimiento de los alios part Its ideas coso los 
dedo® para la® teclas* But orea fe# thought a aroma»'s 
mini was not capable of tmderstandlng córtala subjects,91 
sai Morilla, three year* after Salddis wrote Olor lo* did act 
devote «efe «fact la hit article to the question of whether 
or mt girls should receive secondary education be-cause 
«como, por ahora, no m piensa seriamente en tito, no hay 
neeesldad do qm mm- ompmm m totormlaar como habían i© 
organizarse tales estudios.*94 Felipe Centeno voices the 
tomm- opinion whm he says to derlsnela, «Be todo lo que 
yo rays aprendiendo te iré ensdfSando * tí un poquillo, on 
poqntllo mads más, porque 1m «Jeres no necesitan tuntas 
sabidurías ease nosotros los señores mélieos 
In Lit familia. -it h#án loofe the «edueaelén perversa*9® 
of ftp© Mear is responsible for her unhappy lift and Maria 
Suirt's ©ducatlorn ms little better*. «iabi'a leer bien, es­
cribir mal, y recitaba la doctrina sin perder nam comm.. á 
excepción de algunas ideas gramatical©» y geográficas qu* 
1# incaled on® macs ira d© gran sabiduría, todo lo demás le 
ignoraba*«®̂  later lar it ©mitred a qoltglf * «Salid i# di 
lit 
Oft 
a im ém mm con #1 fcerais qm m tala# eaeas m 4m*.** 
leén 1eeh# himself wall educated, had & eertei& aridity of 
charmeter *oe*alo&ftd* por #1 enemao ««pito de im imaglnm-
eién ea so hide# m w estudios* $e hoblüi orlado ea **$#?-
trastlenta»-y mill eorrlé desabrid* su «dad primera ml im-
do de su «miro» mm¿or tosen y sin delleadesá» que sentfk ' ' 
poto- y aarteft de luces, trabajaba »uo'ho» pero no sabia 
lee?,»8® 
It 1# clear i» the mmmlms of tlit first epoch* test 
tmiáé# hat show a Coop latsreat In tho 'problem of primary 
sémmtm, mé that education, particularly that of girls, 
he faints a# eeeftlli* superficial and imatafuatii «i that 
this corresponded mmmtmtf with the facts# 
Mimmms to the edueatlen of elder ehereeter#- are 
frequent in icthcreimimê  ̂than Fortunata, who h«d had 
no education et mil, eee learning ee«e things frm taxi, 
imité# eoweatedi :|if también apreadlé cosa# tan importantes 
como la smoesién it los aesea tal año, p# no sabia» y cual 
tenia treinta y cual treinta y un ifk#« tengu* párese* »#n~ 
tira, éste es uno de loe rasgos earacterletlees de 1# Igno­
rancia mpmml&s más tu las ciudad®# que en las aldeas, y 
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más m las mujeres fút e» lo# hombres#11 Little, however, 
is found concerning the actual school hays of young chil­
dren, fur the novel dealt'with poor children those education 
came fro» the streets, rather then fro» the schools# In 1874 
D* lemán Cala, writing of the education of poor children, 
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bdd said, "lesp#eto a su transito p®r la escuela# si por 
.109 
fortuna X* «taita., poo® más buy que itetr*#*ip® podoco*»«* 
the remarte is well illuotrctod oxporloheo in 
the. *eoX*fti* la call# do fsireri#*'̂  sad by Felipe1» in 
104 
tli# Pol© school* 
loweer inadetmiite it may tero beta, rich children 
rooolvod *o*e od&eattea, .but the poor child rarely had 
tint opportunity to loom to read or write* and fce, of course, 
formed part of the great majority ohioh oot&d do neither* 
In a ée&troot of ipcim1# literacy *ith that of - other -no-
tic«3u»#. dXaor i# lot líos .«rot# in Xifii *.««tey quo va­
lerse d# lo# prooodlsilo&too' rápidos*.«usuales an iodo» log 
pueblo*. $ue eienten 1# neeeeldod 4# ganar tiearpo* Ingle-
terra* Fran-eta, Italia, Japón, Australia, fuera 3#lauda, 
donde el 80 .por 100 do lo poblao-idai tobe ya leer y «seri-
bir. Mientra» que en ispala m llega ai 49,.»**'W Ib Ji 
iimiar Ce&tene the eeteol&aoter Josa Ido, handwriting ox* 
pert, Mé no job «nd d&Xdá* eooments* * X pensar quo te-
bife en España dies sillones do toro», ton ojo» y mano*, 
que no eabiW eeerlbirl**0®' 
Oontinuini the tbooo of tho Insufficiency ©f girls1 
learning;» Isabel Briagas* fattier saya, 11 Ahora 1© guo más 
»# preocupa m la eámeatiás d# Xsafeellt*, que dentro do 
algunos años tora una. mujer. 1» preciso poner 1# m as es tro 
•do plano**,de fraaeda* la «dote* y lo# idiomas mm Indis-
ponoabloo en la buena sociedad. 1» tte. sane novel, 
IBl 
f©manto* the rich Agustín CfebaUero «rite# a cousin in A-
marica eoneeralng the education of dpe&leh firls, «Xa* niñas 
estas, cnanto «á* pobres, sis soberbias* §u educaei4n ee 
auk.»109 la MimtSS X &£ial& 0«ld<J# refers to Barbara 
Aradla** schooling me being *h«rt© se&elXlo ma acuella* 
%i mpm., f eon»l tt& m Imm tln mm to, tsorlbtr sin ©r~ 
togrst.fi®, montar haetend© troapettte* con la toma y bordar 
10® 
©on punto it «.ram el dechado,..** * Jacinta herself %© 
tenía ninguna especie de erudlelén* Sabía lefio spy pot#» 
libros * ira eonpietanei&t» ignorante #» cuestione*• it geo­
grafía sorbi'fliea*,#*̂ ® mué. Fortunata, a-a loan Bant® €rot 
salé* *»a tenl'* eáBCáctén*11̂ 11* Agesta, of M ÍBiáSSí$S# i® 
%ajer t*#r»©sa, pero sin iMtrofteldb***** Trlitai» It * 
victim of her 'descuidada edueacidfe*̂  and laments, 'Per© 
mi pobre mmá m penad mia $o* tu i arme la edueaeldn In­
substancial it lea niñas toe spramdea para llorar m buen 
yerno a caja, a sabe*| un pomo i© piano, el indispensable 
barata i# franeé#, y $ue sé fo.» ##tont#riks««1'̂  Mi» M* i# 
Itvilla,̂  Torqueatada va* of ih# opinion that a girl1# 
school,lug should be practical, and include *en vti it tanto 
piano i tanto bordad© de sapatillas, aprendiera» a poner 
bien un arres a la vitamin# © m atda a X® marinera.**̂  
X» .ll,flüll» begins the story ©f Felipe Cent ta©, a 
boy who revolted against bis parenta because-they denied 
him m education* This rebellion or conflict of genera­
tions Is not treated in the English, French or Bussla» san-
lit 
a«r whieb, as fMbsudet seys, "show as their heroes te, strug-
XIV 
gl* egelnê  a tord end brutal pmmi*V " for the young Bp*** 
tari ras • away- frost. home to work out the fir ©hits for hit* 
self. It wee .else? to Fell## that i he only means of escape 
fro® th# brutish work of the mine* was by eduoettoiu Ac­
cordingly he toé wived mmy i«f to help pay for his 
schooling ato «pars, hacerme hombre de provecho.*118 Felipe 
was inspired by the heroic eeeompllehments of Teodoro Gol-
ítk, aelf-tstoe eelefcreted surfem, and with ehU61*fc ca~ 
thnela*» says to Marias#!»t *$ead* gu# yo llegue a Itorid, 
por m lain rapando y por otro eettotasidef he de aprender 
en ios «eses tots la cienciaa»110 His dream is that 'to 
will Item to resé tad write la. the test $mlefe fashion 
ato become a famous doctor* Iterta&ela» the uneducated 
heroin# of the story, tympsthirei with Felipe ato helped 
by giviag him ell the mmmy she lrné*̂ m She is the only 
on® to bid- Mi good-bye eg to started oat to setk tils for-
ialáés eoanentg* *te geeioglh hahfe perdido una 
piedra y le. eoeiedad hafefa ganado mi hombre.*1̂  the 
straggle of this child for m toucation was a theme mi eh 
mm to remain la OnlMs* mimé for e per loé of about eeven 
years, for Felipe appeera in five aowls dating from 1878 
to 1884* figaüii M atóla ás. MB teb# 11 fittet. Smr 
imsb füIMll! j* It lElHIll* tto idee of children 
pleading for an education. is expreaaed also in It familia 
de Ledh loto d« toto dreams of his ideal family mé *mm 
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*#?#» j>#c*tt»iíitos c¡ut Irlas s&liando f y haciando gracias y 
peálri'ea pisado «1 pen de U edueseidb.* 
Mfsallle da 1.6dn Roch find# Felipe in Madrid in ser-«•PNMMWSVMMWtV 
at. th# 0udr« limite, toai nothing ti l#a,r*ité of any pro~ 
grata in lit «doeattoii* 
Falito*a d##ir# to tot©»# a doctor i» «» mmpM of 
a etólá1» roofttlOMl stftoltlccts which, iiocorálsig to fit fty~ 
otologist touttit* oo»omly tow as wlutloa to tittor . 
mMliti ti 01* knowledge about th# na tur# ©f th# émimé m~ 
lÉá 
catic»* fto schooling ©f th# ti»# g#r# a 
child lio ?©c*tlcxiftl toip asá gerente usually d#clité ttoir 
child*#.©sr##r* the tolinga#»» of ths- parent or guardian in 
Cbooslag s vocation for «fe* child ts sho*n in Ls deshereda­
da «he» Isidora, the older sister, questions Mariano» "¿t̂ ue' 
cerrera quieres seguir?...¿So te gustaría ser mi liter y 
llegar a general?*1®5 Later when Isidora is determined 
that the boy should go to work, her aristocratic principles 
1 
*111 mot permit Mm amy ordinary occupctinn* 
Other lito» instan### la flit novels of §aM4t tour 
owl I# Sa*4n Cala'# assertion that *cn lo» límites yt d# 
la juventud trata la familia d« dayl# carrera* de fijar am, 
postci&i su 1» ###t#d#d; y pmm resolvcr ##t# interesante 
pmtelmm de 1» tüí te tienen ta soent» la» eircnmstimeias 
y rosom* si» Incongruentes* fart maim at e&minah las ta-
eliaaoicMi#* del mimo# mi stm aptitud* si por consecuencia 
m felicidad verdadera, sin# las comdteionea m®tale.® m as 
m 
spareneis más falsa, engañosa e indigna."187 
*a fi ¿multo del Soeapro had learned 
to gild objects "pop gasto de «a madre y de tllf pasaría * 
Ingeniero,»188 Another parent, Briagas of Toreento. ¡juickly 
arranges * satisfactory career for his son Psqttito, *se le 
destinaba a estudiar beyes, para seguir, de an nodo glo­
rioso, las huellas burocráticas de su señor padre.»189 La­
ter Bring*» remarks #ith satisfaction, "tasjuita será un 
XS§0 
fattetmarla tatellfeate.-.,*' ' fh@ father of ailveetre Mu­
rine, úf MíMl» hm alio destined Mm for haw, a great o?i-
t«r# or# «¿per qme ferquMeda» *t e lot» 
to choca# a mrmr fia# enough for his brilliant son, m* 
eonelderlng that of road engineer*3̂  Kíné old Boa Manee-
i» áwgfA, -Stem *itb ser esa nephewe to place, worries 
about their futures, but maintains a reaeoaable attitude 
which eenaider* the individual eMX<Sfi inclination» «Ii-
defeneo Ingeniero* Paeo abogado$ luego vendrl'&ii el mili-
tareito* el arquitecto, el sálico, segua la dlepoaieiáh 
qm •fmtm :«agendo*,#**®® It la Interesting to mot# that 
X» a conversation with jfogel Guerra, the boy Ildefonso in­
sist# that he. will be a «cadete o nada* *1̂ 4 Cintia, of Bl 
liM-IrlflE mmMBIf* i» the manner of ell parante, iremos 
of her baby son's futures "haremos * nuestro chiquitín 
una eerreret 1# e&uearenos pare • maestro de nuestros**̂ '® 
the oldest *m of Joad Ido, Ifei&Htitt X ¿freíate, had hie 
own ambitions which are contrary to hi® mother's with#®.* 
1S5 
eonplsins, "Quiere ser torero, y mm ira# crucificados* 
Luis Cadalso1» snnotimeesient thai he wishes to feecom© a *cm~ 
ra" is met with Xneghter*3̂  
la an analyst* of sath ohiliitó «hition®, dtMds says 
"Otros mimos, sesudo les preguntan I# que qu-teren ser» res­
ponde» que obispos o §easr»l#s si despuntan por la vtml&adj 
lot que pic®» por la . desires* corporal, dleen que cocheros, 
atletas o payaso# i# 'elree* lo# Inclinados a Im isiia-tlén, 
sotaras, pintares* •*#̂ a 1hm Valentín, ttogiMNd**» gifted 
child, was asked the question .ha Más mo answer* *****1#*-
fe# los hombro# y ®o respond,ía ns&s* Cranio »*#, declh fno 
#4ff. y al decirlo, clavaba en su interlocutor w ntrsd* • 
¿uníaos* y penetrants, vugo destello del sin fin d# litas 
«pe tenía ta aquel e**ebrasef y que <m m df& hshisn de 
ílwtmmr la tierra**̂  
fib above example# Sho» sbastostly that in addition 
to the Inadequate fornix tchooling the IMM% education 
was, both in falté# * vim ami in fast, often hindered or 
misguided by the false ideal* of hi# elder#* 
0sldoh clearly states some of hi# principal aim# 
for $mé educat.torn in a islgg Ism* *«* ** is ̂  *<*>* 
dedicated to education it i high age level. Manso, the 
good teaetoar,**® is primarily Interested in the education 
of. youth, his own prise privet# pipil being tventy-on# 
year# of age,1** but he Is.not above taking an active hand 
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.la the primary Izmir metier of hie brother's children. fti# 
sort! dees pr#Tld# t r#ry pleasant fletera of the primate 
instrnetim of the three yetmg Ma»# aillns i5l«r the ear# 
of the fwm| feíMíltlifef fren#* iht «te giwrn eat Ir# char## 
of the children end epeat all of- her tlm with th#a so that 
lastraetlon was carried on mm. ámtm the meal times* Tm 
two little girls suit the three* year old toy, scarcely mor# 
then anlMle at first, ?#spofid#& i*utw*tly to her perene*» 
sios, patience end -sweat»### *. ho gmletastsit eat iw .gltem 
«M Otalddi apernUs of her «innata sublditriJi i# lee a«li-
oloaee de la Infaseia**̂  
Irene*# classroom wm orderly .asi decorated with a 
few oli end aw map#* highte *#r# irnrsei on early end often 
Menso himself shared the teaching of the eoxijugetlon# and 
d#el#s#io»« Mise student# in the regmlar schools, the girl# 
«tallecí teograpiiy, Sacred fit story, .totlogy and Syntax.!# of 
Castilltin and frameti* fhil# the im-siiim#d little fingers 
of the giris wot# their themes, Pepito was busy writing 
end drawing* Manso say#, *««*h##i# raya# y jeroglifico# es 
m rinedn, y a cada momento resta a ensenant #m# obras, 
llamándole» caballo#,. borro# y #####*Fe-pito** work mué 
hi# action# illustrate farfeetly these lime» from a worM 
written me yesr. before B MiS liMB * ** -Prayer, leading 
tensas educator of O&ldds* tin#, «rote, «Xrtt rxmti ém. $* 
fahre tritt di#- Flhigkett btrwor, stlbst .dureh Muios enf 
im 
P&pler o&ar iuro.h Aussehnaldan bakazmte CNtgemsititi» ¿arras* 
tallen* former will ém Einá# f#thre-iba»1 (raiwa) i#h» ratch-
man, melnt amate ¿orate aliarla! ¿tríete» tint Locomotiva, tin 
Pferi, #1»#» Liffal, ai»#» fallar, tint Fl&aetee atesubllian, 
«a ftlingt 11» abar ntetet aten* Intarsbtbsnns # **** fteaa* 
fortm&eta littl» Manso eteiMf#» mm receiving tte# frlen¿~ 
liast'mini of l&atruetton* with their melé constantly of­
fering suggestions* wFor Més, ¿••nalts* m pintas, no fin­
tea, te# el trata « libertad, y sulfa la saliere#**4® 
Xt eeene trente tteet Irene, w of ti# ®as| synpa* 
tittle of #11 tit eeteolteseteere in ti# SSElliS# *** anly 
playing a part* ¿he ted no real loir# for teaching má eon-
fié## to Manta? *•. *®i supiera meted, migo* lo qm p*¿e~ 
eía para vencer mi trlatesa y ai resistencia a aaae&a?*** 
/qué cargante of lelo I /feseiar Oraaáttee y tótmétieaJ M~ 
i lar eon eMfuille» ajano#, aguantar urn® pesad#©#®*** 8# 
•!4S 
necesita un heroísmo tremendo#.. * Manso, astonished, 
confesee* sadly that Iron# tei turned mt to be only %! 
• 1¿V 
dama 4a tanta»#**1 
frtvate inatraetlon tey bót-h foreign aná native teachers 
i» received by otter malí characters in the novels* losé 
lio was fmlifité to give privet# instruction and did so 
whenever ha bad the opportimlty* *4®' I» j& gÉilMli 
fad, son of Eloísa, Mi a, French $ov#rn#ss14i mñ mm 
ríen children in Fortunata y faelnt* had an English gov®r-
i§$ 
i M ,  Í U J l l t  ,  
»«»*• here had been in charge of ángel Guerra** daughter, 
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Ene&rnaelán for two years/ and Guerra hi®#® If gar© priva­
te Instruction. to ft®us Tirones#*®̂ ' the orphan grandchildren 
of DOR Juan is lonoa&s IR ¿a loos do jy| casa had a private 
i si 
teacher* . • and in Malap the fortunate children of the Mar­
quee d© for mor .had a governess, *la cual or® lug .loss, is 
edad madura, con rostro <1# pájaro &loeeadot buena persona, 
qua sable su oficio y eunplik mur Man, transmitiendo a It# 
criaturas sue-generas finfsimaa, 7 sus tapíeos te ciencia 
fácil para uso Ge fas&Xiae bien nobmedfulas**̂ * Inch of 
those ehlXdren had his iagltsh name, as did. Daudet's Jack# 
seven ©r «iiht*|r«ar-oli • Frsnch child who also felt the 
igfc 
sweep ©f a&gixsh influence of th# time. 
Quo year after he had sot toen the ideal educational 
aims for youth in JH antee Manso. Galdrfs continued the ca­
reer of Felipe, the child in search ©f m education# the ob­
scure here of a SiSMH Smtüa 1®# as GaWds says* *«& 
for Gomo do trece o catorce años, on myo rostro la miseria 
y la salud, la abstinencia y ti apetito, la risa y el llan­
to han confundido dm tal mod © mm diversas marcas y el-
_ • IM 
fres, que no so.sabe a cual do estos dueños pertenece•* " 
Felipe, youngest child of a rude family in the mining dis­
trict of Socarte#, had known no childhood, hut ha# boon ex­
hausted and exploited by his parents. Leblond speaks of the 
appearance of such children la society. *XXs*»«sent apparus 
comma Otut presque toujour# dee sort## d*orphéllnst qusnd 
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11# oat 4# 1# fwlU#* lis scat aeeafelés ou exploits par 
157 
elle au lieu A'y trouper du eoutlenj..." I» character, 
i m 
Felipe tos much of. the *pnre gold*' found In the person 
of mrnámH lili, le 1» e***-hea*tad# generous, legal» in-
eapabl* of theft,1®* and, lito faefc,< deterring- of a better 
fate* First mt in Marlaaela ti to «na setting out for Me-
ir Id, Falito tod high hopes of semiring a master «he -venid 
send hi* to school* the stor^ toconas tto drama of a child 
obliged to mm his em living end to meet sit oat torn with • 
all the courage end temelty of e man. 
One month and a fair dears in the terries of out tig 
fioslsde toé giren Falito & ehsaee.-to attend school ato. 
learn enough about the letters to be able to read street 
signs mi toitebliimi of the Forced to lesee 
this place, s otoñes meeting with the student álejahdro Mi-
doiseho befriends; him, leads to Felipe1» entrance into 
the school of Son Fedro Foio;y Cortas, *eaptiláa de las 
mi 
monjas is.-lam Fenlando** 
fhe second part of this noire 1, J|i doctor Centeno# is 
entitled frodaaoai'k» Felipe appears in.the first real pie-
tere nhieh del ids presents of the actus,! school life of 
Spanish children, end of the hitter learning of the letter 
to the oxolttsion of the spirit# ieMds describes the peda­
lee 
gegieel s?atsst of the time ' along lines parallel to 
• * iil 
Mctons* IlfiOtel SiiSill£> ' 
the school room itself - was situated in. m ancient 
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butMing which serred both m th* home of Polo's family «n# 
the school. If calls to «ind. the author's om •****&•* of 
horrors*,1®* for O&ldis writ®», *®b It cavidad ancha, triste, 
peaate, Jaquecosa 6* U escuela *• ••*«* cuadros terroriSTi-
cost mlM on lusnrero pissto «n.-erosi m«piX ios o tres már~ 
tiros it rodillas con los estlson** rotos* « ssts pmrtf, 
otro condenado pálido, e&dsvirlco, todo lleno.4* eofyas y 
trasudores, porque s# 1* habit, atragantado ma sima...* 
the ioors of the school op«n*4 at fight in the tmmr 
mné nine la fht winter, an! th* deaf tiling noise of the 
opening mám%á until the master strode through th* room 
lis 
distributing blow# to th* l*ft wá right# ' t *c*pt for th® 
1*7 half holiday every thursday during th# swier «1» tits# • 
|gá 
duraba horas y «as Hera*.** Oaliis litar refers to th* 
filts horas mortal***1®® aptmt there. (la JH caballero 
caatjaflo th* author refers to turner m & time of mentions 
«ai to th* winter torsi: m being «escaso i* día* por *1 des-
170 
cuento d* fiestas religiosas, patridttcaa y palatina».*' 
this was a country school and probably had. ilff«r*at m®torn®#) 
th* incessant sound of blows accompanied all th* pro-
cesses of learning, for Polo's belief in M JLSitS MM. MM~ 
MM <•»***« th® mamim of Spanish school masters171 mm re­
inforced by his other tul®* «siembra «oseorrom#* y recoge­
rás tabicat*17® ?ol* was- brutal, not because he lore! to 
171 
watch children suffer, a* 414 Squeera, but because he 
wished to drive his learning: deeper, this brutality to Sag-
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lieh children le treated by fccudder in his study of child­
hood in literature and art. He calls attention to the fre­
quent Incidents of cruelty to children in the old 2a§lieh 
bmlUát* m «id remarks, "This character i» marked fey a 
brutally mmérnm$ spirit, which lita scarcely ac«iea«4ad# 
-today, la the tampa? of avtyy English eroMU*w Polo*» 
honest its-ire to Instill learning and his lack of interest • 
in eoliaotlag the money imm the students*̂  also contrast 
strongly with the attltado of iauiet*». Mrmim schoolmas­
ter, ll#y#fiml, for whom,, once the fats were recatead, *xiiiu~ 
estlon da* Mewea# Imm fele&~etre, forest désorm&ls i# «oin-
ire éc'tcs somcis.«lff f>oi#fs seal was not shared by his 
assistant, Joai Mo, a kindly hot Ineffective 8profesor de 
primara t&se£aii*a*̂  who taught writing and helped the 
younger children with their reading* 
¿ilea : taláis likens the school to a prison* *1*0» 
caponas y pellizcos, los -palmeteaos y nalgadas, las amplia­
ciones de orejas, aplastamiento de carrillos, vapuleo #e 
hueso», y «ctraciéii da carnee, no eomplet&hsn al cüigo 
penitenciario is role» Mamas i# la pena infamante do las 
1 *70 
orejas de burro*. había ti it. i#jar sin tostar*#**''-Often 
tears fall upon, the dirty pagas of the worn books, but mora 
freauently the chili ran rabel lei in other ways**®"® the 
complete lack of 'physical education in the elementary &pm~ 
Ish school systems, noted by Sevilla, is the cause of 
the almost insane joy of the chili ran of the Polo school 
14* 
upon their relees# st four or fire in the afternoon after the 
tea aortal hour» of «heneo duro, de earpeta negra, de letras 
horribles, de encerrado fúnebre."18® 
Felipe's o*« education in the Polo household started 
well enough, but like the unhappy Fabilllo, Felipe *as clum­
sy and unskillful and nade one blunder after another. The 
hideous SABtal and physical effort required to force his 
stiff fingers to for* the letters was a eco»periled by blows 
and derisive words fro» Polo, the boy did well in reading, 
but like «any toother, he was last when it case to definitions 
and gram**. Sacred History ferat « little better, although he 
was unable to «««arise all the asaes of the individual#-and1 
the teens, la Christian Doctrine he failed dlsnally in hi# 
attespt to re»e»ber all the responses. Sevilla *rot# of the 
cowson situation! "Hasta ahora la instrucción del niño se 
ha fiado casi por eo*j»l«to * 1» mesarla... Enseñanza irrt-
' ' lt?t% :«oría qm pméé formar p*fmg*fo9 $ fp*xo no  hombreat* iht 
@f ih» school mu a leveling of all. natural 
talent In the Mreil*»* rout las of ir«»hloal instruction. 
?b# boy of g«uiat ability had no ©turnm to show hi» super­
iority over. the dullard «feo loomed the words# Galáds* vigor-
out satire fidionit» rolo*# laete of 4i«eo?n»o&t ami mm 
the gentle Mo advised' Felipe to- go bmk to carrying water 
11 #.. qm astas cosas m mm farm 
. A profound «as taking place in Felipe*» 
character# for, seeing that hit efforts came to nothing, 
14ft-
mé that lili honre of work, increased while th# hour® of 
school lessened, he befan to loiter m errand* rma heease 
nor# mé mom ooŝ ttisei of his om inability to letra any-* • 
Í0É 
thing* The mlf umbjeot he really liked wag ieograpby, 
amé tai# reference $#w# to .make Feiif# shirt some of Galios* 
1ÉÉ o#» youthful later eats, bmt mm ho wat severely punished 
• Táe 
for drawing a nop tai time easting hit tiae* f lo book mor 
schoolmaster h&é gteen htm m answer to the %m#stiomt which 
perplexed Mm i *¿*,#fer fwí las tosas, emamio se moltm'm 
@1 aire, caen al mmloi por.$ud #1 egna.torre y no esté 
te,*** f»4 es esto-it «char agaa-.a los ojos enande amo lio» 
r*$ q&é significa #1 morir##,* » #t#*®® Fellpe had timm to 
pende? these «ginplesat* for he had beta denied his lunch 
that ¡ley.189 
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Like other young student# in the motel# of Saldds, 
Itollpe iccpi it difficult to itudy 1» the evenings, ami 
often the young *Doetor* slept pteeefully with Ms head 
pillowed om the detested grmmmw pensar *pt él 
habla i# Iter em la fenentld# dramática, era ftmsmr m lo 
imposible,**®1' 
the folo school om&lMmé úurtm the fiercely hot *u»~ 
mer .«ni »écm $mé siguí©' funcionando dorante la carleóla y 
ion Ftiy© administrando ceieorroiie##11̂  Xm spit# of all 
the bat treatment .he received, Jbltpe octiM think mo ill 
of Poio19B even whan the latter suddenly dismissed Mm 
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from the school the hoy felt deeply effected, 
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ft»* sehoel itself «na doomed te eacti notion. In fomenta  
appear the final *ords ooneerning it» fed i» ©e ©s-
cuela faasaa»»,? ... fed© desapareóte5 lleiréeel® la trampa 
an el torera espaeie te un al», quedando sólo te tantee 
grandesas, reinas lastimosas."i9S There were other, hind» 
er aohools, for ti» irate parante roaorod thai* ahilaren, 
"poniéndoles en otra «a procedimientos arfa benigno»,"196  
By pointing out the glaring educational faulte, Galdé» 
did for Spain «hat PloJcene had for Xnglanft in Klaholas 
Klekleby.197 -
hater, in the aertiee of Alejandro Stlfaie, feilpe 
lints that he le «till more of a wort 'hoy than a state»!»® 
•hen finally permitted to attend aahool, felipe attempts 
the ataty of latin, •!© oneonefisa primaria era m 41 tan In­
completa earn ae ha triet® jipare fad importaba? Mejor."199  
Allowed soareely three hoars a day «t the Institute, ft* 
lipe oould not understand the use of latin in hie ¡tehee» 
of education,800 like the lower-form boys in teglish schools 
wfcoee pathetle, traditional request wee, *Ple«ee gira me 
soa# Naii%' " folipa émmé ta $*ot«8t* *Te ftitt# %m 
m m»m9 m aato##.®*^ Mm mMMmmtim ®t th# 
$mmílim§ $f$tm #f otoaatlaa t* MM .that #f 
*34 má Bmmmu for ha má®m tin MmMlmMX 4aat*liia of the 
mtimm thaaty mí mámmtlmt tint all Jmowlatge hee i# i# 
frith ffrol #hje#ti*'̂  fit #oat that ftlift wti oat aa»~ 
M§ 
platal? crushed, shows there mm «oh elasticity left 1m 
the chili» It «tit heroic efforts to Imrn the deelansione 
mm though the booh sarrad. as a aereo tic. *La bastaba co­
ger #1 litro para. «aaraa 6# amafio.*80* At tto- sama time Ms 
hung ar for learning ltd. him to examine carefully all the 
hooks belonging to oidor students.. It regarded the medical 
hooks «ith nwmm aspect# it horror sagrado y curiosidad fe­
bril»». Allí había vientres abiertos# tricas - sangulmolan* 
tas,*#» €om al tima «o los ojos Fell yo I#fk los lotrorltoo# 
Panero»».,.taíÉIBga.. • "807 
- Felipe*» school days are f**.# for Miquis# «dthout money 
aud very ill# Ms mo means to *«xt& him# hut tho hoy still 
dreams of becoming. a doctor end «ota of performing am opera­
tion which w®iM cur# hit ma¿ifcor»̂ 8 Affectionately# Miquis 
#0® 
calis Felipe *Arl*totelea«*''' Foiipo1-» first «banca to 
study a body COM* ahem be perform* am autopsy cu Eos a Ido * s 
dead oat* the stupid# blundering boy of P©Iq*s grammar 
school is sura and skilful, now» #FeIipe estaba serte»....lasts, 
eht «ateos no s# rieron am sus rasgos infantiles los firm ta 
llnsememtos &e 1 hombre *»»Hallátase tan poseído it un iri len­
te entitle y i# curiosidad task -abrasadora# tu# mi la ros de 
fu m® 1® habría distraído «ti aquel momento. Sentado en la 
osotas# coa al tieso .«misal tntr# las rodillas# saerf urna 
navaja del bolsillo# y /sasí Ambrosio faro, Servet# Andrés 
Yessle# ¿qué decís a estef**. labia, en su espíritu miste*» 
rio se» intuiciones de como había, de proceder; entejaba»ele 
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y# lo tobfa tocho otm *** lo# no aran aataraaanta 
mmrm part, él lo# foots da a$ital aaagriaiito Juego»», si ja-
más lo higo» sin ámit lo toMa solado* 
In to# sonrio# of tha wealthy Spaniard, Agustín Cuba-
litro of fornante *. little writ Is amatad. of Felipa mñ h# 
Sil f»-i«% 
is stmt to tlit Batialado» ' Falipe is again studying 
and occasionally Caballaro* himself without learning ¿» «ornld 
§afc a cpaatlon* Fallpa says# #«i 1# sé 1# contesto; poro o®.~ 
si alaapra da la. condenada casualidad da pt y# tambidn n# 
pago» y nos tutélalos loa ios airártelos ti uno al otro**®*1® 
•8X4 
la tris noval» bearing out bis §11 ires®,'' '' Fallpa lifts 
M® first lift by substituting something harmless for tto 
pótatalusi eyamiha which tu# young woold-ba suicide, ¿aparo, 
had raauaated# 
fli# study of Felipa remotos the limit of' tha subject 
tort* for Fallpa i# m longer a child, Imátcmbtoiwi given by 
0#Mds -hint that the "hoy * i future amy wall be as aucoaaáfu 1 
a# that of feodaro Golfín* «ho endured lib# hardships when 
81# * 
young * "* ' Gald# tos said of Felipa* *la gaologfa tobia par-
dido mm piadrs y la aooitito había ganado un hombre*; ion 
Florencio, apeaiciag of the child said, fut to venido 
da an pueblo a patita para «ataree da jsibJ médico* /lo» no 
reírse, aaBbreat Bay caso», toy mm®*** lit# apanaa sabe 
si? 
laar.| pero tiene ma vives#***11 ' lastly, tha impressive 
picture of Felipe performing an actual operation mmm to 
point to a certain futura* Bat this speculation is asid# 
14? 
from G&ldds1 purpose, for his interest wm do to araoh in 
«hat feeesne of hit chili characters, ae in the aii&iyate of 
their pert»# asi tim completion of their purpose in Mie 
mow#.!* Felipe hat concluded felt primary pmrpot® of illus­
trating the ewil# of primary educational practices ash is 
lino rith the new position of the eht!4 in society, hat 
eontrltaited hit tm point, of new cm the situation* 
the little-irimfiis eMHm #c to a colegio hat moth-
lag is en 14 of their «feríemete.* Isabel's lift there mm% 
hme hetn. &ir##«Mo# for on aeseuat. of htr health, #ia 
naéatre • tenia erdefe 4# .mo lajfMmnte .feintfe me tig o mi. eli­
gir 4# ells apHeaciéu y ttuhajo#̂ '̂ She it, tower, re~ 
eeiwimg the imáUpmmMe torttiii by %mmg primate icestmaf1® 
KMuentavy e&ueatien. is mot, fremiti in detail is For-
IffiilS E ftSlfilfc* although sonethittff of it is sees is the 
description of the ehilitoei of grows characters. Barbara, 
mother of fuam 4® Santa, Crus, "cuando two sisé para ello, 
fué a la escuela ta m# tai doña Calixta, sift en la callo 
fit 
Imperial* and there• she completed her education, which, 
as Baldés says, %ra harto sencillo es aquclloa tiempos, y 
consistí& em leer sis acento*, escribir sis, ortografía, con-
ffl 
tar haciendo treapetlta*- san la hoce y bordar»*** ' Bar­
bara's real education case later ehen she helped her sos 
OOfi 
with his.lessens* * " Of the numerous «hUdrem of Gumersindo 
Amáis, 11 las más pequeñas y los waroncitoe iban a la eseut-
MS 
til 
la,® mé ¿aetata» nlmjn interested in eMláres, weuli 
eeteh %i bandada p# iba al colegie coa sus pisarras mi 
O #<4. 
ho»br© y #1 lio ém libro.i lleno# de ís\t§r#*® In this 
novel miso are mentioned dulllerálaa S&ehaee's thriving or* 
pharn asylums where children cohld «eimcafst y mr buenos 
f f§ 
eriatiea©##* ''. Jh&perlence had tmgM her that *Xe falim he 
edneaeida e«- .para ti .pobre una desventaja mayor «pe Xa. po~ 
X& lisa jaláis has given another' view of the wi rush 
of eeespihf children at the end of the school hay * #d Xa* 
cuatro d© Xa taré®* Xa #hlftillería de Xa escuela p&bltoa 
it la plásmele del Linda. tallé *tr opeXXMaaente it ciase, 
*P7 e® a-lgasara it «XX desioalos** English poeta- who had 
interested theaselrea im ehildrea had t&mé ta ttli smb~ 
loot a pontic thee**- á$ Bafesaroth eróte* ®§os## of the sioat 
exhilarating lints in the early peen# picture the delight 
of little children just out of school* fo i Hast rat# the 
m&é. Mmm§ey of the freed .path from the fcesx&el,- Wordsworth 
inthe >r«luát rocalla the 'noisy or®*.1 In IM Éteê jOfl. 
he.©arries on the traditional figure of unwilling inmates 
>f .the.-aehooXrooBi- mé their glad relets#* la Shi School* 
children run pell-mell from school»*̂ ®® fold-
smith*# Bsserted pillage mentions *fhe playful children 
Just let loom irm school****®®® ¿Is©-thinking • poetically* 
0aldd* writes, *©iasúa himno a Xa liber tai* entre loe suchos 
cus se hsm cemimeetd. ta laa diferente* naciones» es tan her­
ías 
moso • com© #1 que entorna» los oprimidos i« is mnmmm «Is- • 
mental «1 soltar «1 grillete it It disciplina escalar y gz 
&. M. jE&ÍM pisado r saltando. 
Forsing * contrast In types, Geidcis he* huís Cadalso, 
a small boy of might or ten ami timid ami backward object 
of the ridicule tal seam of Mi pUpm%**9 talk with Sil­
vestre lar illa, «ha presents * perfect picrturt of the tiltil 
tohaai bay «muy esrgado de libro#, I# plsarra a It espelde, 
«1 .peetelda h#*ho mm pmm rodillera, el anisada eon traga­
luces , balm# esel -em 1« pelona. ,y era el ctttea más aplicado 
he is ##«#1# y #1 migo mejor #»#. Caimito tenfa en «Xla.»cí5i 
tolalto, or llama as h® 1# derisively nlelaiaMd» mi i 
lonely, pathetic little boy badly armed for life, although 
fit 
he was ma coward* He vac strongly attracted to religion, 
sharing sosethlng the «yatie Sandeney of another tali©-
ila» naneiafee of the groat si&teemth century mystic, fray -
luis ú® Itdm, (In .fradfo Iü|.# tolo Oonsaga, polo mystic youth 
fBl 
who ditrppearcd early from the earthly «como»'" ami in . 
át Briagas as on© of Milagros! children* «aquel toisito tas 
místico goo pareeáa ua aprendía it samto.«v; ) Oalida* 
good practical sense probably protected him, a# it Cid Bol-
tus 
s a c , v  f r o m  a m y  mmmm of that form, for ht shows that com-
stmt hunger ami the epileptic torndency of the family may 
have farmed the basis of the strange .dreamt ©r visions of 
Cadalso In which Coi appeared as the chief figure, the 
dream# see» a sort of Idealisation of the secret companions, 
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*lm Invisibles»1̂ 6 of the oréimry chili.* 
the vtsiqm occur to luis on the street,12** in fed# 
sleep,®** in the' esplsneie of the Coni*~f}u$ue , and on a 
bench in. the hall ef ;€ongmm*nm At other times, laals 
frequent* the church, «nxions for sort Oiwimtcm with- the 
eeleatisl figureIn bl# dream §#i It well w»# that 
tela 1» not a goo# student and that bt.imi failed to learn 
his gmmmm lessen*1411 there mmm to mimé In this ecemee* 
%lm$ the figure of the feflisfe proa# writerf ?hmmm de 
Quina?, who would not have wondered at Caitlso*s dreams» 
Ülnself a aoiiin-ry drerner.,. Be Qulney wrote, #$od s.pe&k* 
to children, also in dreams and by the ormolus that inrSt 
In darkness» But in solitude, there mil things when made 
vocal b? til# truths• mé services of a national, church, Qoé 
holds cetraa#!on undisturbed with children**»«E4S through 
the visions, §od had a direct influence for $mi in 0*~ 
del*©1» school work and also gat# the child glimpses of 
the future which enabled hi» to rim proph@tim.lly the 
#44 
family affairs* 
idhe Fell#©, Pepitas, and the rest, Cadalso attempted 
to study at Right* lis. hooks present the a am# appearance 
as those of the other cMldrm*®46 "Bstsfeai# los infelices 
tan ©stroptado#, ml si hubieran servido de proyectiles 
en furioso combate; las hojas rsrt creídas, los picos it las 
cubiertas doblados o rotos, la pasta con pegaJosa mugre»1,246  
Graaaar, "el lspi'e y bárbaro estadio"®47 seess to have been 
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tb# mpmh*1 Isat of the school boy* i amlstanea * ñmláéu 
refera to it ## «la fementida toawítiea**®*®. aad «la abo­
minable Oramática.*1̂  Eren when. Cadalso ohese a book trnibe 
at random to begin bis study, »¡Centro, siempre «alia la 
aendanada Orandtlofcl*8̂ ' i# bad a tuajtlt with the defini­
tion of am adwarb • *pero C&dtlao no lograba enterarse de 
#11# clUraansata*#»*®* aná life# Felipe,ft 11 mlmp with 
fit» haa&'oa the Si# gragdfether tried to hmlp 
hi®- memorise the mmlmn nlti mé definitions, bbt often 
• headache or illness praaa&tad Cadalso1» atudŷ 5* 
lula* i&teraatad reaction to object teaehing w*a> how­
ever* tnaiantanaou* amá intelligent* lia father bud bought 
hi® some atwff» «fletar le expiteé la dlatrtfeeeldh de las 
hojas del albas*. eneeiidftdole a reconocer Xa nacionalidad de 
lo». na##* 'Mira* teta tí* freaetefcena es it República 
franeea*« Sata sedera con cerón# y bjiMdt es la Reina. i# 
Inglaterra, y asta fegoila eon do» eabesaa, Alemania* loa 
vi® paulando en m sitie, y ahora la $ue has da hacer m 
reunir mucho# para llenar loa huecos tMm* * II peiuenuelo 
estaba anoaatád©.»**̂ ® 
M ihe 'aahoolroaai itself, Cadalso 1» a victim of tha 
aehoelmeater who ridicule# hist before the other student# 
and mad# him alt in the last seat as a ale*, of'hi* lgno-
ran## -and laefe of application**̂  At ele?*® o*eloofe, during 
the writing litasen, Cadalso Is guilty of diatraetlng tha 
class, and: in addition to the physical blows ha received, 
lit 
th# teacher says, mim es m hipócrita!». C«¿also n® trnpo 
contener m aflicción ©yendo %n bom ds B* Celedonio @1 in-
imrlese apodo A teacher of this type, Bouttit says, 
fosters the M§h~isp#es! devtlopifnt of behavior dlfflcul* 
tins in a erode hot very effective maimer ,̂ S8 Ctaslso's an­
swer -desumstratss %h# troth of the psychological observa-
tl«* #Se X© roy a decir a atl abuelo* #y no vengo máñ a es­
ta escuela* 
As laldds shows in this stndy, -and lii@t psychological 
stwliss «phssis#,̂  a childU health is of tto.greatest 
iaportence in his behavior. Malnourished and ill, Cadalso 
often tried to study, tat m prevented by taadaehes. After 
such an evening *al día figislmts costé trabajo levantarle. 
Sentías# quebrantado* y orno si tablea* tadade largo tre­
cho pm sitio ástéoísociio y lajt.no, que so podía recorder* 
Fia# a la asentía, y no *.e<supo la letalta**2**-' 
In addition to th# : frohiiw of hit htalth, which la - ¿ 
recognised as « si§hl#it«ii factor is his bsHsvior, Cadal­
so is often prevented fres attending school by having to 
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mm® as hoy for his grandfather» ' Additional 
feailgr. factors affecting, hit behavior were the return of 
S#S 
his Mvtlco»# father ' tai the solicitude of an aunt who 
really had his .welfare at heart and- encouraged Ms physi­
cal development «< ifee saya# *fe.estudies, eortudn, quo lo 
dm# quieren es stearic los seslbes* lo hagas caeoj tiempo 
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ttana* da tab#? talento» Ahora cant, eo&c mucho* engorda y 
£64 
imags, corra y diwlérbait- todo lo ft» ta. pida «1 cuerpo»11  
fht emphasis on these family relationship# m causes in-
flmrnmtmg Cadalso*# aanduat show# itliés «ra# conscious. of 
tiw importance of such factors# Loot tit says thai subtle ••• 
snotlonaX nasha?* of the family art 
often tiptificanily lmrolyad in a chili1#- bahayior»®** 
tha- granifathtr fillanil, ho way ar> raeaf&t&a* the Kindly 
interest of the *wt ami ©no of M# last thought# on hi# 
way to ««lit • toiclit it IMt ilia toy rill raaaiy* a better 
SSil 
timcation at hm hand# than at'those of the fillamils* "" 
folia*•sa&sttlya conscience someway connects the fail­
ure of Ms grandfather to find a position with, hi# own 
failure t# study, *#o i# colocan- pensaba,-.porque yo no at-
tudio,»**®®* ialids raaafnisad the psychological point 
whm lit cosuNBits» *foíis*. como miño, asociaba las litas im-
parfaataara&a*,; pero las asociaba,* sentando ti«mpr#Atilts 
tfimitates extrañas tugar lies por su inocencia In this 
rtry sane year foitalat1» fiüi.Steit asparlaaead a similar 
guilt fot ling when h# *##oe la tad hi i brother1 i death with 
mus 
hit own fallar# to return, home from school on tifa#* 
i» MMÍÍ m M imsmb i& **• picture of 
the twtlya-ya#r*old falcntín, chili prodigy who Is tha **-
sombro 4a Xa escuela, y orgullo- y gala it lo# maastros**®̂ 0  
In tha school of gilMli x J&dfiBiStt ira»r haU 
iiO' tarros# for hi®, ®jHMra. X# Geografía la i ominaba como 
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m fcoabrt»* v ' • Us night studying til aoaottpliaitad with aa*a 
and faeility* but it wan not msfeil ha raaehad tht ag* of tha 
tatuad* *&**iia&sa. (eowoztly attatiiad at ulna or tm y tar# 
ri-p.-
of aga# or par ha pi tight, according to Barrilla ) that Ma 
fall powor* mm rmmXM* Fortunata sbsrr* ail ©tha.r sehel-
ara# ••má. Ills# the gifted s£g~yaa?~0ld isbas of Jkgsl Oaarra 
atioaa aholr smstsr :%t <te#&'.ox>uoas» poruña an'panidada*# a 
«naadarla algo, raaultsfe# gu* ya #1 chico lo safels®,̂  ̂
*74 
Yala&tifa :%o sfrwtî  Is* aoaaa# la# aabl'a ya»* * ' fha hoy1# 
talent *ao» mmmmé Mm fro»- tha ordinary classroo&s to ra-
i:7S 
eat*a apaalal instruction from other «asters. ' 
I# school ehildra» ara stats tit .̂ aaljdad.̂  hut Galddt 
In# not forgottaa tha subject of primary iaatruetlon# and 
has ©tea#!®» to rtfar to «toda aaa aatdpido fd*t*go- it in-
struaaitfa prtaaria ma 1* «atan-a us© an #1 cuerpo anta# 
JE**!! 
da ,podar distinguir ratloa#l»#nta al ®a.l dal bles** ' 
tm ángel. imer», Justina* a ©Mar ahlldraa go to school» 
tha aldar. toy, Ildefonso* is found to ha «bastant# flojo# 
f 77 
in History wli.#n tear»*-taaatiana hüt* 1» tha - pJiliQ. 
lÉtloh gfoamt mm® ta found, ̂ t**do' says, «no faltaran M-
harona* para los fftstro* y ascuala para los segundo* #«ifa 
In tristona ih# children from the lotpitip of Madrid 
ara not for th* first tint-* fha Institution had boon »an~ 
tioned in- J¡§, sombra in connection with the f metal out-
tova in which children too* part979 and «gain in Fortunata  
Z Jacinta when the careles» Santa Cms recomendad that 
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Pltusín b# sent thoro* Mm Mm mi their treatment of - chil­
dren mf bo ofet&laod fro® laeiiits,s horrified oonmontt* 
ol Hospicio I -erelíiaié Jacinto».* «Iparo ¡tu# a® I# nondon 
o los- entierros». *y lo ám do c«or oquollo* bosofi'ooi**̂  
Jacinto titer odd* s little mor# doaoription of thooo hop-
loo tólMrsi» •». *1® pondremos tu casa i# Candolorio.* * 
Porque lo qu# #» si Hospicio no ra. ¿§o qm sio lo pionca 
•.»« ÍC|uJ sosas to 1® ocurren & mí nadri&ol ?»* como a él BO 
It ton hacho ir numen a lo» entierros, pi#®#® lodoo# a-
guwtondo la IIOT&o y al ftt'o*. la par se® »agr natural fu# 
'»É1 
«1 otro pobroctto «o #rfo antro ataiUios «•.«*'' _ 
§ai«r̂ # tho poor aorrant woo® im frislán#. loosw 
hor boy in the .8osplojLo iMlt sh# works, but Ti sit# hi® 
OB tumi ay r during plsy hours* flier# 1» a momentary riew 
of tho d̂oblo cuerda So prmo®®** ̂  beforo it bvmk® up 
loto happy oootinsi stth-rolali*»» tai 'lit play»*®s*'*Co~ 
numnosite, ai llegar lo cotorro é®; thlfmillos a um lugar 
convenido m las callee mueva# do Chombo?!', los dan @1 
rompan-filas, y so ponen a jugar, állf lo» aguardan ya 
las atedre», abuelas o tí#®- (del «pe las tlooo) mm el pe­
rmuto is aoroo-|ot>'MOO-htioto»# erellonao, bolos o aoo- • 
irugos i# pan» Alguno* correteen y brincan Jugando a la 
toñhi otro» so p«m o los grupos 4-t mujeres * ̂""" ' these 
children aro not ohcm* incide the Institution, nor. at 
study, but they 4m receive eone Instruction and car# there, 
and present smother glinpee of children free for a little 
%M 
while from the * encerrado fúnebre ,w 
At the i-ene spot groups of defective children draw 
the attention of C3&ld6s* As the youngesters from the Hospi­
cio plsyy they meet v̂iniendo de la Castellana, los sordo-
mutos, en grupea de mudo y ciego,... M cada pareja, los 
ojos del mudo fallan al ciego para poder anclar sin trope­
zones $ m. entendi'an por el tacto, con tan endiabladas gara­
tusa a> causaba maravilla verles hablar..# Gracias a 
la precisión de &<|uel lenguaje,, enteráronse pronto los 
ciegos de qme allf estaban los hospicianos. Detuviéronse 
.allf, y por un mommto reino Xa .fraternidad entre unos y 
otros». »!»os ciegos, no pud i end o tomar parte en ningiSst jue­
go, se apartaban desconsolados* Algunos se peraltl'an son­
reír com® si fiaran, llegando al conocimiento de las co­
sa# por el velocísimo teclear de los dedos#«SS5 These pas-
sages haft been used to again show Galdón* interest In all 
classes of children. 
Indirect reference to-, the'education of children, oc­
curs In J&- loca de M casa when tint orla imposts a# one 
of the conditions of her return to her husband, Crus, 
that he finance the erection of two schools for chil­
dren* 
Ill- her country place at- Pedralba, th© Condesa de Hal-
ma-bauteuberg,' of Halm®.» is organising a school for chil­
dren where all th® grown-ups take turns at teaching# On 
fhuradey Hasarin explained th® Do é trine to the children 
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mé m M# mmmé tli# talMing Im rmmm ém élgmmm 
iMtmtü mm®%ébm i», im tmlltm mmmám m mm%®< m la-
tais fémtimém a aftMol****** On anotto* 
&W* *s^» ehioos# émBpuáM 4# iar is xoootém 00» ialas* i# 
feo**» « tofotttt.oB ti «*mM» froator# * .la «a#» io-otesjo**®̂ ® 
IrtáOiiily is # fvm mhml la a atitotflisyt, •• 
eoaimofti «l«f fc#»ofie«at religious J&fl&saot# aad Madly 
lint oidor girl# of Ism#i sai. 'testare fire# la gg,*» 
dflMftfll «o lo a fiijiM «t. .»• oteo» gotting reedy for 
eohool la tu# Mtftiskg-» fli# Motila* etoat of ti» till#» 
** ft*«y pfipm to letra «lá tt» toesiag % tho oidor toys 
fonts * lively *»d natural mmm* fta torrent sarrios ti» 
feesfcet of Imefe* for they mmá the sátiro dey et the 
iti 
sehool» • tela* the eourse of the ecmvorsettens irtth-
mtlo tai Ssarti History ere nentloned tai the eoelloot 
tMM| i fl*ô «e?«eld girl seye* • «fe #1 colegia t«toy iü* 
4o etera #1 fi#Jo.féit«wmto.**o's®° 
the first, retool #f the sofeool aistress. Feseaollt* 
or M41i» of IX QotpUoffo .iuuBSsáflf# i# la ti® horrlMo 
má toon of Ifoieteiieeor ratr# ta# mimml 
honse tres gstaied te# Odre**®®̂  I# wat cestooary, the 
ohlMroá studied «load mé the molt# seal* a# fe»ri out­
side ta# taiidlsig* titile hay# má girl* wf« learning 
to «¡>«11» «la» tu «BU - !»•• P0R Ciíítift Is « traa tefteíwr, 
mé reeegníses it seyl&g# «It descubierto tu# tirw pare 
lü 
•áueer nifioe y oncencier «« ello# fe* primeras luces del co-
005 
nmXmtmt®.* Ste la so telorad te tes pupila that ttey 
rafas* to 1st h#r Isa** te* 
Xl* I.llM jfc ¿I. itemite tht lstste stessl «tetras», 
átm&ift» tes tern a director of a school for' sight? girls 
In falsdâ 9 «I is isssrtesi nt Maniate steaa&ars i# altos 
potes», hogaño te mt»iys ricas, j ton astitra q«* no tornee# 
Xa ociositeé»» 9̂6 With h#r loirsr Altjan&ro, ste goes to Com-
9® &* !»• tors in criar to practica htr telisf test, ̂  w* 
tetera sa&tttei consist® m cultivar Is tierra pars extras? 
is tils los si«isfito$ is siis, ?• suit low los carat?*» rfr-
§1fyoft fcte.iaath, Son Juan is Valtierra leave* 
Attnaite In efcarg* ami gassaaaten. of s «agalflatat school 
site roo» for mors tesxi terso teiérti atatenta of tete 
if# 
lot different tea ,sw«sr school smm is ter# from 
test of tte infernal #0X0 school Im tht sit jr. of lairlil 
Îcpinoocte is versa#*».. Mtehsiwte# is niños te ambos 
tens*#**' la tereeha, la ageusia* retente is frontesas 
tebcia* frutal#» jr is amamos hoscaJas is mirto y laurel 
«*»fsjM̂ M»Ct una strit is astail*» tlamsntals# Attnaite 
is llfegrtai s los niños far# fm® a* solacea *& ios mmm» • 
rsrgslii fu® rotea» la @s#m#ia* itlt» las criaturas mar-
sania ai'son-pte cos rite# hallaagissra ? tecc«$*« li santo 
fsjte las conduct, y tomtit»# ton smarts amsnsstasions» 
a los ip® st islote* Ml ras» J® florido ** 4®spr«ate 
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somata romeros* úe píJaros pt eharlam y alios fm tris®»#» 
. fhs school seems a Peetalossleti txietltmtlem of ilie 
best klaá* is Bsrasré say®, i®, of institutions 
eifwlts* os the basts, «sá is the spirit of the flatly, 
with sgricMtarai as ttm principal «esas of is-
tustrial training, sai with mettioí* of imstraetiom, moral, 
iMelleetMl sai initios!, so far as applied, gooi enough 
for. say class of society 
áieaelia isstrlbts the üesl instruction the.eMliresi 
receive* *6abra ustei fa# los sito® soasa y wmtXwo&m a-
pf y se ras a áorntr a so®, casas, íespmés haber rati** 
Mi@ X&- ®s®«tósa elemental y #1 eoaeeialemte práctico áe 
misiitd. constituye 1® riéa temas.# frótaselas la alambra 
6*1 gramo, -la reeeleeetimj. res el trigo es las eras# es 
el wllMI y como tesemos tahona es la ©asa# te haces car-
go ie las transformaciones i# las mies hasta convertirse • 
m pm* Saben tomo se Mee el riso# el aceite, los «pesos, 
el eeyM*# y %mmm las «aiiipilael«#s «leí liso istia 
toe se arriata ie la tierra hasta • fes m oetrrlert« en la 
H01 
tela ame visten* *'" 
iy this means* without the cbilircit realising, it, or 
being confines for long hours within f&wt mil®# they learn 
Arithmetic, %eelMes it Pfslca, Meterla latural, ieogra-
fía# y cnanto es menester para la pregferaeiin Ce lo® ii«-
tint os oficios o carreras a pe han 4e Sestearse, según i® 
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vmmlém i# tsia 
to this last noval ©f iatoé# toar# ara »© todiviémaX 
©Mldraiu I© naughty Xittla fttns,i$i nar parplafcai f#Xip# 
stand# oto in- tu# masa of tora# hiaiára& ahtliran wMo play 
happily & round tha moisrl sahoel* fhsy - tor# dtaappaarei in 
tíi#'iaMoalan' liaal of good oiutaiioii for all tolMr®®* Is 
CsMMfaéro-wt'fg of a praeaitog noval» *1©' stort© a*'ft*a 
hay tot iifaranaia ia ton© clarísima «tor* un tono ra. 4a 
postwar!© #n sus pr toaras- obras y. m jEL caballar© aneanta*» 
&o» tatas» ml- aaaanto ara individualista» tímm a# social, 
*UM*Í0»aX» • •**°® 
áaeordtorta Baricovtt** it is mmmimhl® that *th« 
orttlfua of aduastlon snunoiatsd by novelist féros Baldas 
had its toaapttosk to to# big train of little Banlto fires 
dwito'toe--dreary heors.he «pato to tto'#toto#r of..horror# 
104 
m Salto Matoistfeal»* fto impression he mmtmé m» & 
imp on## - for' prfaary tototoio»; setotomad to tatareto hi» 
over a period of forty year# of Hl$. novelist!* lift mé 
to# period ©f-froto##* totora#t; -oetoetdeá with.the prime 
of hi# life* 
Bine# apprortaatsly toe-half of Spain*-a. people .wave 
Illiterate» tho proBX#» of elementary instruction wis a 
matter of vital importuno#» By persistant calling of at-
totolw to Hi# schools1 faults, 0a Wis sought to improve 
than.-íiiii Bring toomt a/.refetano* By revolutionary changes 
In toatitotiwi.# hut By spiritual and intellectual re-
101 
ñúñ 
orientation of hwmn beings. 
OabSS# Interested himself i a children of both se*e«» 
and while he shewed that the boys* education was impractical 
má imaáefttafee, the girls* i# gmvm to have been almost en­
tirely useless* the calling of teaching, held in low esteem 
ia Spain, attracted, with a fm ideal mmptlm®, miserably 
ignorant «a# cruel teachers. the picture $mmoá terydark, 
má y#t i» O&ldds one may see that those who. endured the 
experience of early schooling - those wh<M»eré privileges 
to endure the experience - gained, and were better off then 
those who had no opportunity to suffer it*: She institution 
mm# .therefore, in itself, goo* sai indispensable, and, for 
teláis, every child, ta the- words of Serafina in OXoria. 
was bom- worthy wde ser amado y educado»*̂ ® 
ialiis was a pioneer in this field in the novel, hut 
he hai powerful friáis in other .professions to encourage 
him. She: whole taMeaisni iiea of primary education could 
not be better tuned up tin. in time. words ef.Qtner Se los 
If os i ***#la escuela, esa escuela primaria, la Sel pobre, 
le Sel pueblo, la Se todos, tiene %m tomar sobre si la Si-
recelan Se la evoluciéii inSiviSml, Se- la formación áMegre 
Sel hombre, no reducirse a los informes y noticias más in­
dispensable.» para no fueSarst futra de su tiempo, ni a a-
Saptarlo a éste, y menos a hostigar su ame*la, sino des­




0alids* sttitud# toward the subject ts optimistic, h# 
envisages a futura ta which school method# become active, 
practical and personal, the real mtm of importance, how** 
ewer, with ftaldbs, is always the chili* Bpmlsh children 
are shown to possess all' the messsasy tatelíeetatl 'mé 
other imheremt fmallties to.sake them capable of receiving 
and benefitting from education* for a while '«salt f if «res, 
like Felipe, might plead for Xaarmiiig in mt ignorant admit 
world which often hlaiereá- mé blinded children to their 'own 
capabilities, but the matter of trsimiiig oetmM be Imprimé 
mé bring about motel school# like the fait ierra school in 
M. á£ M gtellfe» ®» theme «pon which Galdha had 
insisted from the beginning of Ms novel wltihf eereer. finis 
its eliakr in this last newel, At Img last children are 
being taught cosas ami the. school mistress is a fomttf ami. 
beautiful «san, «ho "sin presumir A* aabla, lo 
Happy, healthy children are receiving practical knowledge 
of everything that concerns human life* the "prodigiosa 
enaaaaisa»809 they are «ijoying was for everyone. It asust 
have seemed, as Galdda wrote•on another occasion, "el final 
obligado da todo cuento infantil» 'Deapuéa de tanto# traba­
jos y fatigas, recibidle# el ley «a su corte, .les colad de 
«1A 
f«worms f ©bssf«ios, y todo# fueron ta» fallots#f w ' 
i m 
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